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EDJTQRtS COMMENTS
t is with both sadness and pride that THE SUBMARINE
REVIEW honors the passing of those who have contributed
so much to the Navy, the Nation and our magnificent submarine warfare capability. The leading Feature in this edition is
Captain Ned Beach's eulogy for the recently departed Admiral Hal
Shear. It has been often remarked that one defining characteristic
of the submarine community is the closeness and strength of the
bonds between its members, but it is a rare privilege to see such
clear evidence of that in print. It is a fitting, and heartfelt, memorial to one of the giants of the post-WWII/Cold War era in
submarines by one of the more eloquent veterans of that period of
intense development and operation.
Two other Features in this April edition treat issues of great
importance to America's submarine warfare community. Ernie
Blazar, of the Lexington Institute, recounts the findings of "study
after study issued by American military analysts" to outline the
broad shape of future battlefields which will be faced by U.S.
armed forces. He then summarizes the specifics of one such study
report, by a recent Defense Science Board panel, to specifically
place the modern U.S . Submarine Force within that context. A
particular emphasis is given to the proposal for modification of
four of the early Ohio class SSBNs to carriers of a large number of
cruise missiles and special forces. The second issue has to do with
America's need for nuclear weapons and the future of its nuclear
weapons-armed forces. Both a report by a special panel looking
into that subject, and a commentary by Captain Bill Norris, a
retired submarine officer currently at the Sandia National Laboratory. This subject is carried here because the Submarine Force is
one of the nation's primary nuclear components, both with Trident
missiles and with the continuing capability for carrying the
Tomahawk nuclear land-attack missile-and it behooves all in our
community to be aware of the national policy issues involved.
The fourth Feature is an update on the progress of the Submarine Centennial preparations and the many events which will take
place-nationwide-in the year long observance.
There are, of course, many fine Articles, Discussion items,
Reflections, Letters and Book Reviews in each edition of THE
SUBMARINE REVIEW and we cannot comment on all of them
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in this page, but there are several pieces in the April edition to
which your attention is specifically recommended. Captain Mel
Lyman's technical critique of wcrimson Tidew is important in
correcting easy misconceptions and restating the great care taken
with the entire process of nuclear weapon control in the SSBN
force. Also don't miss Lieutenant Bob Koonce's piece about the
real generation gaps which appear in age-constrained professional
groups, such as in submarine wardrooms, and the importance in
bridging them. This seems to be one of those essays which is
about much more than the stated subject. There is also an excellent
review by Captain Ralph Enos of Clay Blair's final work on the
193945 U-boat War in the Atlantic. Not only is the Blair book a
milestone effort, but is one destined to be the starting point of
many discussions in the world of submarines.

Jim Hay

FROM THE PRESIDENT
he importance of the United States Navy Submarine Force
Centennial celebration during the year 2000 can not be
exaggerated. SecNav has designated the year 2000 to
commemorate the collective history and heritage of the Submarine
Force.
The Centennial will serve to recognize the personal sacrifices
and heroic acts of the Submarine Force throughout the past century
and acknowledge the important innovative technology advances
made by American industry.
Many events and commemorations are planned as promulgated
in the brochures which all of our member should have received.
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The point to remember is that the U.S. Submarine Force is the
organization being honored. And we, the NSL, along with the
Submarine Veterans WWII and Submarine Veterans Inc. are
working in full support of the Force.
The Chairman, Admiral Hank Chiles, and his committees are
working diligently to ensure the many events and exhibits (including a large one at the Smithsonian) are both appropriate, publicized
and well received.
There are many requests for support in this vital endeavor but
I encourage each of you to consider, strongly in your support,
especially:
1. The Centennial committee itself and the many events it is
sponsoring.
2. The Cold War Memorial, to be located at Patriot Point in
Charleston, South Carolina as most of us remember it was
from Charleston in November 1960 that Jim Osbourne took
GEORGE WASHINGTON to sea for the first SSBN
deterrent patrol.
3. The Submarine Force Library and Museum in Groton,
Connecticut. This, of course, has NAUTILUS, a superb
exhibit and, the primary submarine historical archives.
Admiral Hal Shear
The Nation, the Navy, and the United States Submarine Force
has lost a man who bad an immeasurable influence on every person
and submariner whom he ever touched, as well as many who did
not even know him. No one can match the eloquence of the eulogy
for Admiral Shear which Ned Beach has written, and is printed
later. And, no one can match the impact of personally having
known, and answered to Hal Shear.
Dan Cooper
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A EUWGY FOR ADMIRAL HAL SHEAR
by CAPT &lward L. Beach, USN(Ret.)
al Shear was the finest man, naval officer, shipmate,
comrade I have known. He had guts, enthusiasm, presence
of mind, a never failing appreciation of the men and
women working with him, or for him. He also had determination,
an appetite for hard work, an inflexible determination to do things
right. He stands among the great men this country has produced.
Had the tocsin sounded in his direction he would have been ready,
as he was for all the duties and trials that came his way.
I was once his commanding officer, and I know whereof I
speak. One of an exec's duties is occasionally to lay a two-by-four
alongside his skipper's head and thus help him do his job. If you
have to do this, you do it tactfully, firmly, and with the utmost
conviction. Once Hal gave his friendship, he gave it without
reservation, and permanently-and the proof of his regard could
well be in the size of the two-by-four and how he wielded it. This
he did more than once for me, even while I was trying to boss him,
and I'm the better man for it. I suspect many of those present on
this sorrowful, respectful occasion could say something very
similar.
One of the things driving military outfits like our Navy is we
live by training, exercise constantly for readiness, and believe that
somewhere in our organization there exists the Nimitz, or Halsey,
or Spruance who will surface when and if they must and the need
is there. Not to everyone is given the privilege of being at hand
when the whistle blows hard, but in our naval history there have
been those moments, and the men we needed were there. How else
do we explain those giants, Nimitz, Halsey, and Spruance? And
the others through our time? The answer, of course, is that they
are always there. They are ready, and they need only to hear the
call. Harold Edson Shear was one of those. It was not given to
him to lead our fleet in glorious battle as did others, but had the
bugle sounded in his direction we know exactly how he would have
responded, for he was truly, as was said long ago about a famous
knight, a man without fear and without reproach. We as a Navy,
as a nation, are the better for his presence among us, and we join
his devoted family in this sorrowful farewell.
Hal is of course well known to everyone in this room, and to
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everyone of our Navy. He is also well known to his community of
New London and Groton. of which he became an integral part.
Even in the last years of his illness he came to the fore in the
restoration effort for the old State Pier at New London, the same
one we submariners knew as State Pier. Through Hal•s efforts,
and those of the entire community which he organized and led, it
has not only been refurbished in condition and appearance, it has
also been given a new life, serving the Port of New London/Groton
and the entire Thames Valley as a newly viable port of entry for
the peaceful commerce on which our nation was founded. In
recognition of his contribution, State Pier has been renamed. It is
now officially the Harold E. Shear Marine Terminal, known
informally by the residents of the area as Shear Pier. For a man
who spent his boyhood at the tip of Long Island, who grew up in
Shelter Island, on the sea, fishing the local waters and then
becoming one of our premier naval officers. nothing could be more
appropriate. It is a lasting. and beautiful, contribution to the
welfare of the entire area in which, man and boy, he has spent so
much of his life.
This is most fitting to the man. for the times, these days, are
parlous. We have impeached a President. Many of our citizens.
many of those present, fear we may have reached a nadir of the
political life of our country. Deep in the souls of most Americans,
I am positive lies a wonder at how we could have descended so
low, and we cry loudly that we must rise above this. If we do not,
if this is not a nadir but instead a new and lower norm, the nation
of which we have been so proud cannot long survive. Yet, we
have had people among us, and will continue to have them, who
have both the strength of mind and the strength of character to
rescue us from the abyss. Hal Shear was such a man. So were
those named in passing above and so was George C. Marshall, and
millions of others. We have them . We have them still; but we
must bring them forward. Can we here imagine how any of these
would have handled the Presidency had he been in that office? Can
anyone doubt that Hal Shear would have enriched it? Can anyone
even conceive of him, or any of them, besmirching it? Even the
nobility of Hal's past several years, his triumph over the vicissi·
tudes of the body that finally brought him low-as they must,
eventually, for all of us-show us that here was the type of man, or
woman, for that matter, whom we must continue to find for the
5

high offices of the land.
We here, who have come to celebrate Hal's life, should also use
this moment to rededicate ourselves privately to the improvement
of our country, as he did. We should set our sights higher than
they have been. We must clean up our national act. The ills we
have agonized over for so long need to be measured against the
example of the outstanding life just ended. We must not fail Hal,
and the others like him who have marked our nation's path. They
are exemplars for all of us. We must not let them down.
Hal, old friend, it is hard to say goodbye. You have been for
us the most magnificent archetype one could imagine of everything
a good naval officer, citizen, and patriot should be. And you have
been more than that. You have followed the footsteps of the
mighty, and have at the same time blazed your own trail. Never
once has smallness, meanness, or indecorousness marked your
path. We stand small in your greatness. Your family will miss
you. Your friends will miss you. Your thousands of admirers will
be saddened. The United States of America has lost one of its true
stalwarts, and our Navy is diminished. Perhaps most important of
all, you have shown all of us the true path of greatness. God
speed, old man, and God bless! We'll not be long behind!•
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PENTAGON BACKS SUBS' POSI-COLD WAR MISSIONS
by Ernest BltWJr

Mr. Blazar is a Senior Fellow at the Lexington Institute. He holds
a Master's degree in National Security Affairs from Georgetown
University's School of Foreign Service. He covered the Pentagon
for the trade and national press for over ten years.
hough ten years have elapsed since the Cold War's end, the
Pentagon still struggles to orient itself to changed circumstances. Long-held assumptions about what war would look
like-armored divisions rolling across Germany's Fulda Gap and
war on the high seas-have been jettisoned like the dozens of
military bases and tens of thousands of service members deemed
excess in today's global military environment.
Fashioned for a half century towards fighting a high-end war
against the Soviet Union's mighty arsenal, the Pentagon is in the
midst of figuring which of its Death Star weapons are worth
keeping and improving upon in an age when not every enemy
intends to fight along high technology's lethal frontier. Defining
precisely what those battlefields of tomorrow will look like is a
tough task. However, study after study issued by American
military analysts have concluded that three main characteristics
have emerged.
First, the United States will face no equally-equipped military
power for, perhaps, a generation. No country can today afford to
shoulder the financial and political burden of building and fielding
a military force that matches America's in quantity and quality.
Second, notwithstanding the first, many nations are selectively
equipping their militaries with widely available high technology.
These countries do not seek to counter U.S. military crown jewel
weapons-like stealth planes, aircraft carriers, airlifters and
satellites"'""iJn a one-for-one basis. Instead, what potential enemy
states are buying and fielding is specifically intended to blunt or
defeat America's high-end military systems while freeing those
nations from the costs of such weapons. For example, Iran need
not design, build, launch, and man aircraft carriers and cruisers to
challenge the U.S. Navy's dominance of the Persian Gulf. Instead,
all that is needed is a string of anti-ship cruise missile batteries dug
into bunkers along Iran's Western coast linked to an effective
targeting and communication system-precisely what Iran fields and
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improves upon today. Countries watched the 1991 Persian Gulf
War and learned a lesson: do not match American strengths.
Target its weaknesses.
Third, some potential enemies will seek to counter American
military hegemony with low technology, like the 1998 twin truck
bomb attacks on U.S. embassies, or with weapons of mass
destruction like chemical, biological or nuclear bombs.
While these trends are clear, the Rubik's Cube circumstances in
which they will manifest themselves is not. Consequently, military
experts have tied them together with a ribbon prominently marked
11
Uncertainty".
It is with these conclusions and little else that the Pentagon tries
to confront its future. What Cold War strategies, weapons and
posture must be shed? Which can still be used, with modification,
to win tomorrow's unknown battles?
Last summer, the Pentagon cracked one of these tough nuts.
The nuclear powered attack submarine, a sophisticated weapon that
helped keep the Soviet Union's Cold War naval ambitions checkmated, retains its relevance in the coming decades of uncertainty.
In fact, a study dedicated to examining the utility of these undersea
craft found they are going to grow in importance.
11
(T)he emerging politico-military environment and the rapidly
changing technology environment are such that the nuclear attack
submarine will remain an essential and enduring element of our
naval force structure," concluded the Defense Science Board, a
group of uniformed and civilian military experts who give advice
to Pentagon leaders.
"Technology advances and proliferation will make the submarine's stealth, endurance and mobility even more important
attributes in the future as (naval) surface and air forces become
more wlnerable." Read the report, titled Submarine of the Furure.
The submarine's stealth, that is its ability to escape detection by
operating quietly in a medium that defies penetration by most types
of sensors, was a design feature demanded by the cat-and-mouse
moves played out under the Cold War's seas. Specifically, it was
needed when U.S. submarines were mainly dedicated to hunting,
tracking and practicing how to kill Soviet submarines.
What the new Pentagon report says is that a submarine's
stealthy advantages, built and honed for the Cold War, have great
application across today's global military demands. This is not a
case of reinventing the nuclear powered attack submarine's
mission. Rather it is a recognition of the submarine fleet's inherent
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wider usefulness now that it has been freed from the narrow band
of missions to which it was dedicated during the Cold War.
That understanding of the submarine's use outside of strict Cold
War missions began first to change at the start of the 1991 Persian
Gulf War. Joining in the first strikes against Iraq on January 17,
1991, a number of U.S . submarines fired Tomahawk missiles
against Iraq, for the first time proving the submarine's ability to
apply significant tactical military power against land targets-a
mission still in its infancy.
It is this submarine mission which the Defense Science Board
report found for several reasons to offer the most promising area
for continued growth.
First, the Navy's surface ships, in which the bulk of available
Tomahawk land-attack missiles now reside, are at growing risk.
That is because potential enemies are taking advantage of twin
global trends. First. the information revolution is giving all
nations growing access to the computer hardware and software
needed to create greater technical awareness of their surroundings.
Specifically, they are increasing their ability to detect, track and
target U.S . military troops and gear.
One has only to recall American fears that Saddam Hussein
would take advantage of widely available commercial satellite
imagery to discover the American "left hook" maneuver at the
outset of the 1991 Persian Gulf War. And that was almost a
decade ago.
Secondly, the collapse of the Soviet weapons complex has
spurred a jump in the number and quality of sophisticated weapons
widely available for sale on the international market.
The Defense Science Board found that these trends will 11 reduce
the effectiveness of surface ships significantly within 30 years,
while leaving the [attack submarine] relatively immune to threat
escalation".
Even in cases where surface ships are immune to attack, they
may still be vulnerable to detection which may block such ships
from launching surprise missiles attacks.
"In these scenarios, the (attack submarine) becomes the perfect
launch platfonn," the DSB report found. 11 Its ability to sail within
relatively close range of the target undetected furnishes it with a
unique ability to gain the element of surprise." Also, a submarine's
ability to get close to a hostile shoreline shonens its missiles' flight
time, also reducing an enemy's warning time.
Does this mean that the Pentagon has found today's fleet of
9

nuclear powered attack submarines perfectly suited to all of
tomorrow's threats? Hardly. The report found that the ability of
today's submarines to handle post-Cold War missions is constrained by their Cold War design constraints.
The Defense Science Board recommended several design
changes in the next planned generation of American submarines,
most of which focus on broadening the array of weapons the
submarine can bring to the fight. The lead ship in this new class
would not enter service until at least 2020.
The most important of the proposals is for the Navy to abandon
the practice of designing into its submarines very specific launchers
for its weapons. The kind of weapon carried aboard a submarine
is limited. The Tomahawk land attack missile, for example, can be
fired through its vertical launch system, designed for Tomahawk,
and also can be fired from a torpedo tube. But both VLS and the
torpedo tubes are too small to allow submarines to fire larger
weapons.
That is why the Defense Science Board urged the Navy to move
away from such design practices. The next generation of submarine "should not have torpedo tubes, VLS tubes or other weapon
specific interfaces with the water. It should have a flexible
interface which does not constrain the shape and size of weapons,
auxiliary vehicles and other payloads when they are used." The
advisory report urged the adoption of the "bomb bay" approach,
instead.
But that is a long way off. There are efforts underway now to
modify existing submarines to increase their utility in the range of
post-Cold War missions now gaining in importance. The Pentagon
is examining plans to convert up to four Ohio class ballistic missile
submarines, which carry long range nuclear weapons, into shorter
range Tomahawk shooters.
Indeed, the Pentagon found in a recent report, Joint Operations
Superiority for the 21"' Ceotucy, that just such a craft could make
big contributions in the opening hours of a strike, when it counts
most.
"In the crucial early hours of a campaign, against high priority
targets that are critical for an integrated defense by the enemy,
covertness allows 'out-of-the-blue' strikes from unexpected
directions," stated the report, also from the Defense Science Board.
"Such strikes maximize the chance that the enemy is in a lower
state of alert, increasing the effectiveness of the strike and the
potential for success. If the undersea missile launcher has been
10

positioned within range, the uncertainty involved in a strike is
limited to missile perfonnance against the targets and the effectiveness of (the enemy's) missile defense against an attack with no
warning."
According to the Defense Science Board, it would cost $1.5
billion to convert the four ships. Each could carry over 100
Tomahawk missiles and/or special operations troops.
Such a ship "could make a significant impact early, since it can
be on station, ready to respond, without the need to first establish
air or sea superiority," the report concluded. "The submarine could
operate securely from most threats that pose a hazard to U.S.
forces operating close to enemy shores; thus it can be present
before hostilities break out."
Along with bringing its warload of missiles close to an enemy's
coastline with only a small risk of detection, the submarine also is
a unique platfonn fur the delivery, support and recovery of special
operations troops, mainly Navy SEAL commandos.
"It is only the submarine that offers the best chance for minimal
detection during the insertion and exfiltration of such large
numbers of special troops," said Reynaldo Maduro, president of
Research Planning, Inc., a company that helps the Pentagon
determine such matters.
"One can use other platforms for this task, but all carry a
greater risk of detection-hence warning the enemy of your
presence-than does the submarine."
The Pentagon's Science Board report noted also that global
trends indicate that only submarines may be able to sail close
enough to an enemy coastline to launch their missiles. That is
because the report admitted the Pentagon is increasingly concerned
about other countries' efforts to bar U.S. Navy entry into some
areas. Specifically, it worries about "the development of layered
defense systems that create an in-depth, anti-access barrier to naval
operations in littoral areas and out to ranges of 1,000-2,000 miles
from their shores."
In those cases, an Ohio class submarine outfitted with Tomahawk missiles may be used because such a concept "offers a high
probability of surveillance penetration".
While the ultimate changes to the future submarine fleet remain
be
to decided in the years ahead, what is clear is that the Pentagon
has endorsed the continued use of these craft in an array of
missions far different than those conducted during the Cold War.•
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U.S. NUCLEAR POLICY IN TIJE 2JST CENTIJRY
by Robelt Joseph and
Ronald Lehman

Editor's Note: This summary of a recent panel's analysis and
report on the future of America's need for nuclear-anned forces is
reprinted with pennission from Strate~jc Forum, number 145,
published by the Institute for National Strategic Studies at the
National Defense University.
Immediately following this summary of the panel's book-length
report is a commentary by Captain Bill Norris, a retired submariner, who is currently at Sandia National Laboratory. THE
SUBMARINE REVIEW asked Captain Norris, as one of the
submarine community's most knowledgeable observers of nuclear
force affairs, to provide these comments as a submarine focus.
With U.S. submarines a prime nuclear-anned force it is most
appropriate for our community to have the opportunity to review
important policy analysis such as this.
Setting a New Paradigm
Recognizing the need for a fresh, long-term look at national
security strategy and requirements, and specifically at U.S. nuclear
policy in the 21" Century, the Center for Counterproliferation
Research at the National Defense University and the Center for
Global Security Research at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory brought together a group of experts with extensive
experience in security policy and military affairs.
The participants examined the broad trends in the international
environment and considered how the United States could both
shape and respond to them. A forward-looking paradigm for the
nuclear dimension of U.S. security policy emerged that builds on
the lessons of the past while addressing the opportunities and
challenges of the future. The paradigm is based on five elements:
1. Sweeping positive changes have occurred. The bilateral
nuclear balance that occupied center stage in the past no
longer dominates the strategic calculations of the United
States or Russia. Yet, there remains a continuing need for
deterrence and for the retention of nuclear weapons as an
essential component of U.S. national security strategy.
12

2. Nuclear weapons will remain part of the global security
setting. The knowledge to build them will continue to exist;
they cannot be disinvented. Even if the United States were
to divest itself of its nuclear arsenal, other nations would be
unlikely to follow suit. To the contrary, some states would
gain incentives to retain or acquire nuclear weapons against
a conventionally superior but nuclear-free United States. If
nuclear weapons were somehow eliminated, a serious
deterioration of the international environment could engender strong incentives for nuclear rearmament. A rapid and
competitive race to rebuild nuclear arsenals could increase
prospects for a devastating war.
3. In the changing security setting, the nuclear weapons
infrastructure-broadly defined to include both the operational forces and the development and production capabilities
that can bring new forces into being when needed-takes on
a heightened strategic prominence. This will require a
greater attention to adaptation and reconstitution.
4. Increased engagement with Russia and China is required to
foster a broader set of relationships and to strengthen the
stability of nuclear postures. The dynamics and substantive
focus of these relationships should be different from the
past. As our relationship with Russia matures, we should be
able to approach security concerns more directly and find
common ground to further strengthen our joint and separate
but not conflicting interests. One approach that could
benefit both states is consideration of sharing early warning
data and technologies-improving their warning network and
improving our missile defense capabilities. At a minimum,
we should divorce ourselves from the past policy of mutual
vulnerability, a policy built on distrust and Cold War
insecurities that continues to inhibit normal relations. Both
states must look to the future.
5. The paradigm recognizes that the fundamentals of deterrence
have not changed: effective deterrence will continue to
depend on both real capabilities and the perception of a
national will to respond to aggression. The participants
concluded that they could place no credence in virtual
deterrence. At the same time, there is an opportunity and
need for a more balanced relationship among the three
traditional elements of deterrence-retaliation, denial , and
dissuasion.
13

Judgmeolci

Turning to the principal judgments of the study, the project
participants reaffirmed that certain basics are enduring. Yet, the
study contains much new thinking about how to pursue national
security objectives, as well as new ideas on issues as diverse as the
nuclear weapons infrastructure, stockpile maintenance in the
absence of testing, and anns control.
Nuclear weapons will remain indispensable to U.S. security.
The threat of war between the United States and Russia has been
greatly diminished. The motives and capabilities of our former
opponent have changed fundamentally. The results of these
changes are apparent in the radical restructuring of U.S. conventional and nuclear forces. Nevertheless, the world remains
uncertain and dangerous. In this context, U.S. nuclear weapons
serve to protect against an uncertain future with Russia and China,
states that continue to value nuclear weapons for both political
status and, in Russia's case, to overcome what it sees as a growing
conventional inferiority. In fact, nuclear weapons appear to play
a growing role in the security policy of Russia, both in declaratory
statements and defense planning. The retention of between 10,000
and 15,000 (and perhaps many more) theater nuclear weapons, the
recent deployment of the SS-27 ICBM, and a continuing investment
in its overall nuclear infrastructure, especially hardened command
and control facilities and the extensive nuclear weapons production
complex, are expressions of the importance assigned to these
weapons by Russian leaders.
The new circumstances associated with the spread of chemical
and biological weapons, as recognized in national guidance, have
expanded the role of nuclear weapons to deter such use. The group
concluded that U.S. nuclear weapons do play an important role in
deterring the use of NBC weapons against U.S. forces and allies by
regional and rogue states. States such as North Korea and Iran do
not seek nuclear weapons because the United States has nuclear
weapons. Rather, the motives for acquiring weapons of mass
destruction are numerous and overlapping, ranging from status and
regime survival, to use as tools of aggression against neighbors, to
using them to overcome the U.S. conventional superiority.
Finally, nuclear weapons have also formed an indispensable
basis for achieving stability through extended deterrence and
remain important to assure friends and allies that their security is
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linked as fully as possible to that of our own. As with the United
States, the overall threat to most allies has declined. Yet, from
Japan and Korea in the Far East, to Germany and other NATO
allies in Europe, U.S. nuclear weapons continue to reassure allies,
provide stability, promote peace and, by reducing incentives (or
eliminating the need) for others to acquire nuclear weapons,
contribute to nonproliferation goals.
The U.S. nuclear deterrent rorce must be structured to
counter existing and emerging threats. The U.S. nuclear posture
today can be different from the past when the United States faced
a much larger and more immediate threat. However, certain
attributes and capabilities of the nuclear deterrent must be enduring
if the United States is to be perceived as having the capability and
will to meet the security challenges of the future.
To achieve a stable deterrent, experience has demonstrated that
the nuclear force must possess certain fundamental characteristics:
the force must be safe, secure and reliable; it must be responsive
to political control and effective against the potential targets
contemplated in the strategy; and it must be survivable so that no
adversary perceives vulnerabilities to exploit. To meet these
requirements, the United States should retain the TRIAD of
bombers, land-based ICBMs and sea-based SLBMs. Elimination
of any one leg would weaken deterrence. The TRIAD remains
valuable for the same reasons it always has: the synergy of its
elements provides flexibility, enhances survivability, and complicates defenses, thereby strengthening deterrence. Diverse basing
and penetration modes also provide a hedge against a technological
breakthrough by an adversary of the discovery of significant
material problems with any one system.
While the participants reached consensus on almost all of the
operational assessments, including needed improvements to
command and control capabilities and greater adaptability in
planning, there was a difference expressed on theater nuclear
issues. Although all supported the principle of extended deterrence, some questioned the need fur shorter-range delivery systems
insofar as the TRIAD could meet all targeting requirements.
Most, however, felt strongly that to support regional deterrence the
United States must retain, now and in the future, shorter-range
systems, including dual-capable aircraft and sea-launched, landattack missiles.
The participants also emphasized the need for high level
attention to future organizational and readiness issues, broadly
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defined. With the end of the Col War and the curtailment or
cancellation of virtually all modernization programs, nuclear force
matters no longer demand the continuous involvement of senior
leaders. Current reorganization schemes within the Department of
Defense leave it unclear which, if any, organization is the focal
point for nuclear issues, and this lack of focus will be detrimental
·
to readiness.
Continued downward trends in emphasis on U.S. nuclear
weapons are forecast to result in critical shortfalls in the areas of
planning, weapons technical issues, command and control, and
operational test and evaluation. In addition, career military
personnel today generally view the nuclear career fields as being
out of the mainstream and having uncertain futures, posing
significant obstacles to recruiting and retaining the necessary
nuclear expertise. While the DoD and the Services are cognizant
of these factors, it is imperative that senior-level attention be given
to these issue today to avoid critical deficiencies in nuclear
expertise in the future.
A connuence or factors is leading toward a greater role for
denial capabilities in the U.S. deterrent strategy. Included in the
concept of denial are diverse capabilities such as active and passive
defenses, as well as counterforce actions that deprive the enemy the
benefits of his weapons . Given the growing ballistic and cruise
missile threat, coupled with the proliferation of nuclear, chemical
and biological weapons, missile defenses are at the core of denial.
The participants concluded that, in addition to defending U.S .
forces and allies, the United States requires an effective missile
defense against the emerging threat from rogue states armed with
long-range missiles. In this context, the United States must pursue
defenses of U.S. cities and population with the ability to protect
against at least several dozen reentry vehicles.
On the technology side, the report concludes that it will be
feasible to field effective systems, although considerable testing
remains to be conducted before any particular system can be
designated as ready. On the policy side, the project participants
emphasized the need to move away from a policy that accepts the
total wlnerability of our society to missile attack. Emphasizing
mutual wlnerability has a corrosive effect in political dealings with
Russia and impedes better, more normal relations. Moreover,
avoiding mutual wlnerability relationships with other states and
developing and deploying effective defenses against such smallerscale attacks would enhance deterrence.
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1be U.S. nuclear deterrent infrastructure must be capable of
maintaining current forces, and must be sufficiently 'daptive to
provide new capabilities when required. This judgment is based
on an in-depth assessment of the weapons infrastructure which
plays an essential role in deterrence. A strong, flexible and
responsive infrastructure is ~sential to make clear to potential
adversaries that the United States could respond to any emerging
threat, even with new forces if necessary, and more rapidly than
the threat could be mounted.
One major problem identified in the report is the existing
piecemeal approach to planning and funding for the deterrent
infrastructure. The DoD lacks an overall roadmap to set priorities
and guide actions to ensure confidence in the future of the infrastructure, up to and beyond the lifetime of currently deployed
systems. The participants strongly recommend creating such a
roadmap.
Retaining the safety, reliability, security, and performance
of the nuclear weapons stockpile in the absence of underground
nuclear testing is the highest-risk component or the
strategy for sustaining deterrence. Critical factors affecting the
stockpile include the known and unknown effects of aging,
diminished diversity in weapons types, difficulties in maintaining
expertise, and, most important, the prohibition on underground
testing. The group concluded that the Stockpile Stewardship
Program is the minimum effort required, and itself remains a highrisk endeavor as a result of an inability to validate the conclusions
by nuclear testing, and the need for sustained funding. Moreover,
unlike that of Russia, the' U.S. manufacturing complex can no
longer support the serial production of nuclear weapons. As a
result, there is no immediate hedge against the failure of an
individual type. This risk can be mitigated by retaining selected
types withdrawn from the active stockpile as a form of virtual

u.s.

manufacturing.
Conclusions
•

Nuclear weapons will continue indefinitely to play an
indispensable role in U.S. national security policy: as a
hedge against uncertainties, to deter potential aggressors
who are both more diverse and less predictable than in the
past, and to allow the United States to construct a more
stable security environment. Recent nuclear tests by India
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and Pakistan inake it clear that nuclear weapons remain part
of the security setting. The aggressive pursuit of nuclear,
biological, and chemical weapons by states such as Iran and
North Korea underscores the role of deterrence as a central
component of u.s. security strategy.
• The United States requires a credible nuclear deterrent
posture, broadly defined to include forces-in-being; capabilities for weapon system design and production: and the
ability to assure the safety and reliable performance of the
nuclear stockpile-a fundamental challenge in the absence of
underground testing. Because this posture must be both
adaptable and responsive to new threats, the national
deterrent infrastructure must be treated as a strategic
resource. The posture must also incorporate a greater role
for defenses in future deterrence calculations. All of this
requires trained and motivated people, as well as new ways
of thinking and considerable agility and foresightedness on
the part of U.S. leaders.
• A nuclear force that is not backed by the perceived ability
and willingness to maintain and, when necessary, reconstitute important elements will increasingly be seen as
hollow. The decisions and actions that the United States
takes concerning the total ·force posture in the years ahead
will influence decisively how both allies and adversaries
perceive the credibility of the U.S. deterrent. In turn, this
holds important implications for the overall capacity of the
United States to shape the security setting at the outset of the
new millennium and to provide for the nation's defense in a
world of change and turbulence.
Reeommendations

• People are the sine qua non for the maintenance of a safe,
secure, and effective deterrent force. If present trends
continue, it will be come increasingly difficult to attract and
retain the people needed to build, operate, and maintain the
nuclear deterrent forces. Therefore, the Departments of
Defense and Energy-in cooperation with the national
laboratories, relevant industries, and universities-should
develop a program to ensure that personnel with critical
skills in nuclear weapons planning, operations, design,
production, and maintenance are retained, and a suitable
successor generation is developed before these key skills
18

•

•

•

•

atrophy.
The Department of Defense should prepare a long-term plan
encompassing specific needs for future U.S. nuclear weapons, delivery systems, and the supporting infrastructure. A
senior official within the DoD Acquisition structure should
be given overall responsibility for implementing such a plan,
and for coordinating nuclear matters within DoD and with
the Department of Energy as well as other appropriate
agencies.
Missile defenses will be of growing importance in the years
ahead. The United States must be able to deploy effective
defenses in regions with important interests and allies, as
well as a national missile defense against the growing threat
to the United States itself. Increasingly capable missile
defenses can and should be deployed as a central component
of deterrence. The United States should engage Russia on
cooperative efforts to address mutual interests in this area,
including early warning, while avoiding the pitfalls of
destabilizing proposals such as de-alening.
The U.S .-Russian arms control approach needs to be
transformed. That approach. which focuses primarily on
mechanically reducing the number of deployed strategic
weapons, conceals important imbalances in total nuclear
postures. A more sound approach is needed, one that
recognizes that different nuclear weapon states require
different deterrent forces. As part of this transformation, the
policy of the United States should recognize that holding our
society totally vulnerable to nuclear attack is not in the
security interests of the United States or Russia, but rather
inhibits the positive evolution of our long-term relationship.
Retaining the safety and reliability of the nuclear weapons
stockpile in the absence of underground testing is the
highest-risk component of the U.S. strategy for sustaining
deterrence. The Stockpile Stewardship Program is the
minimum effort required and itself remains a high-risk
endeavor. To hedge against this risk, and the erosion of the
U.S. weapons manufacturing complex, the United States
must be prepared to resume underground testing if necessary
and should retain selected weapons types withdrawn from
the active stockpile.•
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Jl.S. NUCLEAR POLICY IN DIE 2JST CENDJRY
A Commentary
by CAPT William L. Norris, USN(Ret.)
ne of the positive things about the environment today is that
we are beginning to see more dialogue on what is the
rightful position for nuclear weapons in our national
strategy. Even with the debates leading up to the Nuclear Posture
Review (NPR), the Quadrennial Defense Review in 1996 and the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBlj, most of the dialogue was
carried on in the corridors and back rooms, and on a non-attribution basis. Now we are beginning to see something for the record.
This recent publication, co-sponsored by the Center for
Counterproliferation Research at the National Defense University
and the Center for Global Security Research at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory joins several other efforts, such as those
of the National Academy of Science, Admiral Hank Chiles• nuclear
infrastructure review for Congress, General Larry Welch's review
of nuclear defense posture for DOD and the Rumsfeld Report on
National Missile Defense issues in making some of the key nuclear
issues more visible.
Before I get into my critique, let me open by saying that I found
this report an excellent summation of many of the issues that our
nation faces in properly setting its nuclear weapons course. The
organization, a fairly lengthy executive summary followed by more
details in the four focus areas of the report, makes it a reader
friendly document. The forty-two page executive summary will be
sufficient detail for most of us, but the four subsequent chapters on
each of the focus areas (Nuclear Strategy and Policy, Operations,
DoD Nuclear Infrastructure and The Nuclear Stockpile) allows the
reader who wants more depth and some insights into the ·conclusions of the authors. For submariners, it reinforces the vital
importance of our SSBN force in the nuclear deterrent equation,
but unfortunately gives mixed signals for the nuclear Tomahawk.
The nearly thirty key judgements made are anchored around the
first, nuclear weapons will remain indispensable to U.S.
security. Even though I agree, it is not a popular precept in this
era where the abolitionists are trying to hold us to the letter of the
Nonproliferation Treaty, the supporters of the CTBT believe and
advocate that there will be no new nuclear weapons and the budget
is a shrinking, zero sum game. It is also interesting to note that the

0
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study group's work, which supports this conclusion, was done
prior to the nuclear tests last summer conducted by Pakistan and
India.
What else might we think about or question as we read this
document?
First, I guess we need to say that the authors/participants are much like the recent movie, "The Usual
Suspects." The participants are, in the main, military officers,
government officials and national laboratory employees (from only
one laboratory-you may detect a bit of pique) who are expected to
espouse these views. While that doesn't invalidate their findings,
it may not carry the weight of a more widely based group of
participants.
Second, the four focus areas, especially the last two, were not
sufficiently integrated to avoid some self-conflict. This is especially true as related to non-strategic forces (as noted above). This
may be due to the fact that the participants believed they were
restricted to the present stockpile since many would prognosticate
that new weapons cannot be developed because of the CTBT or our
own political constrictions (real and imagined). It may also be due
to the fact that the major operations input appears to be STRATCOM, where their thinking is more geared to strategic forces. If
you limit yourself to today's world and non-strategic systems, it is
hard to question their thinking.
However, I would have liked them to take their thinking further
beyond new platforms and into how we might develop new
weapons systems from existing systems (as we have done with the
B61-ll earth penetrator for strategic systems). Otherwise this will
be a self-fulfilling prophecy. That may not be all bad if we believe
that there will always be sufficient strategic assets to maintain our
deterrent posture. Or if we don't mind being the world's policeman by ourselves. Somehow. I was always comforted by the
thought that NATO might deliver its nuclear response multinationally. However, non-strategic nuclear weapons are systems
without an advocate and without some overarching policy direction
they will soon perish.
Third, I would like to have had the concept that new weapon
development or modification of existing weapons be accepted and
expected more strongly emphasized. There are several passing
comments to this effect, but in general this report tends to place
emphasis on replacement platforms instead. The NPR advocated
the development and prototyping of new nuclear weapons, but this
recommendation was diluted and lost by a parenthetical statement
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placed at the bottom of the slide to placate those who might have
believed the NPR to be a vehicle to support a larger nuclear force.
This statement, 11 No new nuclear w.eapons required" was meant to
reflect that specific moment in history and was so embellished at
the formal briefings for the Secretary of Defense and the President.
But, there was no permanent history of the NPR, and the intended
meaning has been lost to the strict interpretation that 11what you
have is what you have." We must break this mold so that our
future systems are optimized in all respects.
Fourth, there is little mention of war fighting in a WMD
environment. No one wants to fight in full protective gear in a
chemical and biologic attack and its aftermath. But we are
probably better prepared to do that than after an electromagnetic
pulse, as might occur from an exo-atmospheric nuclear explosion:
Budget has forced non-nuclear forces to eliminate the hardening
requirement for their electronics. We must ensure that our
successor communications systems for nuclear command and
control are not forced, or allowed, to also be so restricted. What
better employment could a small nuclear power make of its very
limited resources?
Last, budget is ignored as a reality. The first three focus areas
make almost no mention of this as a constraint and thus, appear
more as wish lists than well thought out plans. The last focus area
suggests that nearly a 50 percent increase is necessary in the DOE
weapons budget to support Science Based Stockpile Stewardship.
While I must admit that I always questioned how DOE developed
their numbers to justify their claim that they could maintain the
stockpile forever for $4B including inflation (now $4.SB), this
claim did stop the DOE budgetary free fall. DOE must better
identify the resources it needs. But it must come from a top down
look at the real science and facilities DOE needs to maintain a
stockpile size that could be as little as one third or one fourth of its
peak size, and not just a number from a hat. Fifty per cent more
may be the correct answer, but it is presently unsupported.
I have not spent time telling you what I agree with, but you
should assume the majority. This report is an excellent primer for
the initial schooling of all those (including submariners) who are
interested in this discipline or will formulate our future nuclear
policy. As this report points out, nuclear policy and planning is an
area of expertise that we are not maintaining. It is an area that
needs an infusion of new thinking and new people. If we leave it
to others, they will take the mantle as well as our forces.•
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200<t-TIIE SlJBMARINE CENTENNIAL

Part III
Status Reporl by
ADM Hank Chiles, USN(Ret.)
and CAPT Dave Cooper, USN(Ret.)
Fundrajsjog packages have been mailed to the entire NSL
membership and corporate benefactors. We need your ideas for
people or businesses that may have been overlooked in our initial
mailing. This list is a work-in-progress, do not be shy about
suggesting donors or sponsors.
Pledges and oontrjbulions. To date we have received pledges
of about $1,600,000 in corporate donations with initial contributions of over $500,000 from Lockheed Martin Corporation,
General Dynamics, McDermott/BWX Technologies and Newport
News Shipbuilding. These contributions have allowed us to sustain
our momentum on several key programs. However, our total
budget is $4.4 million dollars.
Fuodrajsjng Sug;ess Story. The individual response from the
NSL membership is heartwarming. Of the first 300 responses,
over 90 percent were for $100 or more. It has been a push to keep
up with the mailing of donor gifts to recognize your generosity.
Recognition to General Dynamics as the first Corporation to
make a donation and to Lockheed Martin Corporation for their
most generous pledge which has not been equaled !!! (Yet)
Centennial Eyeot~. The list continues to grow as we learn
about new planned events around the country. Let us know if your
event did not make the list.
Actjye Duty Forces are working on a variety of events for the
Centennial year. They also are pursuing a Centennial jack to be
displayed on all inport submarines.
SmithsQnian Exhibit. Our efforts to place a display in the
Smithsonian National Museum of American History are moving
ahead full! The Museum continues to be enthusiastic. John
Shilling has arranged to get the attack center, berthing spaces, mess
hall, sonar room, and maneuvering room (declassified) from
TREPANG and SAND LANCE. The Smithsonian is proposing to
run the Exhibition for three years.
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Submarine Monument. Work continues on the Submarine
Memorial and we will see a clay maquette very soon. There are
several good possibilities for locating the statue that we are
pursuing. We have changed the Memorial from the three figures
to a submarine rising from the deep. This change halves the cost of
the bronze work to about $150,000. We are still working on the
final design and cost of the base.
Submarine Stamp remains an open issue. We believe there is
a strong likelihood that we will have more than one submarinerelated stamp issued in the year 2000. Representative Gejdenson's
H.R. 229 that calls for a submarine stamp has 158 signatures and
his staff expects to re-issue the resolution in the new Congress.
The California State Legislature and a chapter of the Sons of the
American Revolution are also sponsoring similar resolutions.
Pasadena Rose Parade. We have written and talked to
personnel organizing the Rose Parade for the year 2000. We are
pleased to announce that the 101 member U.S. Navy Band of
Washington, DC augmented by side-marching submariners
(possibly from USS PASADENA) and a Submarine Centennial
banner will be in the parade.
llSNA. The USNA Dolphin Club has gotten approval to
sponsor one of the Academy's ocean racers for 1999. The Capital
Chapter of the Submarine League is working with them to decorate
the sail set with the Centennial logo.
Dolphin Scholarship Founlfatjoo is naming a year 2000
scholarship recipient as a Submarine Centennial scholar and naming
other scholarships for our principal Centennial donors.
Submarine Centennial Cruise around the Caribbean is being
organized for January 2000. See the advertisement in this issue of
the Submarine Review.
Publicity Campai1n. Commander James Taylor is the PAO
Reservist on active duty to man the Centennial Liaison Office. He
is currently developing a Media Support Kit that will be available
to interested parties.
It continues to be a successful and prosperous year. We have
laid the foundation for a meaningful commemoration and look
forward to a more successful 1999. Your ideas and comments are
needed and gratefully appreciated.
Email Addn:MS and Phone Numbers . We can be reached by
email at subcentnel@aol.com or by phone at 703-256-0891.
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U.S. SUBMARINE FORCE
lOOTB ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION EVENTS
Bold I tesm-Fla121h.ID E vents

Date(s)

Enat

23 Ocl 99

USS O'KANE (DDG 71)
Commissioning

01Jan00

Rose Bowl Parade

Sponsor

Location
Pearl Harbor, HI

CSP

16-23 Jan 00 Submarine Ccnlcnnial Cruise NSL

Pasadena, CA
Carribcan

01Feb00

Smithsonian Exhibit
Opening

N87/NSL

Washington, DC

01Mar00

SUBLANT Submarine
Birthday Ball

CSL

Norfolk, VA

01 MarOO

Seafood Festival

Pl
Canaveral

Pl Canaveral, FL

N87

Washington, DC

TBD AprOO Submarine Stamp Unveiling N87

Washington, DC
Groton, CT

01 AprOO

Dedication of Dc:tcrcncc Pk

CSG9

Bangor, WA

01Apr00

Tolling of Boals

USSVl/SV
WWllSD
Chap.

San Diego, CA

01Apr00

Submarine Exhibit Opening

Intrepid
Museum

New York, NY

TBD AprOO Pearl Harbor Birthday Ball

CSP

Pearl Harbor, HI

TBD AprOO SUBGRU 2 Submarine
Birthday Ball

CSG2

New London, CT

TBD AprOO SUBGRU 9 Submarine
Birthday Ball

CSG9

Bangor, WA

TBD AprOO CSS 11 Submarine Birthday
Ball

css 11

San Diego, CA

TBD AprOO SUBGRU 7 Submarine Birthday Ball

CSG7

Yokosuka, Japan

TBD AprOO Wuhin1ton Birthday Ball
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TBD AprOO SUBGRU 10 Submarine
Birthday Ball

CSG 10

Kings Bay, GA

TBD AprOO USNA Submarine Birthday
Ball

USNA

Annapolis, MD

TBD AprOO USS THRESHER
Memorial Ceremony

CSL

Norfolk:, VA

TBD AprOO Azalea Festival (NATO
Event)

CSL

Norfolk:, VA

01 AprOO

Dedication of Granite
Memorial

Subvcts,
Inc./Subvcts
WWII

New Suffolk:, NY

01Apr00

Blessing of the Fleet

Navy
Memorial

Washington, DC

10 Apr 00

USS THRESHER Memorial
Service

USSVI,
Southern
Tier NY
Base

Endicott, NY

14 AprOO

Centennial Navy Base

Great
Great Lalce1, IL
Lalccs Com

lS AprOO

Vallejo Submarine Birthday
Ball

01May00

SUBPAC International
Submarine Visit

CSP

Pearl Harbor, HI

01May00

USS SCORPION Memorial
Ceremony

CSL

Norfolk:, VA

01May00

Beach Fest

CSL

Pt Canaveral, FL

3-6 May 00

North Central Region
Subvcts WWII

Subvcts,
WWII

Minnesota

13 May 00

Maritime Museum

Subvets
WWII

Manitowoc, WI

USS PASADENA Salute,

css 11

Pasadena, CA

City of
Fullerton

Fullerton, CA

13 May 99

Vallejo, CA

Ritz Carlton
29 May 00

Cross and Flag Memorial
Day Service
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31May00

THRESHER/SCORPION
Memorial Dedication

USSVI/SV
WWII LA
Chap.
NWSF

Seal Beach, CA

01Jun00

SUBLANT lnlernatiooal
Submarine Visit

CSL/NSL

NSL Symposium

1-2 Jun 00

NSL Annual Symposium

NSL

Alexandria, VA

2-9 Jul 00

New York International
Navy Review

CSG2

New York

01Aug00

San Diego Fleet Week

CSP/CSS11

San Diego, CA

01 ScpOO

Naval Institute
Annual Symposium

N87/CSL

Norfolk, VA

01 OctOO

Pittsburgh Fleet Weck

CSG2

Pittsburgh, PA

01 OctOO

Broward Navy Days

CSL

Ft. Lauderdale,
FL

OS OctOO

SSP 4~ Anniversary

SSPO

Washington, DC

USSVI

Atlantic City, NJ

Sub vets
WWII

Long Beach, CA

16-20 Oct 00 Subvcts National Convention
11Nov00

Veteran's Day Parade

IS Nov 00

Cold War Submarine Memo- CSG 10
rial Dedication-Patriot's
Point

Charleston, SC

02 Dec 00

Army/Navy Football

N87

Maryland???

07 Dec 00

Tolling of Bells

Subvcts

USNA

WWII
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To Our Major Contributors ..
Lockheed Martin Corporation
General Dynamics
McDermott/BWX Technology
Newport News Shipbuilding
Kollmorgen/Electro Optical
Marine Mechanical Corporation
CAE Electronics, Inc. • Sargent Controls & Aerospace
Analysis & Technology
Cortana Corporation• Material Sys1ems, Inc.

Many thanks for your support In this Important
and historic endeavor
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CRIMSON TIDE: THEY GOT IT ALL WRONG
by Mel Lyman

The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
t made for great drama-a tyrannical commanding officer
believes he has authorization to launch his Trident missiles
while his executive officer is ready to support mutiny in his
belief that such authorization may no longer exist. There is
confusion over what the rules of engagement are for an SSBN
involved in nuclear warfare. Temion, st~, theater! At the end,
the American public is reassured that all will be okay because, as
a subtitle tells us, starting in 1997 new codes will be implemented
on submarines to preclude such an event. Two experienced FBM
submariners are listed as Technical Advisors to lend an aura of
credibility to all of this.
Well, it doesn't work that way and never has. This article will
address a highly classified topic in an unclassified venue by
attempting to explain how command and control really works on
board a unit of the nation's premier strategic deterrent force.
Much has changed since the Berlin Wall came down, since the
U.S. Strategic Command (USStratCom) stood up, and since the
nuclear posture review was published. However, the fundamental
concept would be familiar to anyone who served in SSBNs in the
1960s.

I

Background

Nuclear command and control procedures are those methods
used to ensure that actual nuclear weapons, submarine launched
ballistic missiles in this case, are only fired upon receipt of
authorization from the National Command Authority-and to ensure
that any such authorization is real. Similar procedures apply to
other nuclear weapons such as the Tomahawk Land Attack Missile
(Nuclear) and the U.S. Air Force's ICBMs.
Whatever system is used, it has to apply simultaneously to all
U.S. nuclear delivery vehicles since one could reasonably assume
that the President might only have time to approve a single message
to retaliate against a disabling strike. That message would have to
implement all phases of the American response without ambiguity
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while still being as short as possible.
At the same time, the system would have to have built-in
safeguards that would preclude anyone else from sending a false
message; and which would provide recipients with absolute assurance that the horror they were about to inflict on the world was
properly authorized at the highest level of the U.S. Government.
Out of these requirements evolved the Emergency Action
Message system. The message contains values that decode to
topics such as the U. S. forces involved, the nations and targets
designated for attack, and a coordinated strike time. The message
also contains a sealed authenticator system (SAS) value that must
match, bit for bit, a sealed authenticator held under two person
control on board the SSBN.
Prior to October 1997. if the message were exact in format, if
all the appropriate decodes worked, if the sealed authenticator
matched, and if the message made sense in the context in which
received, the commanding officer would announce on the 1MC,
"Set condition l SQ for strategic launch 1, the release of nuclear
weapons has been directed." The executive officer would make a
similar announcement on the sound powered telephone system and
strategic weapons personnel would have had to hear both announcements in order to comply with the 11Set lSQ" order. For exercises
or test missile launches, different words are used. There is no drill
that involves stating that nuclear weapons are released.
The commanding officer and his team have always been charged
with ensuring that missiles would be launched only if the team was
assured that the release was authorized, that the missiles released
were for the right targets, and that all was in accordance with the
strike timing.
SSBNs did not have a permissive action link or PAL system as
did other U.S. systems. PAL, or its variants, is a system that
locks weapons or launchers with a combination that must be sent
to the launch site (silo, aircraft, ship, etc.) and entered into the
system there. The idea of such a system was to preclude the two
people on duty, or the pilot and co-pilot, from starting World War
III on their own. SSBN force personnel argued successfully for
1

Condition lSQ is the highest condition of readiness for an SSBN. "lSQ for
atralcgic launch" may only be set with Presidential Authorization and is the subject
of several safety rules. "lSQ for (exercise name)" is passed at other times.
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years that the complexity of a submarine missile launch and the
necessary involvement of many people made PAL, or something
similar, unnecessarily redundant.
Fail-Safe and Rjsk Retluctjon Commission

In 1992, following separate initiatives by Senator Sam Nunn (DGA) and by President George Bush, the Fail-Safe and Risk
Reduction Commission was created under the chairmanship of
Ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrick and the deputy chairmanship of
Admiral R. L. J. Long, USN(Ret). The Commission was charged
with reviewing all U.S. nuclear weapons systems and the supporting command infrastructure in light of the end of the Cold War.
It was to see if procedures, equipment, and systems that made
sense at the height of our face off with the Soviet Union still made
sense in the very different world with new goo-political realities.
The Commission's findings were extensive and thorough. For
SSBN strategic weapons systems, however, they were few. The
most dramatic recommendation, from the SSBN perspective, was
to lock up a critical component of the SSBN strategic weapons system in an on-board safe to which the crew would not have access.
At time of launch authorization, the combination would be provided from an off-board source. Although, this sounds very much
like install PAL on SSBNs to those who are not familiar with the
workings of a PAL system, there was no requirement to lock individual weapons or launchers, only a critical component of the
system. This difference makes this a form of Use Control and not
PAL. In summary, what the recommendation essentially said was
to 11 install a use control device on submarine launched ballistic
missile systems such that it takes a message from an outside source
to employ it."
Secretary of Defense Cheney endorsed the findings of the
Commission and directed compliance. President Clinton, after the
nuclear posture review. issued a. Presidential Decision Directive
which, among other things, moved the requirement to implement
the Commission's recommendations from a SecDef letter to a Presidential directive.
The change from not having use control on SSBNs to h.arioi
use control requires some explanation-after all, the Navy had
successfully argued against that for years. First, there is the issue
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of the end of the Cold War. The Commission's responsibility was
to ensure Fail-Safe and Risk Reduction and they were wiJJing to
have the SSBN Force stand a little further back in the fox-hole if,
by so doing, the risk of nuclear war was acceptably reduced
without giving up a credible nuclear option2 • Further, employment
of a use control system meant that a second set of external values
enabling launch (the original sealed authenticator plus the new use
control unlock combination) would give the commanding officer
and his team greatly increased confidence in the validity of the
launch order. The sealed authenticators and use control unlock
values are created, distributed, and installed by separate activities
along independent paths and the values are not co-located anywhere
in the system except at the top command echelons. Note that these
two reasons at no time discuss preventing a rogue crew from
launching. The rogue SSBN crew argument was reviewed by the
Commission and determined to be as fallacious now as it was during the Cold War.
Implementation
Within the Navy. the Director Strategic Systems Programs
(DIRSSP) was tasked with implementing the Presidential Decision
Directive. A study showed that several requirements had to be met
for whatever use control system was eventually employed. With
the system in place, we had to be able to:
• do routine testing and maintenance of the weapons system
·
both underway and in port;
• launch test missiles while still carrying tactical missiles as is
done during Follow-on Commander-in-Chief Evaluation
Tests;
• inventory keys and components at exchanges of command
and at other required times;
• jettison a missile if a casualty mandated such an extreme
action;
• make it applicable to both the Trident I and Trident II

2

~1otc that this was favorably endorsed by both the Bush and Clinton
Administrations.
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systems;
• not impact the length or format of the current emergency
action message;
• not delay the launch; and
• ensure that the traditionally high weapons system reliability
of the fleet ballistic missile was not diminished.
Additionally, since any system developed would be a U.S. only
program and because the Trident II Weapons System has been
bought by the United Kingdom, any design decision could not
impact common equipment used by both countries .
.Out of all this came the current SSBN use control system which
was installed in every SSBN cturing the summer of 1997 and fully
implemented on 1 October of that year.
The key component was determined to be the Commanding
Officer's key (the Captain's Indicator Panel or CIP Key3). That
key, previously stored in the two-man control SAS safe, was
moved to a new safe. The new container has two combination
locks, both set with identical combinations, either of which can
cause the safe to open. This ensures that there is no impact on system reliability should one lock fail. The combination to these locks
is set by a shore based team which is split into two groups. Each
group knows only half of the combination, such that at no time is
the full combination known to the entire team. With assistance
from the National Security Agency, processes were developed so
that the SSBN crew could derive the use control combination using
the PAL value sent in the emergency action message. Further
details are above the classification level of this article. ·
Summary

Now, if a real emergency action message is ever received by an
SSBN, the additional step of deriving the unlock values to open the
safe and get the key will proceed in parallel with other operations.
Seeing the Presidential authenticator (the sealed authentication
system is unchanged} and obtaining the CIP key (meaning that the

3

• ACIP Key• for readers more familiar with the original Forty One for
Freedom design.
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proper combination was transmitted) provides the command and
eontrol team with two independent assurances that the message is
real.

The system has been in operation for over a year. Exercises
and Follow-on CinC Evaluation Tests have been conducted with
the system working as designed. While one hopes that the system
will neyer be used for real, the extensive testing provides the confidence that it would work ~ designed.
So Crimson 11tJe didn't get it right. I never met an SSBN commanding officer who was not fully aware of the nuclear rules of
engagement-and I also never met one who took his Jack Russell
terrier to sea.•

Mel Lyman, (Captain, USN(Ret.)) is the Special Weapons Safety
and Surety Program Manager at the Applied Physics Laboratory.
He appreciates the contributions his deputy, Paul Hardy (Lieutenanl Cnmmander, USN(Ret.)), made in editing this anicle. Both are
expe~enced submarine officers.

IN MEMORIAM

CAPT Joseph W. Beadles, Jr. USN(Ret.)
ADM Harold E. Shear, USN(Ret.)
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BRIDGING THE GAP

by LT Robert A. Koonce, USN
Engineer Officer, USS CHICAGO

Editor' Note: lieutenant Koonce 's paper oon 1he Naval Submarine
League Essay Contest for Submarine Officer's .Advanced Qass
98070.
oor junior office accession and retention is a much overdone
topic but one I feel I must address because it is important to
the future of our Submarine·Force. That we have a problem
cannot be disputed. The mere fact that I was able to find almost a
dozen articles in Proceedines magazine over the last 12 months is
a clear sign for concern. I spent my shore tour on the staff of an
NROTC unit, where I saw Navy-wide submarine accessions fall
short of the goal. Now I am at Submarine Officers' Advanced
Course (SOAC) at a period when an entire class (April 1999) has
been canceled due to a shortage of students. Many people before
me have brought up reasons why the problem exists. I would like
to take a different route and discuss the reasons people choose to
make the Submarine Force their career rather than trying to
pinpoint the elusive single reason junior officers are leaving and
midshipmen are choosing other paths. After all, every submariner
could list for you a hundred reasons not to be in this profession.
I am going to discuss why we join and why we stay and what we
need to do to improve our current situation.
In order to understand why I think we make the choice to join
and then stay in submarines, I must explain what I call the Us
versus Them Gap. This is the natural gap between subgroups in
our profession. The gaps mark career transition points and are
easy to identify. One of these gaps is the gap between midshipmen
and active duty personnel. Another gap is if the junior officer to
department head/senior officer gap. There are natural differences
between the groups on either side of these gaps. I believe understanding these gaps is the key to accession and retention.
I am sure you can all look back on your careers and see your
transition across one of these gaps. It happens at different times
for different people. The timing is irrelevant. What matters most
is that it happens, otherwise the person shows up as another
negative statistic on a BuPers chart. Why is it so important to

P
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identify this process? Well, my theory is that these transitions
occur not by chance but because someone bridges the gap by taking
an officer under his wing. Think back in your career. Are there
not one or more individuals who were crucial in your choice to
stay Navy? Sure, there were lots of people and lots of excuses for
you to write that letter of resignation, but you didn't, or at least
you never sent it in. Many officers I have talked to say they never
really made the decision to stay in; they just never made the
decision to get out. But if you dig a little deeper, there always
seems to be some sort of mentor or personal hero in their background. It is quite common to hear sea stories at SOAC of how
great someone's Commanding Officer was or what a great guy the
Navigator was. What effect do these personal heroes have that is
so important?
To answer that question, we must step back and look at the
bigger picture. The question that comes to mind is: "Why would
anyone want a job where they spend weeks at a time away from
their family, hundreds of feet under the ocean surface, in a steel
tube with a bunch of overworked, underpaid, smelly guys" Good
question! And probably one you have tried to answer before. It's
not easy, is it? The answer is certainly not because of the money.
Not that we are all poor, but I think if you calculate the hourly pay
of an ensign, it's about equal to what the french fry dude at a
McDonald's makes. Don't take this wrong, I never turn down a
raise and I applaud the recent pay increase talk coming from
Washington, especially for our mid-grade enlisted men. But
throwing more money at this problem won't fix it.
Guys who are smart enough to run nuclear reactors and drive
submarines can make about as much as they want to in the civilian
world. I know this first hand because at the university where I
spent my shore tour, I watched several fonner submariners earn six
figure salaries after completing their MBAs. Many others would
argue that the key reason people stay is for the great retirement
plan. And it is nice to be able to retire after 20 years at 40 (or
maybe 50) percent of base pay. But if you do some simple net
present value calculations {I have to somehow justify my high
priced MBA), you will soon see that if money is what matters, you
are better off leaving the Navy and socking away a bunch of that
six figure salary in your 40lk. The short point to that long, drawn
out discussion is that it's not the money or the good retirement plan
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that is the key to the retention and accessior, issue. Money has
never and will never be the primary motivator for naval officers.
What about quality of life issues? Helloooo?!? We are in the
Navy. We are warriors. We are steely-eyed killers of the deep.
We go to sea. We deploy for months at a time. We work hard
because the job is challenging and submariners have always worked
hard. Whoa! That was not very politically correct of me. Let me
rephrase that. Being a submariner is an extremely challenging way
of life and we must make every effort to alleviate any unnecessary
hardship on our sailors. I hope that was better. Sincerely through,
the bottom line is that quality of life is not the key. I don't want
to sound harsh. We must treat people with respect and dignity and
we are getting better at that. What l mean to say is that taking a
warship to sea and carrying out our mission in the interests of
national security will never be easy. And besides, easy has never
attracted the type of people we need to serve in the Navy.
Perhaps a personal story would best illustrate my point. On
January 16, 1999 I attended the inactivation ceremony for my first
submarine USS NARWHAL (SSN 671). What I witnessed there
attests to what I write. I have never attended a decommissioning
or inactivation before but many senior officers were saying that
they could not believe the tremendous turn out. Eleven out of the
twelve former commanding officers attended. There were hundreds of former sailors in attendance spanning three decades of
service. As you may imagine there were plenty of long speeches
by senior officers and lots of sea stories, but throughout the day I
didn't hear about how good the pay was or how great retirement
was now. I didn't hear about the great quality of life while they
went to sea to fight the Cold War. These former and current
sailors talked of the privilege of serving their country, the camaraderie they enjoyed (and still enjoy), the challenges they faced and
the victories they shared. They talked of sacrifices they and their
families made and pride in having done their jobs well. My heart
swelled with pride as I thought of how wonderful it was to share
in this honorable profession. And looking back I realize that if it
were not for two men in my wardroom on board that ship, I would
have made the wrong decision (wrong for me) to leave the Navy.
I would have moved back to the civilian world, for that was my
plan during the first three years of my naval career because I just
couldn't make the pros outweigh the cons. But these two men
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personified honor for me. They became my personal heroes
because they showed me the way across the gap. They gave me a
future in the Submarine Force by taking a personal interest in my
professional and personal development. They were not easy on me
and they did not give me special treatment. They challenged me,
gave me support and showed me that I could become better through
hard work and personal sacrifice. I was not alone. Out of a core
of nine junior officers from that wardroom who served with these
men during a 1994 Mediterranean deployment, six are still in the
Navy. Four are serving or will soon serve as department heads.
I also know of three midshipmen who chose submarines as their
future after summer cruises on our ship. That is a pretty good
retention rate. I guess you could say they have crossed the gap.
For those of you who want more statistical anaJysis see Lead On by
Rear Admiral Dave Oliver, Jr. In this book he states that for a two
year period he studied, 90 percent of the officer resignations were
from 10 percent of the submarines. He concluded that the root
cause was a poor commanding officer on these particular submarines. I agree, but also place blame on the department heads and
executive officers of those boats. It is critical to observe that the
personal leadership, which is required to retain and access good
officers, will not come from our institutionalized Navy-wide
programs like the Leadership Continuum or through the interactions of the officer and his detailer. It only comes from the
personal relationships forged by senior officers towards their
juniors.
The next question should be wwhat has changed to make
retention and accession a problem now" . Well, the retention
problem seems to start around my year group, 1991 . Surprise,
surprise! The Cold War ended and our .Submarine Force (and the
entire defense system) was put on a crash diet. I personally saw
two excellent department heads leave the Navy when they failed to
screen for executive officer. It was happening all around us. Men
who had dedicated their adult lives to serving their country were
being pushed out or having to take enormous pay cuts to stay in the
Navy until retirement. The number of submarines was falling like
crazy. Would there be any boats left for us to command? Budgets
were tightening to extremes. Missions seemed to be Jess exciting,
that is, if you could figure out what our mission was. Did I
mention Tailhook, unon't' ask, don't tell" and the politically
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correct pendulum swing? Couple all this with an expanding
economy in most of the 1990s and a generation known for having
little desire to stay in one job for an entire career, and you get
yourself a retention challenge. The issue has been somewhat
masked due to the reductiqn in the personnel needed to man our
reduced Submarine Force but it is showing its ugly face now that
the number of submarines is leveling out. So, has our culture
changed? Yes. Is it a different world now than during the Cold
War? Yes. Is this still a noble profession? Yes! And that is the
message we niust communicate to future generations of naval
officers.
The key to turning around retention and accession is bridging
the gap for midshipmen and junior officers. This is not going to
happen by some CNO instituted program. It can only happen if
each one of us decides to make it happen in our small sphere of
influence. We must tum the intangibles which we value such as
honor, courage and commitment into reality in the personal
relationships were build. In building these relationships we bridge
the gap and we turn a hard job into an honorable profession.
That's it. I didn't promise a grand revelation. As they say in all
those incident reports, no new lessons learned here. The hard part
is doing it. Think back on your last command. What legacy did
you leave? I am not talking about all those great point papers you
wrote or the fantastic new tickler system you created to keep
everyone busy. The greatest legacy you leave is the one reflected
in the people that follow in your footsteps because you took the
time and made the effort to care about their future.•
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SELLING DIE SUBMARINE FORCE
by CAPT Karl Hasslingtr, USN and
LCDR Kevin Mooney, USN

Editor's Note: This article mis prepared for presentation primarily
to active duty submariners actually serving in the boats but is
considered very appropriale for dissemination to the much broader
submarine community.
hroughout the Cold War the need for submarines seemed
obvious and submarine planners busied themselves with
designing new ships and managing large new construction
programs. Today however the need for submarines is no longer
self-evident. In fact some military leaders and civilian defense
planners argue they are Cold War holdovers in search of a mission.
In reality that view could not be farther from the truth. Submarines not only remain relevant, but are also being tasked by
commanders at a pace difficult for the force to support. Further,
as missile and other threat technologies proliferate and place nonstealthy platforms at greater risk, submarines will likely play an
increasing role in a variety of combat operations. Although studies
repeatedly show Unified Commanders consider the 50 SSN goal
established by the Quadrennial Defense Review to be inadequate,
budget realities may make a larger force unaffordable. As
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competing force structure options are debated in the coming
years, it is incumbent on submariners to ensure U.S. policy
makers and military leaders understand the submarine's
capabilities and its contribution to our national security.

Emphasis added by Editor. Accordingly, submariners should
surface and participate more proactively in the selling of the
Submarine Force.
How Can You Help Sell the Submarine Force?

First and foremost, develop your professional skills and
continue to ensure U.S. submarines prevail in any mission
assigned . Operational success says more than any brief or
newspaper article.
Second, you can educate yourself. That's right, get yourself up
to speed on major Force issues and programs. As a submariner,
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you are a professional and a representative of the Navy and the
Submarine Force. You are a better spokesman when armed with
the facts. Where do you get such infonnation? Well for starters,
you can read these pages each quarter. In addition, Undersea
Warfare was founded with the idea of educating our people so they
would be better spokesmen and better infonned to make career
decisions. AJso, by understanding the big picture, submariners can
better appreciate how their individual ships and daily activities
contribute to the Submarine Force's overall mission.
Third, you can join the professional organizations that educate
our joint brethren and the public on the importance of the U.S.
Navy and the Submarine Force. Consider membership in the U.S.
Naval Institute, which many of you know as the publisher of
Pmceedines. Proceedines is a great way to keep up with overall
Navy issues such as major platfonn programs, cutting edge ideas
such as Network Centric Warfare and Fleet Battle Experiments.
Personnel, pay and other quality of life issues are presented in a
spirited and often passionate manner. A particular favorite with
junior officers and sailors is the .. Nobody Asked Me But...• column
where the deckplate perspective on issues from uniforms to
OPTEMPO to pay and allowances is presented in a no nonsense
fashion. Proceedines is an open forum where professional issues
can be debated and new ideas explored. Other organizations such
as the Navy League, the Naval Submarine League and various
Submarine Veterans groups provide opportunities to present a
submariner perspective.
Finally, you can help sell submarines through your interactions
with personnel outside the Force and outside the Navy.
Who Do We Sell the Force to?

Our customers are a large and varied lot. Let's start at the top,
with our national policy makers. For most of you in the fleet, that
opportunity comes when a member of Congress, a professional
staff member or a senior defense official visits your boat. These
visits are often seen as a distraction from our real mission, but
frankly there is no better advertisement for the Submarine Force
than a ride on a submarine. Our ships, our sailors and the
professional way they do their jobs, routinely impress visitors at all
levels. Once people come aboard, submariners sell themselves.
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Putting some effort into these events typicaJly pays large dividends
in the future. Part of the effort in preparing for visitors obviously
is having the knowledge to answer questions not only about the
ship, but also about overall Force issues and goals.
Another major area where our submariners can be effective
spokesmen is at the Navy and sister service level. Assignments to
Battle Group staffs, Joint commands and the Joint Staff are great
opportunities to broaden your persona] experience and to teach
others. Submariners have invariably done well in these assignments, and have been effective in educating other war fighters on
the capabilities, limitations and best employment of our ships.
Overall, our comrades in arms have been deeply impressed with the
capabilities of our personnel and ships and typicaJly want more of
both.
Wrjte! Don't Be Akajd to Express Your Opjojoo

If you have ideas about adapting emerging technologies,
improved tactics, different concepts of operation or organization,
or your ship has done some specific evolution in an innovative
manner, make an effort to tell your story. Getting others to think
about issues leverages the power of collaborative thinking.
Contribute to the various forums on navaJ warfare such as the.lillnt
Forces Quarterly, Undersea Warfare, Pmcee.dioes and TIIE
SUBMARINE REVIEW. Let the rest of the Navy and other

services know what is going on in the Submarine Force and what
submariners are thinking about. In the past, submariners did not
seem to contribute frequently to professionaJ journals. Possible
reasons for this likely included a culture of secrecy, as well as a
feeling that publishing constitutes an unnecessary career risk in a
very conservative organization- publish and perish rather than the
usual publish or perish. Hopefully, today's submariners will reject
those reasons as outdated and inconsistent with the needs of our
force. Obviously, we do not discuss submarine operations and
other sensitive topics in open forums, however there are many
issues that lend themselves to open debate. Questions about the
sensitivity of subjects can be answered by your chain of command,
and it is a matter of professionaJ courtesy to let your command
know what you plan to publish in any event.
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Seek Opportunith:s to Talk to the Public
There are lots of civic groups that are genuinely interested in
what their military is doing. This is particularly true for the
Submarine Force, with its legacy of stealth. No doubt this shroud
of secrecy has fueled the recent spate of movies and books claiming
to provide a true peek into the classified world of the U.S.
Submarine Force. To the public, the armed forces represent not
only an expenditure of tax dollars, but also the use of their sons
and daughters as soldiers, sailors, ainnen and Marines. The people
who are actively involved in community civic groups are typically
concerned citizens who like to know how things are going, and
more importantly, they are people who communicate with their
elected officials.
Civic groups typically only think to invite the senior naval
officers in their area to address their gatherings, although there are
many others who are as qualified to represent the Navy and
Submarine Force. Why not ask a submarine qualified Lieutenant
or junior Lieutenant Commander who is actually manning a ship to
go out and tell them what he does, the problems he faces and how
he solves them. He can explain our vision of the future and how
we plan to get there. The average submarine junior officer's
knowledge and ability to articulate our message will undoubtedly
impress such groups. The same holds true for the typical Submarine Force chief petty officer and many first class petty officers as
well. Using personnel in this manner would allow us to engage
more audiences. Sure, many of you think this is just another
tasking from Washington bureaucrats who have forgotten how busy
it is down on the waterfront. However, when this was discussed
with a group of submarine department heads, they agreed with the
idea. The time spent reviewing a type commander provided brief
and presenting it would be no more than a few hours for one man
in a period of a year.
Another method of reaching wider audiences is through
Undersea Warfare. Representing a departure from its former
silence, the Submarine Force is now providing greater insight into
its activities. Although we don't talk about details of submarine
operations, there are lots of things the magazine addresses in a
general sense, such as the submarine's major contribution to
forward presence. Readers of Undersea Warfare, which include
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congressmen and their staffs as well as non-Navy military organizations, are now presented with significantly more information on the
workings of the Submarine Force than ever before.
What Do We Say-What Are the Selling Pojnt.5?

When talking about the U.S. Submarine Force, starting with its
history is always useful. Many factors that were true in Worltl
War II are enduring to this day. For starters, the greatest asset a
submarine has is its stealth. In World War II, stealth allowed U.S.
submarines to take the fight almost immediately into Japanese
home waters, despite the lack of forward bases, surface escort
forces or air cover in the region. That same attribute exists today.
Our ships can operate undetected gathering intelligence and
preparing the battle space in any part of the world, and they can do
it in a n~m-provocative manner.
Other submarine attributes include their endurance, agility and
firepower. Nuclear power provides both high operating speeds and
virtually unJimited endurance without reliance on costly and
tactically limiting logistics tails. Further, multi-mission capability
and high crew readiness allow submarines to quickly shift operational tasking in response to real world security requirements. If
the National Command Authority determines that force is required
to defend U.S. interests, SSNs can covertly deliver Special
Operations Forces, deploy mines, or engage a variety of surface
ships or submarines with torpedoes, as well as striking land targets
well inJand with Tomahawk cruise missiles.
Saving the best for last, you can talk about the Force's greatest
asset, its people. U.S. submarines are manned by enthusiastic and
dedicated professionals who have compiled an unparalleled record
of mission accomplishment. Audiences are often surprised to learn
the average age of our submarine sailors is twenty-something years
old. These bright young officers and enlisted personnel are the
backbone of our force and provide the impetus for the technological innovations the Submarine Force has been noted for throughout
its history.
When speaking to the public about the Navy and the Submarine
Force, audiences almost always enjoy hearing an anecdote or two
from the speaker's own experience. Any qualified submariner will
likely possess a repertoire of sea-stories which can be used to
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underscore the attributes of our ships, tactics and our people. Tell
your audiences the good-job and good-news stories that are not
typically reported in official publications or in the media.
Recruiting Tomorrow's Submariners

Recruiting is more difficult these days with an all-volunteer
force · and a robust economy. The Navy has to compete with
industry for available manpower. Obviously people know there is
a private sector hungry for employees, especially skilled ones.
They also know there is a Navy, but how many of them think
about it? How many young people know what the Navy is like, let
alone the Submarine Force? Probably not many. As the number
of veterans decreases in our society, those who traditionally
encouraged military service are no longer there. High school
teachers, counselors, parents and relatives without personal
experiences in the military are not natural advocates of service to
the nation in the Navy. In such an environment, who is better
equipped to engage personnel at the high school and college level
than a qualified submariner? There are scout troops, Navy Junior
ROTC units, high school career days and the like where
submariners can speak, and provide the information to make
informed choices on their future. In speaking to these organizations, our goal should be to sell the Navy, but obviously to use the
submarine force as the example we are most familiar with.
Adopted schools and other community outreach programs are other
venues where we can benefit from the interaction between
submariners and members of the community.
The Bottom Ljoe

Just as each member of a submarine's crew bears responsibility
for the safety and performance of the ship, we can all contribute to
the long-term health of our Force. We can all work to educate our
felJow citizens on our history, our present challenges and our
vision for the future of the Submarine Force. The CNO and type
commanders' staffs cannot do this job alone. They need force
multipliers. As submarine professionals, each of you has a role in
the selling of the Submarine Force.•
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UNCERTAINTY EEFECTS IN DIE SUBMARINE FIRE
CONTROL PROBLEM:
Some Lessons for Network Centric Warfare
by RADM W.J. Holland, USN(Ret.)
ark 48 Torpedo Certification and Proficiency Firings
provided an unusual and perhaps unique laboratory in
which the effect of uncertainty on decision making can
be wessed in an environment without direct sensory information.
A search of the literature reveals no similar experience that so
clearly defines the effect of human nature in a situation which could
well be the norm for war in the Information Age. War itself is
rare and repetition in war with careful observation is inhibited by
excitement and fear. Few peacetime exercises are carefully
repeated so as to duplicate similar interaction and few, if any,
military forces have the homogeneity which mark American
submarine crews. As a result of these rare combinations of
circumstances, the influence of human nature in dealing with
uncertainty has never been so clearly demonstrated.
Deployment of the Mark 48 Torpedo markedly changed the
submarine fire control problem. In a step change without parallel
in naval warfare, weapon ranges increased by an order of
magnitude. In most situations, the weapons outranged the sensors.
Because of concerns with security, paucity of weapons and loss of
very valuable property, early in the program shooting was done on
constricted ranges which artificially limited the tire control party
and the weapon performance. In these early proficiency and test
firings, the target was within easy sensor and weapon range as soon
as launched. As a result, the maximum target range was well short
of half the weapon range and the only thing which really needed to
be determined was the classification and the general direction of
target motion. Only the weapon settings offered much challenge
to the shooters. Nevertheless, even in these environments of
shooting fish in a barrel, many shots missed.
With the opening of large instrumented ranges at AUTEC and
BARSTR, the environment became more realistic though still
constrained by the ranges' dimensions, exercise torpedo endurance
and the need to conduct repeated runs while daylight allowed
recovery. Unfortunately, the timidity of weapons designers and
operational planners prevented using the exercise weapon in the
same manner as the warshot (torpedo run was much reduced) which
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falsely influenced doctrine for many years. The effect of these
artificial limitations was significant but did not ameliorate or
disguise the uncertainty aspects of solving the fire control problem.
While not every miss can be attributed to the difficulties arising
from dealing with uncertainty, that problem is certainly in the
forefront of the submarine fire control problem. When torpedo
ranges were one to three miles, and the weapon had no homing or
guidance, determining target range was crucial. The torpedo had
to be launched one to three minutes before intercepting the target.
Small errors in range caused large errors in calculating the
interception point. Solutions to these errors were sought by firing
spreads (the doctrinal solution) or by closing to very short ranges
before firing (the Dealy/O'Kane solution).
The advent of a long range weapon with precision guidance
substantially reduced the effects of range error but it was a long
time before that fundamental fact was generally recognized. Even
when recognized, the impact of the new capability was muted and
acceptance of the new advantages delayed. The natural human
reluctance to operate on what seems to be guesswork, buttressed by
a demand fur engineering precision inherent in training a technical
professional, adds to the discomfort individuals and groups feel
when dealing with uncertainty. The first evidence in the fire
control problem is that submariners always want one more leg.
Unsatisfied with evidence that the target is within weapon's
range and not moving out of it, most Approach Officers remained
uncomfortable with proceeding smartly to shooting. Everyone else
in the party usually has less experience than the Approach Officer
so little coaching or prompting takes place. The Approach
Officer's questions to the Fire Control Coordinator regarding his
solution invariably were answered as "One more leg". The residue
of Solution Ready from Mark 14 firings, where accuracy of the
torpedo's course was important and small errors could exhaust
magazine capacity to no purpose, remained a drag. For modern
weapons, in range is enough to know to get a hit. Reluctance to
shoot on an educated guess rather than a precise answer degraded
performance rather than improving it.
In most approaches, the natural inclination is to believe the
target is closing. While statisticians and PCO instructors argue that
this is only a 50 percent probability, if the submarine has been
patrolling in an area fur some time, or is in a location where targets
are likely to transit and not loiter, the probability that the target is
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closing is much higher than half-probably close to 90 percent. 1
The manner in which the · submarine fire control solution is
obtained can most easily be seen by watching the geographic plot:
as the plotter works his speed strips, the predicted target position
moves ever closer. The algorithms that solve the problem
mechanically are abstractions of the processes exemplified by the
speed strips on the geographic plot in a bearings only approach and
so they too converge toward zero range. As a result, the problem
solution is biased toward closing targets. This bias is present even
on a periscope approach unless the target has an obvious angle on
the bow greater than 120 (90 is not enough to convince even the
best lookers). The result of this bias is that submariners always

underestimate the range.
These common problems lead to the third and most easily
observed result of the discomfort caused by uncertainty. Even
though the target is probably farther away than the fire control
solution indicates, and even when a courageous or knowledgeable
(not mutually exclusive attributes) First Control Coordinator or
Assistant Approach Officer prompts that further legs are not
necessary, most Approach Officers are reluctant to commit until
comfortable with the situation or pressed into desperation. The
result is that submariners generally wait too long to shoot.
Once the weapon is underway, new concerns arise on the
adequacy of the solution. Because of lingering uncertainty in the
accuracy of the solution, by expecting the target to be closer than
it really is, and by waiting too long too shoot, the party watches its
weapon getting closer and closer to the target's assumed position
without indications that the weapon has sensed the target. Any
target zig-real, suspected or undetected-adds to the anxiety. The
temptation to improve things is overwhelming-particularly if
someone in the party offers an opinion that the solution used is in
error. The most common temptation is imagining the weapon has
enabled too close to the target so that the target is outside of the
torpedo's cone of acquisition. (See submariners always underestimate the range above).
Anxiety mounts as the weapon continues to progress without

1
1n proficiency firings, there was no mechanism to introduce an opening
target, at least at the beginning to the exercise run. Even with opening targets,
aggressive submarine maneuvers would convert the situation to a closing one
because of the limitations of the ranges.
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sensing the target. With concentration of almost all members of
the party on the weapon/target intersection, and with the ability to
influenee this intersection available, submariners invariably steer

too soon and too far.
The activities which alleviate these problems are training and
experience. Approach Officers see the results of their actions, as
they gain confidence in themselves, their sensors and the party
individually and collectively, everyone of these biases and the
temptations inherent in them decline. However, they never
disappear! Uncertainty is the bane of the commander's existence
and improvement in sensors, communications and decision aids
only add to the difficulty of understanding and coping with
uncertainty. Officers who do not have a good knowledge of how
their machinery works in sensing the target, building the solution,
and ordering the weapons are most susceptible to the errors arising
from these natural human tendencies.
Solving the fire control problem is a multi-faceted process
requiring confidence that the limits of uncertainty are understood
by many members of the party. Such comes only from experien~t from cerebration. Fire control parties become constipated with calculations attempting to achieve certainty. On the other
hand, practice builds confidence, sets expectations and generates
understanding of the machinery, the people and the process. Just
as Michael Jordan does not plan his foot movements as he approaches the basket, a good fire control party does not overtly
think through its activities. Both just execute a well understood
pattern of actions that has been thought through and practiced
beforehand.
Recognition of these tendencies and biases are the first step in
compensating for them. Just as operators of the Mark I Torpedo
Data Computer (TDC) learned that there were u ••• an infinite
number of tracking solutions in the machine... ," and thereby never
put excessive trust in the answers shown, officers must be wary of
overconfidence in the solutions generated by their fire control
equipment. These panels are not like the Maneuvering Room
where data displayed is data sensed. Believe your instrumentation
also includes knowing what is being sensed, by what, how long ago
and within what degree of precision.
The observations cited above were so universally true that
instruction of the fire control party before any shooting took place
reduced the errors caused by these factors but the underlying
causes were so pervasive that instruction could never eliminate
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them. The Commanding Officer of the Submarine School recently
confirmed that these observations remain relevant-some twenty
years after their original annunciation.
While these observations might seem to indict submarine
officers, they in fact offer conclusions applicable to almost all
tactical situations in the information age. In fact, submarine
officers have been operating in the information age for many years.
In the January issue of Proceedin11s, Commander Michael
Loescher, a cryptologist and the inventor and mouthpiece of
Copernicus Communications Architecture, suggests that submarine
officers are best qualified to command in tomorrow's environments
where sensors and instrumentation are remote from individual
platforms because submariners have long been accustomed to
dealing with uncertainty which comes from diverse and remote
sensors or partial information2 •
While observation of other situations may not have yielded
similar adages, the fundamental problems expressed in these four
maxims about uncertainty will apply in some fashion to every
tactical decision. Training and experience build knowledge and
confidence that uses such maxims to condition behavior to reduce
anxiety and improve performance. Duty on staffs, in the Pentagon
and at War Colleges do not enhance the tactical expertise needed
to understand enough about the problem to deal with uncertainty
easily. On the contrary, long tours at sea or in the field are the
bedrock of such expertise.
As overheard at the back of a Control Room, the payment
comes when the Old Man announces "Firing point procedure" to
the surprise of the rest of the Fire Control Party.
"What's he shooting at?" the Ensign said under his breath.
Came the whispered reply, 111 don't know, but he always hits
it!" )

2

Commandcr Michael Loctcher, USN(Rct.), "Moving the Navy Into the
Information Age•, Proutdings, January 1999, page 42.
3

The author commanded one of the first submarines in SUBPAC to be
certified for the Marie 48 torpedo. He subsequently served as teacher, coach, and
overseer of weapons certification exercises and proficiency firings in a ~rge
squadron (Squadron ONE with thirteen submarines) and a Group (Group FIVE
with eight submarines). This experience provided the opportunity to observe a
large number of Marie 48 torpedo exercise firings from which these lessons were
drawn.
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A FEW DAYS IN OCTOBER
by CW0-4 Jerry E. Beckley, USN (Ret.)

returned to Pearl Harbor for duty aboard USS GRA YBACK
(SSG 574) in August 1962. As a former crew member of a
conventional fleet snorkel submarine, USS PERCH (ASSP313), and also familiar with Guppy conversion submarines, I was
never prepared for what I saw tied up at the Sierra Piers. This was
the ugliest submarine I had ever laid eyes on. For those who had
never seen USS GRAYBACK or her sister ship USS GROWLER
(SSG 377). imagine two grain silos secured side by side with the
domes facing aft on the forward deck, about twenty feet forward of
the sail of a Swordfish class submarine. The large forward
superstructure was designed to cover two missile hangers, each the
size of grain silos and each capable of storing two Regulus I
missiles, or one Regulus II missile'. The Regulus I missile, a
transonic missile powered by J-33A turbojet engine was capable of
de1ivering a thermonuclear warhead to a target 500 miles distant,
at a speed of 550 knots .
The ugliness of this unusually configured boat notwithstanding,
this submarine, and the other four Regulus boats were the only
submarine Nuclear Deterrent Strike Force in PACFLT. Polaris
was not yet a reality in the Pacific and the Soviet submarine fleet
sailed from a warm water port to cover targets in Hawaii, Japan,
Philippines, and CONUS without anyone, other than us, threatening their front door. In addition, submarines had not yet received
the Mk 45 ASTOR Torpedo capability. SUBROC was still on the
drawing board. There was very little except a lot of ocean between
the guys wearing the white hats and those wearing black hats.
I had departed Subase Pearl Harbor in 1959 after a two year
tour at Guided Missile Unit #90 (the predecessor of GMU-10) as
a Gunners Mate Second Class (Submarine Service), for Nuclear
Weapons School at Great Lakes and Albuquerque, New Mexico.
After a three year tour in Nevada, where I frequently replied to the
question, "what is a sailor, and more especially a submarine sailor
doing in the Nevada desert?", by telling the person, 41We are
building a submarine in Lake Mead and will float it down the
Colorado River". Some bought the response, others didn't. It
wasn't much of a cover story, but it was all I could come up with
to distract from the distinctive insignia of rate I wore, a bomb

!
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dropping through a helium atom. The crow attracted so much
attention that the rate was changed in 1961 to Gunner's Mate
Technician, and the insignia changed to crossed guns.
As a GMTl with dolphins, I was soon to become a member of
a very restricted and unique group of warhead technicians who
rode the Reg boats (Regulus submarines), and who, in the time of
war, would comprise the two man rule, "Two men of equal
knowledge, each capable of detecting an unauthorized act by the
other", and arm the nuclear warheads if or when the balloon went
up.
The Reg boats carried 120 percent of the crew which we dubbed
the Black and Blue Crew, and tried to leave a few selected people
in each time we deployed. The selected people were crew
members with emergencies or schools, or any manner of problems
that could have been impacted by their absence. There were also
those who would never be part of the stay-in crew, and I was one
of them, as the Captain would soon explain to me as I was
introduced to him. When I reported aboard GRAYBACK, I was
directed by the Chief of the Boat (COB) to the wardroom to meet
Lieutenant Commander John J. Ekelund, the CO. During a short
conversation, he mentioned the 120% and the stay-in crew. He
also told me that anytime GRAYBACK got underway with Blue
Birds (tactical missiles), that he, the Warhead Officer, me, the
cook, and the Hospital Corpsmen would be on board, under any
and all circumstances. The reason the Warhead Officer and I were
required on board when the boat got underway while carrying
tactical missiles was because we comprised th~ two-man rule.
When it came to the nuclear warheads, he and I might as well have
been joined at the hip. There was no doubt in my military mind
that this was going to be long and arduous sea duty, because we
would no sooner get into port, have a short refit, shoot Red Birds
(Fleet Training Missiles), and deploy again. The average in-port
period for a Reg boat was around three months.
Prior to the next GRAYBACK deployment, I was getting
acquainted with my new duties. I was not only the Warhead
Technician, but also the Deck Force PO. My primary duties were
those of the Assistant First Lieutenant. A few weeks after
reporting aboard, I was notified that I would be interviewed for the
Personnel Reliability Program (PRP), which was really a screening
process for those of us who have responsibilities for the missiles
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and warheads. I was called into the Wardroom with the CO, XO,
Missile Division Officer, and COB. These folks comprised the
PRP screening process. Considering I . was the only person
authorized to make up the Two-Man-Rule with the Warhead
Officer, I was asked questions pertaining to how I felt about the
mass destruction and death a nuclear detonation would bring to the
population of our target area. My response was simply that when
I was in the Army during the Korean War as an infantryman, death
was more individualized and personal, but in wartime it makes
little difference if you kill one or a million, one must keep it in
perspective. They seemed to be satisfied so, I was then part of the
GRAYBACK PRP.
On 7 October 1962, after the refit and missile training, we
slipped our moorings at pier S-9 and headed out for my first, and
GRAYBACK's sixth deterrent missile patrol. The diesel subs
made fuel stops at either Midway Island or Adak, Alaska depending on their respective operating area.
We had only been on station a short period when again I was
called into the wardroom with the same folks who were present for
the PRP screening. This time the Captain and XO were a little
more stem faced than before, and for what I was soon to learn,
good reason. The steward was asked to step out of the forward
battery and both hatches were put on the latch (submariners know
what that means). Captain Ekelund stated that we had received a
message that the defense posture had increased to DEFCON 3
(DEFCON 5 was normal), and he was to open the sealed Emergency War Orders. The content of those orders, which for the
sake of the security oath I swore as far back as the 1950s and •60s,
as well as the one I still serve under, will not be revealed by me.
I will say that some of the orders were directed to the Warhead
Officer and myself, and what we were to do to prepare the nuclear
warheads for arming, and if necessary, missile launch. My task
was to remove over 60 Phillips-head screws securing an access
panel on the underside of each of the four Regulus missiles,
exposing the front of the W-27 warhead2 where the high voltage
thermal battery (HVTB) pack was bolted in the inverted (stored)
position. I then removed the four bolts securing the HVTB, turned
the battery around to the potential use position, reinstalled and
torqued the bolts. After doing this to the three other missiles, we
were ready for the next order. The next day, thankfuJly, we
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received new orders to relax the DEFCON and restored the
warheads to their war reserve (safe) condition. Few people alive
today have a full appreciation for how close this country (and the
Soviet Union) came to what was later to be coined Mutually
Assured Destruction (MAD). In addition, few people, except for
those of us who rode those old Regulus submarines, some of which
were literally held together with baling wire, have a full appreciation for the sacrifices made by these Silent Service officers and
men, whose usual patrol period was 90 plus days, and occasionally,
a back-to-back-out-of-Adak.•
NOTES

1. The Regulus II Program was canceled in 1958.
2. The W-27 warhead was the same warhead converted to the B-27
bomb by addition of aerodynamic fairing and fins. It was
carried in the B-52 Stratofortress throughout the Cold War.

About the autlwr - CWO Beckley qualified in fleet snorkel submarines in 1954 as one of the last Gunner's Mates to be accepted Into
the Submarine Service. He served in USS PERCH (ASSP-313) and
at Guided Missile Unit #90. In 1959 he convened to Nuclear
Weaponsman and served onboard USS GRAYBACK (SSG-574),
USS BARBERO (SSG-317), and USS HAUBUT (SSG(N)-587).
Upon appointment to Warrant Officer, he served as Special
Weapons Officer aboard USS HUNLEY(AS-31), and as Weapons
and Diving Officer at Norfolk Naval Shipyard. After retirement
from the U.S. Navy, Mr. Beckley was employed at the Polaris
Missile Facility, Atlantic as a Management Analyst and served in
the Ouise Missiles Program in Washington, D. C. as the Assistant
Program Manager, Logistics, Submarine Launched Tomahawk
Cruise Missiles until his retirement from Federal Civil Service in
1988. e is currently employed as a Senior Acquisition Logistics
Engineer with OASN(RDA) at the Washington Navy Yard.
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PERSPECTIVE.5 OF RUSSIAN BAIJJSTIC
MISSILE SJJBMARINE DE\TEWJ>MENT

by Dr. Gtorgt Sviatov
rom the beginning of 1%0s the Soviet Union had built up to
120 ballistic missile submarines with 91 of them nuclear.
Now the Russian Federation has about 27 contemporary
ballistic missile nuclear submarines (SSBNs) of the three newest
projects: f>67BDR (Delta 3) with 16 RSM-SO (SS-N-18) missiles in
14 boats; 941 (Typhoon) with 20 RSM-52 (SS-N-20) missiles in
6 boats; and f>67 BDRM (Delta 4) with 16 RSM-54 (SS-N-23)
missiles in 7 units (in sum-up to 456 SLBMs).
The number of such submarines and their missiles now is
determined by the American-Russian START I treaty which allows
each side to have not more then 432 submarine launched ballistic
missiles (SLBMs) and 3,456 nuclear warheads. If the Russian
Duma ratifies the START II treaty by December 31 of 2007 Russia
will have to reduce the number of SLBMs to 336 and their
warheads to 1,750. In addition, Secretary of State Albright and
Foreign Minister Primakov signed and exchanged letters legally
codifying the Helsinki Summit commitment to deactivate, by
December 31, 2003, the U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear
delivery vehicles that under START II will be eliminated. The
START III negotiations would consider further reductions in
strategic nuclear warheads on ballistic missiles and strategic
bombers to an aggregate limit of 2,000-2,500 per nation by
December 31, 2007.
According to the opinion of Ambassador Linton Brooks,
unofficially Russians purporting to speak for the Defense Minister
Sergeev have been arguing that even the 2,000-2,500 warheads
agreed to in Helsinki are more than Russia can afford. They speak
of lower limits of, perhaps, 1,000-1,300 ballistic missile warheads
with some greater flexibility on bombers.
The Russian leadership pays significant attention to its nuclear
ballistic missile submarines' development. As former Commander
in Chief of the Russian Navy Fleet Admiral Felix Gromov wrote:
"The strategic naval nuclear forces and associated command and
control systems are being updated to satisfy the most advanced
scientific and technological requirements". And he also wrote:
"The Navy's main task is deterrence, nuclear deterrence, which it
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manages to carry out despite obvious difficulties".
On August 25, 1996 a Russian Project 941 SSBN surfaced in
the North Pole area and launched a RSM-52 MIRVed missile to a
remote test range. It was a demonstration of Russian nuclear
strategic capability.
What is known about perspectives of Russian nuclear ballistic
missile submarine development?
The Russian press wrote about building a fourth generation
SSBN, referred as Borey (Arctic Wind), in Severodvinsk. It is a
St. Petersburg's Rubin Central Design Bureau's Project 935
submarine. The Project (Chief Designer V .A. Zdomov) had been
approved for construction by presidential decree in 1995 and the
submarine was laid down on November 2, 1996 at Severodvinslc
shipyard. It was named YURY DOLGORUKY, for a Russian
Great Prince-founder of Moscow. A representative delegation of
Moscow's high officials, including its powerful Mayor Yury
Luzhkov and Deputy Minister of Defense Andrey Kokoshin were
at this ceremony. The Russian TV showed it to public.
YURY DOLGORUKY would have been fitted with a new
ballistic missile RSM-52U. It is assessed the YURY DOLGORUKY will carry at least 12 strategic missiles.
Funding for this program was critical if the Russian Navy was
to achieve its stated goal of launching the YURY DOLGORUKY
by 2002, and construction of an additional submarine each year
thereafter. The cost of this sub would be huge, but some official
announcements had demonstrated a national commitment to this
program. If funding had been provided, the first ship of the class
would have reached initial operational capability in 2004.
The U.S. naval intelligence artist's depiction of the YURY
DOLGORUKY SSBN had been used in an article of the Rubin's
Head and Chief Designer, Academician I.D. Spassky, published in
August 1997 issue of the U.S. Naval Institute Procee<lini:s. The
question arises: is it a war ruse or has he really agreed with this
artist rendering?
From this article author's point of view the depiction is more or
less correct. Why?
In the current Russian economic situation it would be costeffective to use the weJl developed and hull from Project 971
(Acula class) SSN and only to add one or two ballistic missile
compartments for 12 ballistic missile tubes and their new Trident
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D-5 type solid fuel MIRVed RSM-52U (SS-NX-28) SLBMs with
nuclear and, maybe, also conventional warheads, and also to use
the bow part of the Project 667 BDRM (Delta 4) submarine.
A possibility for a conventional warhead option exists because
Russia in 1975 created, tested and accepted the R-27K SLBM, built
an experimental diesel, 3,600 t surface displacement, Project 605
submarine with the targeting system Kasatka and fire control
complex Record to strike moving sea targets, first of all aircraft
carriers, with nuclear and conventional warheads, at ranges of
about 1,500 km using radar homing of the warhead.
The fourth generation SSBN's bow sonar and torpedo complex
probably would be similar to that on the Project 667BDRM SSBN
(4 533 mm torpedo tubes with up to 20 torpedoes and antisubmarine missiles and Scat 3 sonar).
As to a reduced number of strategic ballistic missiles on the
YURY DOLGORUKY, it now is conceivable that due to START
II and, maybe START Ill implementation, there is a possibility. It
could also be a small ploy of the Russian Navy to preserve more
SSBNs and more commanding officer's and admiral's posts with a
future smaller number of SLBMs and their warheads for each ship.
Of course, from a Russian state interests point of view it is not a
cost effective decision. A ballistic missile submarine with 24
SLBMs Oike the U.S. Ohio clw) would have been almost twice as
cost effective.
One of the principle naval architectural questions about the
YURY DOLGORUKY is her diving depth. The Rubin Design
Bureau, on all its contemporary ballistic missile newest submarines, provided only a 400 m test depth. The test depth of all
contemporary Russian SSNs and SSGNs is 600 m. It seems that a
600 m test depth is more probable for the Yury Dolgoruky class
SSBNs.
If it is more or less accurate that the Yury Dolgoruky's number
of SS-NX-28 ballistic missiles is 12, the submarine would have
approximately the following characteristics:
Surfaced displacement, t
Submerged displacement, t
Length, beam, draft, m

12,000
15,000
135xl3.6x10
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Strategic missiles

12 solid fuel SS-NX-28 (50 t,
13m x 2m), with up to 8 nuclear MIRVs or one conventional warhead
more than 8,000 km
bow 4-533 mm, 20 torpedoes
improved SCAT-3 with height
5 m and diameter 7 m sonar
cylindrical array
600
30
improved OK.{)50, 190 mgwt
lx50,000 shp
one skewed 7 bladed, 200 revolutions/min
two retractable electric motors
400 kwt each, one diesel generator (800 hp), speed 4 knots
for 10 days
AK-32 steel with yield strength
100 kg/square mm
100

Range of strategic missiles
Torpedo tubes
Sonar

Test depth, m
Speed, submerged, knots
Reactor
Turbine
Propeller
Reserve power plant

Material of hull
Complement

The submarine will have eight compartments and 25 percent
reserve buoyancy. Surface unsinkability with any one flooded
compartment will be provided.
The first compartment-torpedo, hydroacoustic equipment and
living; the second compartment-control room and living; the third
compartment-auxiliary mechanisms; the fourth and fifth compartment-ballistic missiles; the sixth compartment-reactor; the
seventh compartment-turbine and turbogenerators; and the eighth
compartment-planes and rudders hydraulics machines and
auxiliary mechanisms.
It should be mentioned that one unofficial Russian publication
presented its own artist depiction of the two reactors, two tilrbines
and two propellers for the Yury Dolgoruky SSBN in an architectural scheme which is more traditional for the Rubine Central Design
Bureau.
The surface displacement of that version was estimated as
14,720 t, with 24,000 t submerged, and a speed of some 30 knots,
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and 12 RSM-52U ballistic missiles.
But in August 1998 Commander in Chief of the Russian Navy
Fleet Admiral Vladimir Kuroedov announced that this SLBM's
development had been canceled and a new smaller SLBM will be
developed for the Yury Dolgoruky on the base of the solid fuel
ICBM Topol-M. As a result the new Russian SSBN delivery date
was shifted from 2004 to 2010.
In conclusion, it is necessary to say that the Russian Federation,
in contrast with the United States, is building a new SSBN and
developing a new SLBM for her. The main reason of such
difference is some Russian lag in development of SSBNs and
SLBMs from the USA and START II agreements which were
concluded in an atmosphere of Russian-American relations'
euphoria and which shifted MIRVs only to SLBMs.
But at the same time it is logical to expect some Russian
renaissance of stationary and mobile ICBMs with nuclear and
conventional warheads (an example is a new Topol missile) because
of organic Russian continental mentality and the fact that ICBM
complexes are cheaper in comparison with SLBM complexes.•

SUBMARINE CENTENNIAL CRUISE UPDATE
Since the purpose of the cruise is fundraising in
addition to fun, the cruise agent is donating $100 per
stateroom sold to be shared between Dolphin
Scholarship, USSVI Scholarship and Naval
Submarine League Scholarship funds.
This
represents all proceeds minus some expenses.
Make your reservations as early as possible since
Costa cruise representatives expect the ship to be 75
percent booked by June. All deposits are fully
refundable until 1 November 1999.
For additional information please contact Jim
Norris at Ph .D Cruises, Inc. at (888) 843-8595 or
reserve
a
cabin
on-line
at:
www.phdcruises.com/centennial .htm.
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CONVOY:

THE FORGOTIEN YEARS 1919-1939
Part II
Detween the Wars

by John Merrill

y the end of the First World War, using accumulated convoy
data from various sources and applying statistical methods
British navy analysts easily affirmed the efficacy of the
convoy tactic in a modern naval war. Lessons learned during the
war also included the tactic of submarine versus submarine, which
would evolve gradually in the years ahead.
Merchant ship protection from the U-boat was provide.d during
World War I primarily by patrolling the seas (guarding the seaJanes) and convoy escorting. Patrolling to counter enemy submarines steadfastly held its place as the primary U-boat countenneasure in the minds of some senior navy personnel in the years after
World War I. In spite of convoying's documente.d successes, the
reason for that bias toward patrolling perhaps was because it could
be viewe.d as an offensive navy posture and more in keeping with
navy aims.
The convoy concept made the enemy submarine confront
defended merchant ships rather than independent ships defenseless
against the U-boat. Patrolling expended scarce resources searching
for enemy submarines in large ocean areas and in unknown
locations without adequate tools for detection and localization of
the U-boat, whether submerged or surfaced by day or night.
Convoying was a positive approach to resolving U-boat
interdiction of merchant ships; it brought the enemy to a defended
target. In the interim years, the subtle aspects of convoy were not
always easily grasped by the military and elected officials. The
effectiveness of convoying was available in the records.
The victorious countries involve.d in the war were determine.d
to keep the hard-earned peace. A series of international peace
conferences and treaties were held during the period 1921 to 1936.
Reduction of capital ships was a main consideration. At the same
time, submarines and their weapons steadily improved. In several
countries, research was undertaken to better the methods for
detection of submarines. Progress in this area would benefit both
patrolling and convoying in the event of a future naval war.
Without the urgency of a wartime environment, planning and
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preparing for navy convoying of merchant ships in time of war did
not present itself as a critical issue nor one generally of much
interest during the 20 years of peace. The nonconformist aspects
of submarines and their use compared to surface craft came to
national and international attention primarily in arguments concerning the abolition of submarines or restraining submarine actions
towards merchant shipping during wartime. Full acceptance of
submarines as an integral part of the panoply of naval weapons was
not held in all quarters of the world's navies in spite of their
increasing number.
In several countries, some of the antisubmarine warfare ongoing
research focused on the development and implementation of
acoustic detection of submarines. If successful, this was seen by
some as a means to remove the convoying requirement.
The ambivalence of certain naval professionals regarding
submarines in this period while the submarine and its weapons
were developing tended to obscure convoying and the acquisition
of the necessary resources for successful implementation in the
event of war. A measure of the necessary anti-submarine resources
to help defeat the U-boat and sink 200 U-boats in World War I has
been estimated to include 5000 ships. Hundreds of miles of steel
nets, and a million depth charges, mines. bombs, and shells. 1
National apd lnternntjooal Naval Concerns 1919=1939

Disarmament was of considerable importance starting with the
early post-War years. War was unthinkable during the decade after
the War and beyond. The enormous debts of the vanquished and
the victors alike and the excessive loss of lives and casualties were
strongly perceived and remembered. There were multiple reasons
for disarmament, some of safeguard peace, and some driven by
economic consi~erations, which worsened during the 1920s.
A view as to how the submarine was held in the minds of some
is expressed in a paper given in a March 1919 British War Cabinet
meeting held to discuss future warfare research. Lord Weir,
Secretary of the State for the Air Force asked: "What would the
House of Commons say to the creation of a new big institution for
11...cn Deighton, Blood. Tqa. and Folly: An Objcctjye Look al World War II,
Harper Collins, NY, 1993, p. 16.
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Research in connection with warfare at a time when we may be
presumed to be establishing peace conditions on a stable footing?
If, for instance, the submarine were definitely ruled out of warfare,
would not the strongest argument in favor of the Admiralty scheme
disappear'r" 2
Starting in 1920, 1he Ten Year Rule prevailed in Britain. The
rule implied that the British Empire would not be engaged in any
Great War during the next 10 years . It provided a reason for
reducing military expenditures and continued several years beyond
1930. All the armed forces were impacted by reductions in
support.
Views regarding the submarine by naval and government figures
during the decades between the world wars were diverse with
generally no consensus among the five powers: France, United
States, Great Britain, Italy, and Japan. A comment regarding
submarines was made at this time • ...that such methods as the
Gennans used will never be employed again, but need not be feared
that any civilized nation would adopt them ..."3
Moreover as early ~ 1922, with Germany banned from making
submarines and other military weapons by the Versailles Treaty,
German civilians were designing new German submarines for a
Dutch firm, a front for certain German shipyards, located in The
Hague. Later, experimental models were constructed in Holland
and Spain.
Britain's hesitant position regarding submarines in the postwar
period was frequently voiced ~ favoring the abolition of the
submarine as a weapon of war. This view was taken at the
Versailles Peace Conference, in the 1921-22 Washington Peace
Conference, in 1925, and at the London Conference in 1930 and
the last London Conference in 1936. Beyond abolition of the
submarine, a position aimed at reducing the international submarine
tonnage or restricting submarine activities was taken, mostly
without great success.
In 1927, the British Director of Naval Intelligence focused on

Willem Hackmann, Seek and Strike, Her Majesty's Printing Office, London,
1984, p. 99-100.
3
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a possible reason for this anti-submarine position by Great Britain
11
...trying
to influence other governments against submarines
because Britain herself has 'more to fear from submarines than has
any o ther power•...lt4
Article 22 of the London Naval Treaty of 1930 agreed to by the
United States and Great Britain approached the submarine problem
by stating that in time of war • ... a warship, whether surface vessel
or submarine, may not sink or render incapable of navigation a
merchant vessel without first having placed passengers, crew and
ship's papers in a place of safety..." A further consideration
provided that merchant ships would not be armed during peacetime. Later, the Third Reich officially agreed to this article on 23
November 1936.
Hitler's coming to power in 1934 was immediately followed
with his flaunting of the Versailles Treaty by Germany ordering 24
of the previously mentioned Finnish model submarines and two of
the Spanish version.
A body of naval opinion preserved the anti-convoy viewpoint
throughout the 1930s. A March 1935 House of Commons speech
by Lord Stanley of the Admiralty reflects such. Stanley assured
the House that the convoy system would not be introduced at once
on the outbreak of war. All the pre-April 1917 arguments against
the need to have merchant ship convoying were recycled 18 years
later in 1935.
The Anglo-German Naval agreement was reached on June 18,
1935. Germany was once again legally permitted to build and
operate a fleet of submarines. The next month Winston Churchill
observed that the German navy was meager. Other comments
included "Today Germany has no submarines." Germany launched
the first U-boat four months later. The following year the London
Submarine Protocol, 3 September, cited that Germany would
adhere strictly to the international prize law, which provided for
safety of merchant ship passengers and crews in time of war.
During the 1920s and '30s, submarines and airplanes continued
to be regarded as fleet reconnaissance and attack elements.
However, naval strategist French Admiral Raoul Castex envisioned
renewal of the use of submarines as commerce raiders.
The late 1930s found increasing numbers of sophisticated
4

Hackmann, w.iat.p.126.
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submarines with improved weapons on the international scene.
The submarine•s record as a successful merchant ship raider was
available from the preceding war. It would seem that this would
lead to positive national positions regarding convoying merchaI)t
ships and with it appropriate planning and preparation in the event
of war.
Planning for the convoying merchant ships finally received
some attention in Britain in 1937. The Air Staff and the Admiralty
after further arguments agreed that convoying should be adopted in
the event of war but only if the enemy resumed unrestricted
submarine warfare. This allowed the Admiralty to create a
worldwide shipping control organization, and by 1939 the planning
was well advanced.

Acoustic Qetectioo of Submarines
Modest improvements in the acoustic detection of submarines
were made on both sides of the Atlantic by November 1918. In
England and the United States leading scientists and engineers,
including Nobel award winners, turned their attention to solving
the problem of submarine detection. By the end of World War I,
submerged submarines could be located. Some of the unresolved
equipment limitations included enemy submarine depth determination, detecting in rough seas, and range. Also, the vagaries of
acoustic propagation in seawater were yet to be determined.
After the war ended, England continued investigating acoustic
detection at a secret level. Similar work was undertaken in the
United States. Because the detection equipment was classifiedsecret, sharing of information did not occur prior to 1939.
Equipment testing with submarines under realistic conditions was
not substantial. 5 The British acoustic detection equipment was
known as Asdic (an acronym). It was advanced compared to the
World War I equipment but limited in its capabilities. Civilian and
naval observers of the equipment tended to become over optimistic.
Some erroneously concluded that enemy submarines would not be
a problem in the event of wars because of availability of the

s. Always demonstrated in perfect weather by well rehearsed crews, it enabled
U~boat to be a weapon of the past.•

a confident Admiralty to dedarc the
Deighton, 211· " · p. 21.
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equipment.
Some comments made by Winston Churchill in Gatherjnf: Storm
about Asdic are illuminating. On June 15, 1938, Churchill was on
board a destroyer for an Asdic demonstration with Royal Navy
submarines as targets. In 1948, Churchill noted that in 1938 he
and others overrated the capability of the underwater acoustics
detection of enemy submarines. The performance Iimitations of the
early systems were not fully grasped by the fall of 1939. The
optimism regarding the expected performances of Asdic led to a
lack of preparation to make up for the equipment limitations which
became apparent.
Advancement of military technology in the United States during
the long peacetime period was slow, due heavily to lack of fiscal
support for research and development. The funds available for
military technology development were a small percentage of the
overall military expenditure. Research project security classification and the independence of the various branches of the armed
forces were additional barriers to progress. Academic and private
sector scientific and engineering personnel did not have broad
participation with the current government military research
laboratories. The Naval Research Laboratory opened in Washington in 1923, and in conjunction with several industrial activities
became the center for the development of enemy submarine
detection equipment. By 1933, fifteen destroyers and five submarines were equipped with echo ranging acoustic detection equipment. At the end of the decade, additional progress was made
regarding the numbers of installations and the beginnings of
adequate training for equipment operators and use were initiated.

Closing Comment
Navy problems and priorities during the years between the wars
placed merchant ship convoying in an obscure role. Mahanian
thinking with the capital ship at its focus still prevailed. Aircraft
and aircraft carriers began to be acknowledged, and some inroads
in naval thinking and planning were made in these areas during
these years.
Decreased naval budgets and the high costs and years of
construction time for the large ships placed construction of the
smaller ships for convoy escorting in a low priority position. The
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short~r time requirement for the building of convoy escort ships
may have accounted for their lower priority.
The high performance expectations of the 1930s submarine
detection equipment as cited above led to a downplaying of the
enemy submarine's capabilities. In retrospect, even if the performance was as anticipated, there were only limited numbers of vessels
equipped with the detection equipment. as a further problem, the
number of skilled operators was insufficient.
As late as November 1938, a retired German Vice Admiral
noted in an article 11nothing substantial has as yet been done in
England (and equally in France) for the protection of oceanic
convoys." Soviet Admiral Gorshkov, observed in 1976 that the
11
American Navy came into the War (II) totally unprepared to
protect merchant vessels from submarine strikes. 116
Even though analysis of convoy performance presented evidence
that convoying did not cause excessive delays in shipping and did
save lives and ships, there were those in the Admiralty and in
public office in 1939, twenty years later at the start of World War
II, who were overtly not pro-convoy. As late as early 1942, some
U.S. Navy personnel were initially not enthusiasts for convoying.
A quotation in Morison 11 when the U-boats hit our coast in January
1942, we were caught with our pants down through lack of antisubmarine vesseJs"7 is concise. In February, Britain gave the United States 24 trawlers and 10 corvettes; and these additional escorts
allowed small East Coast convoys during the day and putting into
harbor at night.
In both World Wars, merchant shp convoying was pivotal to
eventu~ success. During the first War, the U-boat and course de
guerre was unexpected. This and lack of resources contributed to
delays in implementing broad merchant ship convoying.
Reasons for the neglect of merchant ship convoying in naval
planning and preparation during the forgotten years are unclear.
However, they do raise the question of what equally significant
naval strategy or tactic is overlooked today.•

6
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THE SUBMARINE BEVIEW
THE SUBMARINE REVIEW is a quarterly publication of the
Naval Submarine League. It is a forum for discussion of submarine
matters. Not only are the ideas of its members to be reflected in the
REVIEW, but those of others as well, who are interested in
submarines and submarining.
Articles for this publication will be accepted on any subject
closely related to submarine matters. Their length should be a
maximum of about 2500 words. The League prepares REVIEW
copy for publication using Word Perfect. If possible to do so,
accompaning a submission with a 3.5" diskette is of significant
assistance in that process. The content of articles is of first importance in their selection for the REVIEW. Editing of articles for
clarity may be necessary, since important ideas should be readily
understood by the readers of the REVIEW.
A stipend of up to $200.00 will be paid for each major article
published. Annually, three articles are selected for special recognition and an honorarium of up to $400.00 will be awarded to the
authors. Articles accepted for publication in the REVIEW
become the property of the Naval Submarine League. The views
expressed by the authors are their own and are not to be construed
to be those of the Naval Submarine League. In those instances
where the NSL has taken and published an official position or view,
specific reference to that fact will accompany the article.
Comments on articles and brief discussion items are welcomed
to make THE SUBMARINE REVIEW a dynamic refle.ction of the
League's interest in submarines. The success of this magazine is up
to those persons who have such a dedicated interest in submarines
that they want to keep alive the submarine past, help with present
submarine problems and be influential in guiding the future of
submarines in the U.S. Navy.
Articles should be submitted to the Editor, SUBMARINE
REVIEW, P.O. Box 1146, Annandale, VA 22003.
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THE CHALLENGES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
IN THE RUSSIAN NAVY
by LT John D. Gerken, USN
NROTC Unit

University of Texas

The Current Status and Challenges of Radioactive Waste in the
Russian Nayy

The effects of the Cold War have been felt by billions of
individuals worldwide. Politics, military force structures and the
environment are just a few of the areas of nations which were
touched by the Cold War often silently inflicting change under the
guise of national defense. Only recently has the United States truly
discovered those far-reaching environmental impacts. While the
impact in America is significant, it is only a shadow of the scope
of the problem found in the former Soviet Union.
In order to arm itself the Soviet Union conducted an unlimited
production of nuclear weapons and nuclear powered military
vessels. In particular, the Russian Navy produced several hundred
nuclear powered submarines and surface ships. In many instances,
the production, operation, refueling and decommissioning of these
vessels completely overrode any concern for the long-term effects
on the environment.
Recently, the radioactive waste generated by the Russian Navy
has come to the forefront of public concern both within Russia and
internationally. While recent political and legislative initiatives
and a greater degree of openness in Russia have indicated that the
problem is being addressed, the current challenges to those
agencies tasked with managing several decades of radioactive waste
from naval nuclear power and other sources are enormous.
As an example of the gross mismanagement of radioactive
waste, spent nuclear fuel cells inside waste containers are stored in
the open air at Andreeva Bay in Northeast Russia and are corroding
rapidly. This facility and others like it across Russia have
encountered numerous technical and financial hurdles in establishing and practicing credible radioactive waste management. In
particular, the Russian Navy currently suffers under an enormous
legacy of mismanagement of radioactive waste from its nuclear
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powered fleet. The problem is two-fold in that the country bears
the burden of past mistakes and must also confront the challenges
of continuing to operate and build nuclear propelled naval vessels.
The Cold War provided the USSR with motivation to produce
nuclear fleets unchecked in many cases by environmental concern.
Intentional and risky disposal of radioactive waste during the height
of the Cold War was common in the Soviet naval complex. Many
practices concealed and condoned under the communist regime
would be unthinkable by current Western standards.
Currently the Russian nuclear fleet operates approximately
seventy-five vessels. Along with the concern for safe operation of
those power plants, the Russian Navy leadership has inherited the
ghosts of the radioactive waste problems created by operation and
decommissioning of this nuclear fleet over the past 40 years.
The different radioactive waste management challenges presented to the Russian Navy can be summarized by studying the
basic lifecycle of a nuclear ship. After initial construction a vessel
will normally be utilized for two core lifetimes prior to decommissioning. In many instances the Russian Navy has kept vessels in
its fleet longer than this by refueling the reactor plant a second time
thus extending the lifetime of the naval asset to three core lifetimes.
Each of the lifecycle phases presents its own unique radioactive
waste management challenges to the Russian Navy.
The construction of a naval nuclear propulsion plant raises the
same radioactive waste management concerns as the construction
of a commercial nuclear power plant. Uranium mining results in
the generation of mill tailings with a concern for the emission of
radon gas from the tailing piles and exposure to workers within the
mines. In 1990, the former Soviet Union had an inventory of 5
billion tons of mill tailings and was producing approximately 7
million tons of uranium mill tailings per year corresponding to
600,000 curies of radioactivity.
Fuel cell fabrication for Russian navy vessels with pressurized
water reactors is conducted at Elektrosol just outside of Moscow.
Russian naval propulsion plants use fuel with a uranium enrichment
of 22 to 90 percent. The process of enriching the uranium is
carried out at four sites throughout Russia. Each of these plants
has been characterized by vast mismanagement of radioactive waste
and emissions over the last several decades. For example, in one
instance an enrichment plant dumped approximately 54,000 curies
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into the Yennissey River. Consequently, th is release yielded
detectable radioactive contamination 1500 kilometers downstream. (Bradley, 1997)
Once fuel cells are fabricated they are shipped to the construction sites for the actual ships which they will propel. The sites are
located at Severodvinsk Naval Yards near Arkhangelsk, Admiralty
Yard in St Petersburg, Krasnoye Soromovo in Nizhny Novgorod,
and Amurslcy Yard on the Pacific coast near Komsomolsk.(Nilsen
et. al, 1997) Numerous instances of radioactive waste mismanagement have been documented at these shipyards. The Severodvinsk
Naval Yards dumped nearly all solid radioactive waste produced
prior to 1991 directly in the Kara Sea to the east of the shipyard.
Additionally, some radioactive waste was discovered in municipal
waste sites near the shipyard. While both of these practices have
been discontinued and procedures are allegedly in place to prevent
these problems from reoccurring, the problems of credible
radioactive waste management at all of the construction shipyards
continues to challenge the managers of these yards in the difficult
fiscal environment within Russia. (Bradley, 1997)
Once construction or refueling is complete the vessel will be
operated for approximately a decade during each of the core
lifetime periods. Daily operation and periodic routine maintenance
also generate radioactive waste requiring disposal by the military
complex. Russian Navy nuclear subs and ships generate 20,000
cubic meters of liquid radioactive waste and 6,000 tons of solid
radioactive waste annual I y. (Bradley, 1997)
In addition to normal daily operation, reactor accidents during
operational periods of the nuclear power plants have also presented
some difficult waste management problems for the Russian Navy.
Serious reactor accidents have resulted in six Russian submarines
being taken out of service early. Due to the leakage from the fuel
cells into the propulsion plant piping and components, even after
the removal of the damaged fuel cells approximately, 100,000
curies of activity remain spread through each of the propulsion
plants. All damaged reactor plants are stored at a shipyard; however, several of the reactor cores were removed and dumped
into the Kara Sea, an offshoot of the Arctic Ocean near the island
of Novaya Zemlya. A total initial activity of approximately 37
million curies of reactor radioactive waste has been dumped into
the Kara Sea over the last 25 years.(Bradley, 1997)
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In addition to the submarines which have returned to port
following serious reactor accidents, the Russian Navy has had
several reactor and non-reactor accidents that resulted in the
complete loss of its nuclear vessels at sea. They have lost submarines in both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and as close to the
United States as the Bahamas. A total of four nuclear powered and
5 diesel powered submarines have been lost at sea. Disregarding
one of the nuclear powered submarines ~hich was salvaged, a total
of 5 nuclear reactors containing highly radioactive fission products
and 43 nuclear warheads containing several kilograms of plutonium
each remain lost in the world's oceans.(Bradley, 1997)
The most recent sinking has received international attention
lately. The Mike class submarine was built by the Soviet Union in
the mid 1980's and was referred to by its Russian
name-KOMSOMOLETS. Propelled by a nuclear propulsion plant
with two reactor cores, only one of this type of submarine was
built by the Soviet Union. On 7 April 1989, the one and only
Mike class submarine sunk in the Norwegian Sea just north of Bear
Island.
Expeditions over the last several years by Deep Submersible
Vehicles show the submarine has several holes in the front part of
the hull and a large crack extending from the lower to upper
portion of her hull. The end result was two reactor cores and two
nuclear torpedoes resting in 4500 feet of water in the Norwegian
Sea.
As of the lit of January 1995, the total activity on the sunken
submarine was estimated at 216,000 curies. Most of the activity
is contained in the two reactor cores in the form of fission fragments. Calculations have shown that the reactor plant containment
should remain intact for 2000 years by which time the only
significant isotope present will be the long-lived plutonium activity.
The two nuclear torpedoes that sunk with the submarine contain a
total of 6 kg of plutonium which at present is still contained within
the torpedo shells. Even if all plutonium were to leak from the
torpedoes, the radionuclide contamination would still be considered
low level as compared to other releases to the Arctic waters. For
example, the British plutonium production and reprocessing plant
at Sellafield England released approximately 300 kg of plutonium
to the Irish Sea between Ireland and England over its years of
operation. (Bradley, 1997)
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Submarine operational accidents constitute only a small portion
of the radioactive waste problem. A much more serious concern
is the large inventory of spent fuel being amassed by the former
Soviet Union. The Andreeva Bay refueling facility located in the
northwest region of Russia near Murmansk performs the bulk of
refueling operations for the Russian Northern fleet. At this
facility, spent fuel cells are stored in a special building and in three
enormous tanks. Currently, there are also 52 containers of spent
fuel stored in open air storage. Outside storage is the most
dangerous of the radioactive waste management practices at this
facility due to the rapid corrosion of the waste containers. Some
of the containers are already breached, allowing water to enter and
contact the fuel cells themselves resulting in an even more danger·
ous situation as the fuel ce11 cladding begins to corrode.
Currently, 21,000 spent fuel cells are stored at the Andreeva
Bay facility. As of 1994, approximately 30,000 spent fuel ce1ls
from Northern and Pacific fleet sources were in storage and
approximately 25,000 more remain in submarines no longer in
service awaiting defueling. Both the Northern and Pacific fleet fuel
cells are scheduled to be sent eventually to the reprocessing facility
at Mayak in south central Russia.(Bradley, 1997) However in
1997, only one shipment to Mayak was completed due to lack of
funding and the inability of the rail transport system to meet new,
more stringent, safety regulations.(BBC, 1998)
Besides the obvious problems involved in storing spent fuel, the
risk and consequences of accidents occurring during the refueling
process is enormous. The most serious refueling accident occurred
in Chazma Bay near Vladivostok on the Pacific coast of Russia in
August 1985. During refueling of a nuclear submarine, a reactor
vessel lid was positioned incorrectly. A violation of procedures
resulted in the v~el lid being lifted while the control rods for the
reactor core were still attached. When the lid was raised the
control rods were withdrawn from the core. The reactor became
prompt critical resulting in an enormous power excursion and a
steam explosion. The explosion led to a fire that took 4 hours to
extinguish. In the end, ten people were killed and seven million
curies of radioactivity were released to the environment. A
radioactive trail 6 km long and 500 m wide was deposited on the
adjacent countryside. However, most of the activity was subsequently washed into the bay. The sediment activity levels as
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measured 10 years after the accident in Chazma Bay and the
adjacent Strelok Bay are still considerable. The Chazma Bay
incident remains at the forefront of environmental concerns and in
1995 was specified to receive funding priority for the remaining
cleanup that is needed.(Bradley, 1997)
The final step in the lifecycle of a nuclear propulsion plant is
decommissioning. The most crucial step involving radioactive
waste disposal and management is the defueling process. The
Russians have decommissioned and defueled approximately 150
submarines and surface ships. However, there are about 130
submarines being stored awaiting defueling and much of the fuel
removed from earlier vessels is still not deposited in final storage.
The current planned rate of defueling is 10 ships per year, meaning
approximately 13 years will be required to defuel the current
backlog. These ships are stored at various shipyards throughout
Russia and most are still waterborne, sitting idle awaiting their turn
for removal of their spent nuclear fuel. (Bradley, 1997) According
to Russian sources, only two submarines were being accommodated
for decommissioning during 1997 due to financial and labor issues
at the shipyards.
Currently the Russian government intends to construct a high
level radioactive waste storage facility on the island of Novaya
Zemlya in the Kara Sea north of the Russian mainland as well as
continue to send spent fuel to Mayak for reprocessing. However,
current concerns over the safety of rail transport to Mayak have
halted shipments to southern Russia at this time.(Bradley, 1997)
Although the United States' nuclear industry has been attacked
for its practices and problems, the Russian problem is by far much
worse. This trend of uncontrolled and intentional release by all
nuclear industries in the Soviet Union carried directly over into the
waste management practices of the Soviet Navy. Without the
presence of political pressure and independent oversight, the
Russian nation has released enormous amounts of radioactive waste
to the environment. (Bradley, 1997)
The Russian Navy has used ocean dump sites for radioactive
waste over the last few decades. The type of waste dumped has
ranged from high volume low level waste to highly radioactive
spent fuel from defueled ships, with most of the dumping under a
veil of secrecy which has only recently been lifted. In fact they
have dumped more activity into the Kara Sea than the entire rest of
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the world has dumped throughout the world's oceans. The
estimated activity level of Russian waste in the Kara Sea is
presently over 2 million curies, accounting for decay from the time
of disposal in the sea. This high activity level was reached due to
the practice of dumping reactors with spent nuclear fuel into the
sea, a practice which has since been discontinued.(Bradley, 1997)
Although the collapse of the communist regime within Russia
has brought a better system of oversight to the Russian defense
complex, radioactive waste management for the Russian Navy is
still in its infancy. While the oversight and practices of the
Russian Navy are showing signs of improving, the sheer magnitude
of the recovery problem from the past 45 years of mistakes is
staggering. The backlog of decommissioned ships which have yet
to be defueled and the poor state of storage facilities for the spent
fuel are two examples of the challenges faced by the Russian Navy.
Moreover, the problem continues to grow since Russia still feels
the need to provide for its national self defense utilizing nuclear
powered vessels.
Although the picture is grim based upon the sheer magnitude of
the contamination and waste inventory, recent years have resulted
in a dramatic change in attitude of the Russian nation toward
radioactive waste management. For the most of the Cold War the
Ministry of Medium Machine Building oversaw the Soviet nuclear
complex. However, this agency was entirely concerned with
production. Until 1984 the radioactive waste safety concerns
within the Soviet Union were covered by the State Sanitary
Surveillance of Public Health Ministry which·only approached the
issue from a radiation protection standpoint and did little to affect
safe disposal and storage of radioactive waste. The Ministry of
Nuclear Power and the Ministry of Medium Machine Building were
merged into the Ministry of Atomic Power and Industry, producing
an organization with a more far-reaching regulatory role in 1989.
As a result, government officials began to produce legislative
results in 1991. Important safety regulations and environmental
protection acts were passed that year, including several .documents
pertaining to radioactive waste management and handling. One
year later, President Boris Yeltsin created by decree the Ministry
of Atomic Energy of the Russian Federation (Minatom). By this
decree Minatom became responsible for oversight and implementation of the entire nuclear fuel cycle from mining and mi1ling to
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waste management and disposal. Over the next several years,
Minatom studied the problem and began to develop programs to
deal with the Russian radioactive waste problem, declaring
radioactive waste management as the top Russian priority. The
legislative successes continued for several years culminating in the
comprehensive Federal Program for the Management of Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Material in 1995. This act was
designed to 11 protect present and future generations and the
environment from harmful effects of accumulated and generated
radioactive wastes and spent nuclear materials.''(Bradley, 1997)
These successes in government openness and oversight of the
nuclear waste problem can be tied to several specific and promising
accomplishments by the nuclear industry. By 1995, an aggressive
waste vitrification program at the Mayak reprocessing plant had
resulted in 220 million curies of high level liquid radioactive waste
being vitrified. This total is equivalent to vitrifying 100 percent
of the waste located at the Hanford site and 25 percent of the waste
located at the Savannah River site in the United States. Additionally, as in the United States, the Russians are debating a location
for a permanent geologic repository for their radioactive wastes.
Two possibilities being studied are the Mayak region where a large
amount of waste is already located and the permafrost region on the
southern end of the island of Novaya Zeml ya in the Arctic
Ocean.(Bradley, 1997)
However, the commitment of the Russian government to an
honest and open disclosure of the problem must be questioned at
least at some levels of the national leadership. In late 1995 Russian
security forces broke into the Murmansk offices of the Bellona
Foundation, an organization studying the Russian Northern fleet
radioactive waste management problem and it effects on the entire
Arctic region. Computers, communication equipment and written
material were confiscated. A second raid occurred one week later
in Severodvinsk in the offices of a local environmental group.
Nevertheless, having re-equipped their office in Murmansk the
Benona Foundation continues to study the waste problems of the
Russian Northern fleet and act as unofficial advisors on the matter
to the Norwegian government.(Perera, 1995)
In addition to their own efforts, the Russians have received both
voluntary and requested international assistance in the area of
radioactive waste management. The United States has played an
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active role in ensuring the Russian federation has every chance of
succeeding at credible waste management. The Cooperative Threat
Reduction (CI'R) program, a joint United States and Russian effort,
has provided American funds to decommission five nuclearpowered submarines in 1998. Moreover, this program has
committed funds for the decommissioning of four or five submarines during 1999. CTR is just one example of the commitment of
the United States to aiding the Russian Navy in solving its
radioactive waste problem.(Kudrik, 1998) Furthermore, geographic proximity has motivated Japan and Norway to also become
actively involved in the Russian issue of radioactive waste. In
1993, an incident of dumping liquid radioactive waste in the Sea of
Japan raised Japanese concerns. The Japanese and United States
govenunents entered into negotiations to assist the Russian Pacific
fleet with liquid waste processing facilities in the Pacific region.
To the east, Norway had provided approximately $20 million in
free aid by 1996 to the Russian radioactive waste management
industry. In late May 1998 agreements were reached overcoming
several political hurdles involving liability and tarriffs, which
would allow the Norwegian government to directly aid in the
cleanup of the Russian northern fleets leaking storage facilities for
spent fuel on the Kola peninsula. This recent agreement funnels
approximately $60 million into the Russian radioactive waste
management problem. In addition to economic aid, numerous
Norwegian scientists such as those employed by the Bellona
Foundation continue to study and document the scope and severity
of the Russian radioactive waste problem. Additionally, a
cooperative commitment of 17 .3 million dollars by the Russian,
American and Norwegian governments was negotiated to improve
environmental conditions in the Arctic region with almost exclusive
emphasis on radioactive waste concerns.(Bradley, 1997)
Recent achievements in Russia provide hope for the future.
However, it is important to keep in mind the vast scope of the
radioactive waste problem resulting from the Russian Navy's
nuclear powered fleet. International concern and involvement is
required as well as a continuing domestic policy of openness and
sincere dedication to solving the radioactive waste issue within
Russia. Although shipbuilding is at a lower rate than at the height
of the Cold War, the continued production and operation of nuclear
powered vessels make it imperative that credible radioactive waste
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management practices are in place in the Russian Navy. The poor
waste management practices of the Soviet regime during the Cold
War have left a daunting legacy to the Russian federation and
former Soviet republics.•
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SOME mOUGHTS ON PROPUlSION
by CAPT Michael Gouge, USNR-R

Dr. Gouge is Head, Cryogenics and Superconductivity Group, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.

E

with interest several articles in the October 1998 issue and
provide some technical comments. The first article,
·ng Forward-8ubmarines in 2050, Part 1Wo, by Mr. J.P.
Buff, was thought provoking and interesting, especially the section
on advanced propulsion. It is doubtful, however, given the volume
constraints of deep-diving submarines, that fusion propulsion will
be a feasible propulsion option for the foreseeable future. The
physical limitations of magnetic fusion plants in terms of power
density and other parameters were covered in reference 1. For
inertial fusion, where a small, millimeter-scale, deuterium-tritium
(OT) pellet is ignited by powerful lasers or heavy ion beams, the
constraints are more severe. The proposed inertial fusion reactors
run at a few to about 10 Hz (pellets/sec), so for 100 MW thermal
power, this amounts to about a 10-50 megajoule explosion for each
pellet injected (the interested reader can convert this into equivalent
pounds of TN1). This requires a substantial containment chamber
designed for pulsed loading that has to be cleared to vacuum
conditions between each pellet injection. The high power lasers or
heavy ion beams will require substantial auxiliary power for startup as well as power conditioning systems; all these will require a
large and unavailable interior volume. The radioactive tritium gas
from the DT pellet will need to be recovered from the chamber
exhaust, purified and recycled, which requires another large
auxiliary system. The physics requirements for ignition of
deuterium only (DD) fuel are much higher than the DT cycle.
Existing pressurized light water fission rector technology results
in a propulsion plant and related machinery that occupy about 50
percent of the interior usable volume of present nuclear attack
submarines. If a smaller, general purpose attack submarine with
significant warfare capability is desired, then substantial reductions
in size will require new. innovative technology for the propulsion
plant. A technology with promise for a revolutionary improvement
in nuclear propulsion system performance in a reduced physical
envelope is a high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) as the
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heat source in a close gas turbine (Brayton) cycle driving an
advanced electric propulsion plant.l.> The Navy has substantial
experience with open cycle, gas turbine power plants in surface
combatants. Gas-cooled reactors have an extensive operating
history and a closed Brayton cycle plant using a non-nuclear heat
source has been operated in Germany at power levels up to 50
MW. I would argue that the next bold step in submarine propulsion, aside from nuclear-AIP hybrids, will be from the advanced
fission reactor area.
In a second article, The All Electric Ship: Enabling Revolutionary Oumges in Naval Warfare, by Mr. R.E. Leonard and Mr. T.B.
Dade, I would only emphasize that this technology can be integrated into the proposed closed Brayton cycle propulsion plant
discussed above. Additionally, the U.S. Department of Energy has
an ongoing program in partnership with industry to develop
prototypes of electrical system components based on the new class
of high temperature superconducting (HTS) materials. These
include power transmission cables, MW-class transformers, motors
and fault current limiters, all using HTS. In many cases liquid
nitrogen or electric cryocoolers can be used to maintain operating
temperatures in the range 20-100 K. This technology could be
used in the second generation of all-electric, integrated power
systems to allow even higher power densities than nearer-term
components such as permanent magnet motors.
Overall, I was impressed by these articles and the technical
opportunities on the horizon for the second century of service to
our country.•
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AITACK SUBMARINE DESIGN:
LEI'S WAKE UP AND WIN
by Richard Boyle

Fonner Deputy Dindor
Arctic Submarine Laboratory
ace it. Many submarine designers, _engineers and operators
think we've been building the wrong submarine for 30
years. Maneuverability has been neglected.
Last year a friend described maneuverability to a lady at a
cocktail party I attended by saying: 11 A short fat submarine is more
maneuverable than a long skinny one." The lady understood; why
can't we!
When I was in Submarine School in 1953, one of our instructors pointed out that a small length to diameter (L/D) ration was
important to maneuverability. and his words were imprinted on my
brain forevermore. A quick review of L/Ds for body of revolution
hulls:

F

Boat

Year

LID

Boat

Year

L/D

Holland

1900

5.17

Albacore

1953

7.53

X-1

1955

7.09

Barbel

1959

7.55

Skipjack

1959

7.88

Thresher

1961

8.79

Sturgeon

1967

9.21

Los Angeles

1976

10.91

Akula

1985

8.00

Seawolf

1997

8.83

Severodvinsk

2002?

8.82

Virginia

2004

11.09

A submarine design should be predic.ated on its m1ssmn
profile. Operational boundary conditions that affect size and
maneuverability of a submarine destined to operate in shallow
littorals include:
• Minimum water depth expectation for submerged operations
with and without ice cover.
• Requirement to operate submerged in fresh water at the
mouths of littoral rivers or in the Marginal Sea Zone (MIX)
in summer.
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Do we really want to skulk around in shallow littorals with
Virginia, an ungainly $2 billion 7800 ton1 submarine 377 feet
long?
Captain Ken Cox put the situation in perspective as follows:
"With its submerged displacement of (7800 tons] and an
expected crew of 113, the [Virginia] is larger than the Polaris class
SSBNs, which displaced 6888 tons and had a crew of 112 officers
and men. "2 He continued: "What may be required is a blend of
submersible platforms, not every one a super submarine [emphasis
in original], to cover the span of anticipated missions, while at the
same time ensuring sufficient number [emphasis in original] of
submarines and qualified, motivated personnel to do the job."3
The Fourth Estate is grumbling. A recent article states that
VIRGINIA is "designed to prowl the world's shallow coastal
waters" in one uninformed breath and then wonders if we "may be
preparing for a war that will never come. "4
The Defense Science Board (DSB) Report of July 1998
recommends:
"[11he successor to [Virginia] be 1 large' ... [and] ... future SSNs
must have adjuvant [serving to aid] systems recognized as SSN
payload instead of being a substitute or extra class of ship ..."5
Is it too self-deprecating to ask if we have lost our ability to
match rational thought with objectivity? Do we really want to
build larger, less agile, more expensive submarines in long
production runs? We need some large submarines to carry heavy
payloads, but doesn't it make sense to have nt least one other
class of smaller, less sophisticated, highly maneuverable, and
cheaper submarines for littoral missions?
Part of the attractiveness of a long run of Virginias has been
touted as technology insenion. All well and good as far as
hardware flexibility goes, but no amount or technology insertion
can improve maneuverability.
Do we really want to rreet1.e hull dimensions or a big production run of long skinny submarines?
Who can doubt that agility in shallow littorals, with or without
ice cover, requires a small, highly maneuverable SSN? One
possible concept design was proposed nearly three years ago as
Littoral Submarine LS-2;6
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Length
Diameter
LID
SUBD
SHP
Subm Speed

248 ft.
32.8 ft.
7.6
4450 tons
12,500
27 +knots

LS-2's extraordinary SUP-Speed combination would be made
possible by an electric drive propulsion plant and contrarotating
propellers.
ALBACORE was a revolutionary design which advanced
maneuverability dramatically. Using the thumb rule that Tactical
Diameter (TD) with standard rudder and "Plus +" stern is roughly
four times ship length, let's compare ALBACORE with LS-2:
L

LID

TD+

mx

Albacore

203.8 ft.

7.53

272 yd.

165 yd.

LS-2

248 ft.

7.56

331 yd.

201 yd.

With an X-stem, ALBACORE's TD was only 2.4 times ship
length: TDx was 165 yards. {For the sake of simplicity, we have
assumed that TDx relationships for the two submarines are linear.
TDx for LS-2 is therefore a rough estimate.)
The DSB Report lists a Navy Role as "littoral sea control ..., "7
but does not mention ice cover. In winter, ice covered shallow
littorals of the Northern Hemisphere are interspersed throughout
peripheral seas as low in latitude as 45° N on both sides of the
globe, e.g., Gulf of St. Lawrence and Sea of Okhotsk.
When the last Sturgeon class submnrine is decommissioned,
we will lose all capability under ice in shallow water.•
Using the 4 x L thumb rule for VIRGINIA (with Plus+ stern),
we come up with a 1D of 500 yards. This is not good enough for
a shallow water transit under ice.
11
The immediate goal would seem to be ... to develop a highly
maneuverable submarine that can transit [emphasis added] under
ice in shallow water. This would ensure U.S. dominance in
shallow, open water littorals and restore operational/surveillance
capability in MIZ shallows."' [Emphasis added.}
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A recent analysis came up with a sobering assessment of future
force levels: "[With} the expected low-rate production of the
Virginia SSNs, and continued accelerated decommissioning of the
Los Angeles-class ships, by 2025 the Navy submarine force will
{be] ... perhaps no more than 33 submarines ..."10
The DSB Report recommended 11more, not fewer SSNs." 11 We
are faced with the challenge of maintaining the 50 SSN force level
mandated by the 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review. Large
submarines are very expensive. Inclusion of smaller, cheaper
submarines as part of a high/low mix seems to make a lot of sense
fiscally as well as operationally.
As we look: to the future, let's face up to the need for more than
one class of attack submarine, and:
• Initiate design now of a prototype shallow water SSN which
is highly maneuverable, functionally simple and relatively
inexpensive.
• Accelerate development of electric propulsion now and
integrate the concept with plans for the prototype.
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DOLPHIN CAI.ENOAR CARTOON CONTEST

The Dolphin Scholarship Foundation has begun its
annual search fur cartoons to be published in the 2000
Dolphin Calendar.
This will be a special
commemorative edition celebrating the Centennial of
the Submarine Force. In an effort to highlight this
special event, DSF hopes submitted cartoons wi11
have an emphasis on historic humor.
Entries and questions should be directed to:
Karen S. Sykora
Dolphin Scholarship Foundation
5040 Virginia Beach Blvd., Suite 104-A
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
(757) 671-3200 E-mail: dsf@3xis.net
Entries must be postmarked no later than May 31,
1999.
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SHIFIING FBOM BLUE TO BROWN:
PURSUING THE DIFSEL SUBMARINE

INTO DIE LITfOBAL
by LT John Vlattas

Navigation Officer
USS SALT LAKE CITY

Edilor's Note: lieutenanr Vlattas' paper won 1he Naval Submarine
League Essay OJntest for Submarine Officers' Advanced Qass
98060.

n its 1992 White Paper, "...From the Sea", the United States
Navy's mission was defined as 11providing the initial, enabling
capability for joint operations. "1 In more precise terms, the
Navy's role in the joint arena was to project power into the littoral
sea in order to open a 11door through which the heavy ground and
air forces required to overwhelm the enemy would pass. "2 As part
of this strategy, the U.S. Submarine Force and its nuclear powered
attack submarines (SSNs) would play an integral part in securing
the dominance of the undersea battlespace.
In the years hence, drawing from countless years of experience
obtained from real-world operations and training exercises, the
Submarine Force has become adept at operations in waters less than
100 fathoms deep. Our experiences in the Persian Gulf, South
China Sea, and Adriatic Sea have matured capabilities in mission
areas such as intelligence and warning, special forces insertion, and
strike warfare. But having said this, the Submarine Force has
neglected to devote the necessary operational and training resources
to what many consider to be a core competency: undersea warfare
(USW) against a proficient diesel submarine operating in the
littoral environment.
The Submarine Force remains focused on the same paradigm:
blue water USW predominately against the 3n:1 and 4111 generation
SSN or SSBN. The vast majority of submarine approach and

I

1

""From JM Sta: Prtparing rhe Naval Strvictfor the 21" Ctntury, September
1992.
2

LCDR Kevin Peppe, Submarint.s in the Li11oral, U.S. Naval Institute
Proceedings, July 1993, p. 46-48.
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attack exercises continue to be conducted on nuclear submarines
and when they do involve the diesel submarine, the platform is
usually simulated as a non-proficient diesel with limited or nonexistent USW weapons and acoustic-intercept capabilities. It is
important to note that the failure here is two-fold. Not onJy are
exercises weighted in favor of one target over the other
(SSN/SSBN) versus proficient diesel), but when conducting USW
on the simulated diesel, these exercises are normally done in a blue
water environment where the adverse acoustic characteristics of the
littoral sea are not at issue. In so doing we take one of the inherent
advantages away from the third world diesel, the added stealth and
security that the diesel obtains while operating in the littoral sea.
To insure the supremacy of the Submarine Force in the realm
of littoral USW, a new operational and training paradigm needs to
be developed. The distinct worlds of anti-diesel USW and littoral
operations must be merged and put into practice. In short, there is
no better way of learning than in doing. The training program and
POM cycles must allow the SSN to venture into the shallow water
environment to conduct USW against real-world adversaries. But
training alone in the littoral sea may not be enough. We have to
consider that Sun Tzu's adage of "Know the enemy and know
yourself and in a hundred battles you will never be in peril, "3 may
ring true; that to be able to understand and counter a threat one
should be able to pose that threat oneself. In the case of submarine
warfare, this means developing the expertise to operate and
tactically utilize the high-end diesel submarine. To develop this
expertise the U.S. Navy should therefore purchase several high-end
diesel submarines and integrate them in the force structure to act as
the real world OPFOR (opposing force).
The Diesel Submarine Threat

In February of 1996, the Office of Naval Intelligence released
a report warning of the potential threat to U.S . forces from
submarine proliferation. The report, Woddwjde Submarine
Challenges, noted that the threats posed by submarines "are more

3
Samuel 8 . Griffith, Sun Tzu: The Art of War, Oxford University Press,
London, p. 84.
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diverse and more complex than at any time during the Cold War. 11
General John Shalikashvili, the then chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, said in the report that continued proliferation of capable,
quiet diesel submarines was a 11serious concern to joint planners."
There are currently more than 150 submarines in the navies of
potentially unfriendly nations outside of Russia. Forty-five of these
are modem, non-nuclear types. An additional forty-five more
submarines are on order worldwide, principally from Russian and
German shipyards. By 2030, it is projected that 75 percent of the
submarine inventory in the rest of the world will exhibit advanced
capabilities.
Many of these potentially adversarial third world countries have
made· these submarines into the capital ships of their navies.
Submarines are the ideal weapons for states which lack, or cannot
afford the capability to assert sea control in their own (or others)
waterspace. They are desired because they are a cost effective
platform for the delivery of several types of weapons; they counter
surface forces effectively; they are flexible, multi-mission platforms
(e.g., anti-surface warfare (ASUW), special forces, intelligence and
warning, and ASW); they are covert and thus can be deployed with
minimum political ramifications; and finally, they can operate
without supporting escorts. The subs, which cost as little as $200
million each, provide developing countries a capacity to hit even
the most sophisticated Western ships and land targets. Since diesel
subs are most effective in areas where ships have little room to
maneuver, they pose a particular challenge to the U.S. Navy in
critical areas such as the Persian Gulf and other shipping choke

points.
The utility and effectiveness of even a moderately proficient
submarine in a maritime conflict was demonstrated in the Falkland's War. On the British side, HMS CONQUEROR's sinking of
GENERAL BELGRANO forced the Argentine Navy to retire to its
bases, greatly complicating Argentinean efforts to keep control of
the islands. Conversely, as told by the U.S. Navy' s Summary
report:
The Argentine submarine SAN LUIS was at sea, and at
times in the area of the British force, for an estimated 36
days. The threat from the Argentine submarine was a
continuous concern for the British Task Force commander,
11
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and numerous attacks were made against suspected submarine contacts, with a large number of ASW weapons being
expended. In any event SAN LUIS survived all British
efforts."'
In short, the presence of one enemy diesel submarine significantly
thwarted the tactics of a first world naval armada.
In addition to their rapid proliferation, the conventional
submarine is undergoing a technological transformation. The
diesel submarine has historically had two fundamental weaknesses
relative to its nuclear counterpart-a lack of mobility and the
requirement to recharge its battery. Air independent propulsion
technologies in the form of the Stirling engine and the closed-cycle
diesel are already a reality in the form of the Gotland class
submarine. The goal of air independent propulsion is "to provide
100-400 [kilowatts) of power to allow slow speed operations(~
knots) for extended periods and still maintain the battery charge. "5
These systems wilt allow 30 to 50 days of submerged endurance
without surfacing or snorkeling. For the submarine that is in a
defensive mode-not needing to travel great distances or operate at
high speed-these technologies give the diesel submarine the
endurance of the nuclear submarine in a regional theater. If we
combine these propulsion technologies with a modern sensor suite
and capable USW weapons the third world diesel achieves effective
parity with the nuclear submarine.

The SSN. The Dic;eJ and the Littoral Enyironmenl
The combination of air independent propulsion, modern sensors,
and weapons make the 21 • century conventional submarine a
potentially lethal adversary. When we combine this platform with
the shallow water environment we generate a scenario that leaves
no margin for error. The SSN that ventures into the littoral sea to
conduct USW against such an adversary will face a negligible

4

7he Sou1h A1lan1ic Conjlicl Lessons Learned (Vol. II), Man:h 1983, Report
of the Falklands Islands Study Group to the Secretary oflhe Navy.

5Fitzgerald and Benedict, •Air Independent Propulsion Systems," Naval
Engineering Review, No. 230, p. 35.
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acoustic advantage. The diesel submarine will provide low target
strength, smaller sizes to ping on and consequently lower returns.
When in motion it will have a lower electronic signature, minimal
cavitation and produce little Doppler. In addition, the shallow
water environment will produce high fast-contact rates due to
higher ambient sea noise, ray-path bending and reflections, and
bottom debris. The shallow water zones close to shore will be
areas where fresh water from estuaries mixes with the ocean water,
creating unpredictable layers with gradients not seen in the oceans.15
More than likely, the area will be unsurveyed since the Navy's
third world environmental database is not very large or up to date.
It is into this environment that the SSN will be sent and
expected to succeed. In order to ensure this success the SSN
commander and crew must be given the opportunity to train against
this potential scenario. Most of the Pre-Overseas Movement
Certifications (POMCERTs) and Tactical Readiness Exercises
(TREs) that evaluate the combat readiness of our SSNs involve
approach and attack scenarios that are executed on existing ranges
which are principally in deepwater. Submarine attack parties must
have the opportunity to train in realistic environments against realworld targets. It is only in this way that the submarine can be
ready for the difficult nature of the shallow water, anti-diesel
problem.
The means of achieving this are twofold . First, submarine
training must elevate the shallow water, diesel problem to an equal
footing with that of the modern nuclear submarine. In all likelihood, this is the scenario that will be encountered in the realworld. Attack centers and their computer modeling must be
adapted to correctly reflect the shallow water environments. SSN
need the opportunity to test diesel approach and attack tactics in the
littoral environment. This may mean investing the necessary funds
to allow these submarines to use these ranges or construct additional shallow water test ranges to meet the training requirements.
Second, the SSN must be provided with a real-world target.
The use of another nuclear powered submarine in these training
scenarios is unrealistic . Although the nuclear submarine can

6K.T. Madsen (Cdr., Royal Danish Navy), "Fighting Tl c Beast," U.S. Naval
Institute Proceedings, August 1996, p. 28.
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imitate a diesel's operational patterns, it is hampered in its ability
to mimic the true adversary because of its size and design. The
nuclear submarine is four to ten times larger than its conventional
countetpart. At best, a nuclear powered submarine with anechoic
coating might be able to simulate an uncoated diesel submarine.
The design of the nuclear submarine also prevents it from being as
maneuverable in shallow water as the diesel and make it unable to
perform tactics such as bottoming which will be a part of the bag
of tricks that any proficient diesel force brings to the table.
The only way for a commander to gain an understanding of
diesel tactics is to actually hunt an operational diesel submarine.
Today, we do this by relying on friendly nations through bilateral
exercises. Unfortunately, these training opportunities are extremely limited and normally occur when the SSN is already
deployed, the time when her commander and crew are supposed to
be at their peak readiness. It is also unrealistic to think that even
the friendly-nation diesel will expose its full range of tactics to the
U.S. submarine. For these reasons, the purchase of a small cadre
of diesel submarines to serve as aggressors should be considered.
Indigenously constructing these submarines is an unrealistic
scenario, but purchasing a high quality, top of the line diesel
submarine such as the German Type 209 or Swedish Gotland is
easily accomplished. For the price of one NSSN, the United States
could purchase four to six of these platforms and distribute them
evenly between the Atlantic and the Pacific under the command of
the development squadrons. In this environment they could be
used not only as training assets for the U.S . submarine and surface
fleets, but as part of the Navy research and development efforts on
USW weapons and countermeasures. Manning of these platforms
is 20-25 percent that of a Los Angeles class submarine and
innovative manning schemes like that of the dual crew system of
the SSBN force could be used to minimize impacts on the crews
and maximize operational time.
Some will argue that the presence of only four to six aggressor
submarines will provide minimal training value to a fleet of 55
attack submarines, but even a one or two week training period with
one of these platforms in a shallow water environment will be
beneficial to the SSN and certainly is better than experiencing the
shallow water diesel problem for the first time while on deployment. Supplemented with bilateral exercises from our allies and
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the experience garnered by the officers and crews who will man
these platforms, the knowledge and tactics developed will provide
a knowledge base that will rebuild our core competency in littoral
USW operations.
Conclwdon
No navy in the world today has the submarine or naval
resources necessary to successfully challenge U.S. dominance in
any littoral sea, and, more than likely, no navy will be in that
position anytime in the near future. Nonetheless, it is essential for
the U.S. Navy to study the potential benefit of acquiring a force of
diesels, in order to effectively counter the real-world threat. The
U.S. Submarine Force is by far the strongest and best equipped
fleet in the world today, and it will remain so well into the next
century. We became this way by identifying the threat and dealing
with it. The shift from blue water operations to littoral operations
has changed some of the Submarine Force's priorities and will
continue to do so in the years to come, but if the Submarine Force
maintains the focus on its core competencies there is no reason to
believe that we will not be a successful in the brown waters of
tomorrow as we are in the blue waters of today.•
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HAVE WE CROSSED THE LINE?
by LT Jeff Pearson, USN

Navigation Officer
USS FWRIDA (SSBN 128)(Gold)

Lieutenant Pearson's essay was written while a student qt the
Submarine Officers Advanced Course 98050.
s the submarine draws closer to the equator, Davy Jones
does not appear on board with a message for the captain
from His Majesty, Neptunus Rex. When the navigator
reports "the ship in on the line", King Neptune and his court do not
appear. Shell backs (those members of the crew who have previously crossed the Equator) are not recognized and pollywogs (those
members of the crew who are crossing the Equator for the first
time) are not called forward to begin the right ofpassage. Instead
of the grand ceremony marking the momentous occasion, a lMC
announcement st.ates, "We have just crossed the Equator. Stop by
the ship's office for your shellback certificates."
We are not certain as to why the customary pollywog to
shellback initiation did not occur, but the possibilities included an
underway schedule not allowing time for the ceremony, the fear of
a perceived hazing incident, belief that it is not appropriate in
today's Navy, or operations precluding this type of celebration.
Whatever the reason, there are several strong arguments for
retaining the Crossing the Une ceremony, including tradition,
morale, crew cohesion, a sense of accomplishment, and esprit de
corps.

A

Tradjtjoo

The Crossing the Line ceremony goes back hundreds of years,
is prevalent in many different societies, and is found in both
military and merchant navies. As tradition goes, Neptune, the
mythological god of the seas, was appeased by the seamen, and
marks of respect were paid to those of his underwater domain. 1
1

VADM William P. Macie, USN(Rct.), LCDR Royal W. Connell, USN, Naval
Ceremonies, Customs, and Traditions. Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, 1980,

p. 186.
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Today's initiation is typically well supervised and controlled, mild
in comparison to the cruelties and inhumanities of the past.
Traditions have always had a very strong influence on our service
and members; providing the framework upon which our military is
built. These traditions should not be dismissed lightly.
Crew Cohesion

Prior to crossing the line, the crew is divided; one group being
shellbacks and the other group being pollywogs. The shellbacks
prepare the ceremony in secrecy while the pollywogs anticipate
what rituals and activities will be required to make the transition.
The ceremony acts to bring the two groups together through the
various phases of the event, culminating in an entire crew of
shellbacks. The crew emerges as a more unified, cohesive group.
Morale

The boost in morale from this event can be quite substantial.
The crew will prepare and plan for the ceremony weeks in advance
and it will be the subject of conversations for days afterward. The
ceremony can make an otherwise long, uneventful, and unremarkable at-sea period one in which the crew will remember and cherish
for many years. When administered with the proper level of
supervision and within the limits of good order and discipline, the
initiation can have a positive influence on the entire crew's morale.

Sense o[ Acoomplishmeot
At the completion of the ceremony, the entire crew has a sense
of accomplishment. The shellbacks have prepared and executed the
rite of passage that transformed all pollywogs on board into
shellbacks. The pollywogs have successfully participated in the
required events leading to their designation as a shellback; resulting
in a more seasoned and experienced sailor.
Closim:

Arguments exist for letting the crossing the line ceremony fall
by the wayside. Some will say that in today's technically advanced
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Navy, there is no place for a ritual based on mythology. Others
will contend that the initiation process might be perceived as
hazing, and that even a perception of hazing is unacceptable. I
believe the crossing the line tradition has a valuable place on board
a submarine. The process qiust be well planned out utilizing senior
involvement. Specific attention to detail will ensure a safe
environment to minimize the possibility of personnel injury and
equipment damage. Adequate supervision must be present during
the ceremony to ensure hazing incidents do not occur. USS JOHN
C. STENNIS recently conducted a crossing the line ceremony and
their home page has an article describing the event. Included with
the article is a picture of the Battlegroup Commander participating
in the activities. STENNIS obviously had the right supervision in
place to ensure a successful ceremony.
If performed properly within set limits, the ceremony can boost
morale, bring the crew closer together as a team, give them a sense
of accomplishment, and build esprit de corps.•
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INVOCATION AT NARWHAL DEACTIVATION
by Reverend E.S. Kellog, Ill

Reverend Kellog is a retired submarine officer. While on active
duty he MW Reactor Officer in ENIERP[USE and commanded both
NARWHAL and FULTON. He is now Rector of Saint Phillip's
Episcopal Church in Lemon Grove, California.
ord God, we feel blessed by you this day, in this setting,
with so many friends, shipmates, and loved ones around us.
As we think back over the many, many accomplishments of
NARWHAL, we realize that they were made possible not by the
strength of her construction, but by the strength of the men who
sailed her, and, along the way, by the many, many sacrifices of
their families. We also realize that you, Lord, have been part of
all of this, that you were there with them in their high-jinks as well
as their camaraderie, in their goofs as well as their exploits, in
their terrors as well as their triumphs; that somehow you smiled on
them as you smiled on their ship, allowing the good times to far
and away outnumber the bad ones. And so, as we give thanks for
the men who have taken her critical and shut her down, who have
taken her out and brought her back, who have submerged her and
surfaced her every time, and for their leaders from Matson to
Bock, and give thanks for the faithful families of these same men,
many of whom are here today, we also give thanks to you, Lord,
for sustaining all of us throughout her valiant history. AMENll

L
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KEEPING OLD BOATS
by Elizabeth P. Borisr.ek

Baltimore Maritinu Museum
s the year 2000 approaches we look to a more advanced
and sophisticated fleet of naval submarines-faster, quieter,
extreme efficiency and performance-providing military
platfonns unlike any submarines of yesteryear. A sure defense for
American naval forces both in peace and war.
Prior to the development of stealth aircraft, submarines
provided naval warfare of awesome sort. Unseen and able (though
with limitations) to approach a target and destroy such, it was the
use of submarines that helped gain victory in World War Two.
As more advanced propu]sion systems (nuclear) were developed
and ballistic missiles were added, the Submarine Force gained
extensive strength and today provides an excellent deterrence force.
With continuing advancements in electronics and computers the
way is being paved for a Submarine Force unlike any considered
in the past.
Yet today's Submarine Force had a quite humble beginning.
The boats were slow, shallow diving, and at times difficult to
maneuver.
A definite advancement came with the standard fleet boats.
Consisting of three major classes, they all were built with minor
differences.
It was during World War ll in the Pacific theater that American
subs proved their worth. Over 50 percent of enemy vessels were
sunk by American submarines.
Unfortunately, faulty torpedoes were an extreme hindrance.
Perhaps if they could have been replaced with functional weapons
sooner, the conflict may have ended quicker. Perhaps even the use
of the atom bomb may have not been needed.
In our nostalgia, we wish to preserve those things tying us with
yesteryear as supporters of and/or members of our Submarine
Force. To us the preserving and presenting of old boats is of
significant importance.
Unlike periscopes and/or instrument panels retrieved from old
boats placed at random in museum buildings, a retired submarine
containing nearly all equipment, as when in service, provides the
visitor a genuine feel of Jife aboard. Pictures, written text, even
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the in depth testimony of veterans cannot provide the feel and true
realization which can be gained when aboard an old boat.
When first seeing the boat's exterior, one is keenly aware of a
definite difference in overall structur~low profile, long slender
roundish hull, and little above deck structure.
The very sight of a submarine can stir a passerby's curiosity.
Once below, the smell of diesel oil and machinery is ever so
present-even at times offensive to those not familiar with these
extrem~lose quarters and need to step over the high thresholds
and literally squeeze through the 2x3 bulkhead openings provides
a challenge even for limber folks. Here within the confines of
thesefightingjish one can realize the hardships of life aboard and
hence gain a greater appreciation for those who risked their lives
to gain a sure victory over the enemy.
Unlike duty aboard surface craft, subs proved a world apart
from standard life aboard ships. They are confining, windowless,
extremely technical and require full cooperative teamwork among
their crews. Once beneath the surface the danger of going too deep
is imminent. Regardless of sophisticated and state-of-the-art
equipment a vessel could become a loss. Once below rated depth
a submarine and crew falls victim to the severe forces of pressure.
Many submariner's final resting place is within the hulk of their
boat. They gave their all to serve their beloved homeland. To
honor and memorialize such brave souls and workhorse vessels,
old boats make most adequate memorials.
Retired old boats, while costly to maintain and needing
dedicated persons, both paid staff and volunteers, continue to
provide a much needed service to today's modern and elite Sub
Force.
These aging vessels allow those who served on subs to remember vividly times of victory, struggle, fear, and even old shipmates.
They provide the non-experienced visitor an insight into history
and a deep appreciation for those who served. They also provide
an excellent tool to support the modern Submarine Force by
making people aware of just how important a strong naval Submarine Force is to our nation. Most of all they provide a sure platform
for continuance of our proud submarine legacy.
There are only about 20 subs on display-about a dozen of
which served in World War II. The only nuclear boat on display
is USS NAUTILUS (SSN 571). For the other nuclear boats only
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parts such as sails or props are on display.
Yet the old boats provide perhaps a more in-depth view of true
history and submarine legacy.
As supporters of and/or crews of our proud Submarine Force it
is quite imponant that these workhorses, once proudly traversing
dangerous waters, receive our support. For when those that served
aboard are no longer among us it is these old boats that will speak
for them best speak to those who serve on today's mighty ballistic
missile boats. Those on the premiere Seawolf class boats and the
children of tomorrow's sub crews. The Submarine Force legacy
lives on, lives on quite strongly within the danlc dim confines of
old boats.
Being an enthusiast of submarines in general and doing
volunteer work aboard USS TORSK (SS 423) I've come to deeply ·
care for her and other old boats and for this purpose the article was
written.•
REUNIONS
USS BUMPER (SS 333) ASSOCIATION
November 4-8, 1999 at Holiday Inn, Kingsland, GA.
Contact: Edward W. Stone, 308 Merritt Avenue,
Syracuse, NY 13207-2713.
E-mail: ews_w2eer@juno.com.
USS PICUDA (SS 382) October 10-12, 1999 in New
London, CT. Contact: Mike Wingeir, 656 Akins
Road, Atoka, TN 38004, (901) 837-8610.
E-mail: sanlctbernie@aol.com
USS ROBERT E. LEE (SSB(N) 601)
September 24-15, 1999 in Silverdale, WA. Contact:
Rick D . Stubbs, P.O. Box 10, Cawker City, KS
67430, (785) 781-4340.
USS SEAFOX (SS 402) November 2-6, 1999.
Contact: D. Smith, 6935 Carlisle Court, Apt. C-220,
Naples, FL 34109-6883, (941) 596-1686.
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YOUR SlJBMARINE HAVE DIVE BBAKE5?
MINE DID!
by LCDR Jack Hunter, USN(Ret.)

nd does your submarine have a dorsal rudder, contrarotating propellers, no bow/sail planes, a combined
rudder/stem planes, and slippery water outlets? Well,
mine did. My submarine was USS ALBACORE (SS 569) and she
was a test bed for these and other novel ideas. She had been
constructed with a series of major modifications (phases) planned
in advance to test different submarine concepts.
Built at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, ALBACORE was the
yard's pride and joy and was treated with loving care during her
many modifications . ALBACORE was in the fourth and final
planned phase of major modifications when I joined her as Ops in
1966. The following paragraphs briefly discuss some of the
different features of this unique boat.
The installation of a high capacity silver-zinc battery as part of
the Ph~e 3 modification package gave ALBACORE the capability
(at the one hour rate) to run faster than a Skipjack class SSN, thus
making ALBACORE an ideal platform to examine potential high
speed ship control problems. The most apparent problem occurred
when rudder movements would induce sudden and significant roll
angles. Several different systems were tried on ALBACORE to
counter the rudder-induced snap roll. One was mounting a dorsal
rudder at the end of the sail. On turns, the dorsal rudder was
moved opposite to the conventional rudder. While it was effective
in countering the snap roll, the large dorsal rudder created a Jot of
drag and greatly slowed the boat. A more effective system was
that of limiting the amount of rudder motion. When running at
speeds greater than 20 knots, a scaling system was activated that
reduced the normal 30 degree maximum rudder angle to 5 degrees.
A similar system was installed on later submarines.
Loss of depth control at high speeds could greatly reduce the
time available to initiate recovery actions . To improve recovery
chances, a series of ten large hydraulically operated doors (dive
brakes) were arranged around the hull aft of the sail. Should depth
control be Jost at high speeds, the bralces would decelerate the boat
by rapidly increasing hull drag. Opening like scoops into the water
flow, the brakes were fully extended within seconds of activation
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by the combination of hydraulic system and water pressure. While
the concept proved effective, the brakes weren•t considered feasible
because the water flowing past the doors at high speeds tended to
pop them open.
The four planned phases of modifications introduced some
unique systems on ALBACORE. Her bow planes were removed
and the conventional crucifonn rudder/stem plane combination was
replaced by four large control surfaces arranged in an x-configuration. The resulting steering and diving system used two airplane
yoke-type controls in place of the old large hand wheels, a great
improvement, and was the first integrated version of the airplane
cockpit in a submarine. Rudder and stern plane commands were
electronically resolved and the four control surfaces were individually positioned to produce the desired rudder/plane effects. The
boat was very responsive, even at periscope depth.
As part of the Phase 4 modification, ALBACORE's single
propeller was replaced by two contra-rotating propellers for greater
propuJsion efficiency. Spacing between the propellers was initiaJly
set at 10 feet. After engineering trails, spacing was reduced to 7 .5
feet and later to 5 feet. (ALBACORE's propulsion arrangement
was unusual in that when running on the surface, the boat's ahead
dead slow speed was 7.5 knots!) Only USS JACK (SSN 605) was
built with the x-stem and contra-rotating propellers.
The slippery miter project was being setup at the end of my tour
in 1968. Special tanks, pumps and piping was installed in the bow
compartment for mixing and distributing a polymer solution out to
ejection rings around the hull at the bow and sail. The solution
served to promote increased laminar water tlow over the hull,
thereby reducing drag. Since only a limited amount of the polymer
could be carried onboard, its use was viewed as a way to provide
a short burst of speed. I left ALBACORE before the triaJs were
run so I am unsure of the test results. I understand that, with this
solution, ships speeds were reached at lower shaft rpm.
Duty on ALBACORE was highly prized. She was a good boat,
had an excellent crew, and did a lot of interesting things with
systems that most people never heard of, like the FAB. But that's
another story. To top it off, she was a heck of a feeder. Her
major weakness was her high speed Jimmy pancake engines which
treated her dedicated enginemen badly.•
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DIVINE SERVICE a la WHALE ISLAND
GUNNERY SCHOQL, 1928
by CDR Richard Compton-Hall, RN(Ret.)
here are still submariners around whom, at one time or
another and much against our will, were exposed to gunnery
and parade-ground drills of the type exemplified at full
volume by the Royal Navy's Gunnery School HMS EXCELLENT
at Whale Island. Here, deafened by their own excesses, leatherlunged gunnery officers and gunnery instructors (known as Gls, but
definitely not from the New World) had their own way of phrasing
orders connected with the noisier kinds of weaponry.
Only three submarines, anywhere, were equipped with really
big guns of the type beloved by Whale Island-HMS Ml, M2, and
M3; and, of those, Ml alone, completed in 1918, retained her 12
inch Mk IX monster taken from an obsolete battleship and sawn off
short. Her sisters were converted, with almost indecent haste, to
a seaplane carrier (thereby inspiring the Japanese Navy) and an
experimental minelayer respectively.
Gun drill by the book (CB 1475) on board Ml was everything
a pukka gunnery officer could desire: At the order 'Test safety and
loading gear~ No. 1 opens the loading door and orders "Out tray~
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No. 2 should.find this impossible and repons accordingly.
And so on. Anything wrong should be impossible in gunnery
language. Gun action in a submarine equipped with one quarter of
a 19th century pre-DREADNAUGHT's main armament must have
been wonderful to watch-from a distance. There were sundry
mishaps, some of them verging on vaudeville comedy.
For example, during a practice off Portland the able seaman
director-layer, his mind fully occupied with the forthcoming
seduction of a young lady at the ship's company dance that night
at Weymouth, neglected to check the hinged tampion open before
firing. And (although this should have been impossible of course)
the firing-switch interlock failed to do its job.
The gun was wire-bound, meaning that it had an inner rifle-tube
strengthened by massive wire binding, the whole being encased by
the visible barrel; and the sleeve of the tampion was connected to
the business end of the wire binding. When the layer pressed the
trigger the tampion opened alright, closely pursued by an 863
pound shell; but after the tampion went the wire, fathom after
fathom of it.
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In a moment the submarine found itself securely anchored by its
own gun. There was no tool on board which could cut the wire
quickly, and it was many hours before Ml was free. The able
seaman gwmer evidenced no shame for destroying his ship's main
armament, but he was devastated by the blame laid on him, by
crew and girlfriend alike, for the submarine returning to harbor too
late for the dance.
HM Submarine Ml was the subject of many good-natured jests
which were not entirely dispelled-such as the necessarily greyish
nature of submariners' humor-when she sank with all hands after
being accidentally rammed on 12 November 1925. Anyway, the
Gunnery Branch in general was a legitimate butt: after all, a prime
reason for joining submarines at Gosport at the beginning, in the
early 1900s, was to distance oneself from Whale Island at the
opposite end of Portsmouth Harbour.
It was also allowable for submarines officers to chivvy the local
chaplain from time to time if he was deemed sufficiently resilient.
Thus arose, from the submarine depot ship HMS TITANIA on the
China station in 1928, the following version of Drill for a Church
Mkl.
Drill for a Church Mk 1
The Church's crew consists of 17 men:
The Vicar
The Verger
2 Church wardens
The Organist, assisted by a body of men numbering 12 who, for
drill purposes, will be known as The Choir.
On tbe Order "Number":
The Vicar will call 110ne"; the Verger will call "Two"; the
Organist will call "Three", and so on in succession to the left.
On the Order "Close Up"
The Vicar only, moving at the double, will repair to the Vestry,
where he will provide himself with a surplice and cassock, and the
necessary gear of office, on completion of which he will return to
the church and place himself in the rear of the lectern.
The order "Close up" having been given, the remaining numbers
will close up as follows: the Verger, providing himself with a
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cassock, will place himself at the west end of the aisle. The
Churchwardens will take position in the pews as detailed. The
Organist will provide himself with the necessary music, and place
himself, or take up his position, in rear of the organ. The Choir,
having provided themselves with cassocks and surplices, will take
position in the choir pews-six on each side, facing inboard.
Duties of the Church's Crew
The Vicar, who is responsible for the correct working of the
church, inside and out, will conduct himself in a priest-like
manner.
The Verger is directly responsible for the correct working of the
church, inside and out, also for the prayer books, etc. He should
acquaint himself with the various members of the congregation and
their positions when closed up for service.
The Organist will be responsible for the correct working of the
organ, and is directly responsible to the Vicar for the training and
singing of the Choir.
The Choir, under the Organist, are responsible for the harmony
of the church, and should make it their duty to sing in tune as well
as in a loud and audible manner.
At the Order ucast Loose"
All Members will first clear away any obstruction in the way of
working the church.
The Vicar will double into the Vestry and see all his gear
handy, should he require it at any time. He will see his altar clear,
bookmarkers correct, lectern and pulpit. When called on for his
report, he will report: uAltar ready. Lectern and pulpit cleared
away. Vicar's clock in hand."
The Organist will double down below, and open up the pressure
to the organ, at the same time giving the caution: "Stand clear of
the stops." He will then see that his power is adjusted, and will
run his organ through the full limits of the scales, both treble and
bass and, in conjunction with the vicar, will test all church
communications. When called upon for his report, he will report:
uOrgan cleared away and in power. Air pressure opened. Mirrors
focused, power adjusted. Music ready. Communications correct."
The Verger will first go outside the church, see the tombstones
cleared away and upright, and clear away any obstruction in the
way of the congregation. He will then return to the church, see
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everything in the cleared away position, font full and Hymn TellTales correct. When called upon for his report he will report:
•Outside cleared away. Tombstones upright. Inside cleared away.
Font full . Hymn Tell-Tales correct."
provide themselves with bags or plates
The Churchwardens
and side-arms for collecting the offering.

will

At the Order •Jest Safety and lnterJockjoe Gear"
The Organist will try to play his organ with all the stops in.
This should be impossible. He will then endeavour to play without
the Choir or Congregation. This should aJso be impossible.
The Vicar, in conjunction with his crew, will endeavour to sing
the Te Deum before the Psalms. This should also be impossible.
At the Caution •Hymn Number..."
The Congregation will seize their hymn books, and the Choir
only, rising as one man and glancing at the Hymn Tell-Tales, will
open their books at the right place.
The Organist will now perform the first two bars of the tune
upon the organ, upon the conclusion of which the Congregation
will rise.
Taking the lead from the Vicar, the Choir will sing the hymn as
before detailed, the Congregation joining in as convenient.
The Service will be carried out as per drill book, the Vicar
completing the same with a Sermon or address in accordance with
the Regulations and Instructions for the Clergy.
At the Order "Cease Fire"
The Vicar will at once adopt the quickest possible method of
concluding his sermon, at the same time stopping his Vicar's clock.
The Service having been completed, the •secure" will be
sounded by the Organist.
The Vicar, leaning his body slightly forward, will then step off
with his left foot and lead the Choir out to the Vestry to a suitable
accompaniment by the Organist. Whereupon the Congregation will
rise, collect their impediments and, in an orderly manner, will
leave the church by the shortest possible route.
The Organist will then shut off pressure to his organ and see
that it is left In Hand. He will then proceed to the Vestry, muster
the Crew, and report to the Vicar, who will give the order for them
to be dismissed.•
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James Mraz, Sr., President

Planning Systems Incorporated
7923 Jones Branch Drive:
Mclean, VA 22102-3301
Dr. Alan Friedman, President & CEO

Prcsearch Incorporated
8500 Executive: Parle Avenue:
Fairfax, VA 22031
Leonard P. Gollobin
President & CEO

Prime Technology, Inc.
344 Twin Lakes Road
North Branford, CT 06471
Keith MacDowell, Product Sales Mgr.

PRL lnduslriea, Inc.
P.O. Box 142, 64 Rexmont Road
Cornwall, PA 17016
Tony DeRc:gina, Director
Technology & Customer Services

Purvis Systems Incorporated
1272 West Main Road
Middletown, RI 02842
Michael Lepanto, President

Raytheon Electronic Systems
1847 West Main Road
Portsmouth, RI 02871
Thomas C. Ligon, VP & Manager
Naval & Marine Systems

Raytheon E-Systcms/Falls Church
7700 Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, VA 22046
Dr. Henry Orcjula
VP Business Development

Raytheon Systems Company
1100 Wilson Blvd., 1~ Floor
Arlington, VA 22209
Bill Francis, President

RIX Industries
4900 Industrial Way
Benicia, CA 94510
Bert E. Otl.c:rson, President

SAIC
1710 Goodridge Drive:, Suite 1303
McLean, VA 22102
Dr. David L. Stanford, Sr. VP

Sargent Controls and Aerospace
5675 W. Burlingame Road
Tucson, AZ 85743
Donald C. Tarquin, President

Scot Forge Company
8001 Winn Road, P.O. Box 8
Spring Grove, IL 60081
James F. McKinley, Jr.
President & CEO

Scakay Management Corp.
P.O. Box 1161
Millbrook, NY 12545
Clayton K. Morse, President

Sippican, Inc.
Seven Barnabas Road
Marion, MA 02738-1499
William E. Walsh, President & CEO
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Sonalysl.I, Inc.
215 Parkway North, P.O. Box 280
Waterford, CT 06385-0280
Muriel Hinkle, President

SYNTEK

Systems Planning and Analysis, Inc.
2000 North Beauregard St., Suite 400
Alexandria, VA 22311-1811
Phillip E. Lantz, President

T ASC Incorporated

Tracor Systems Technologies, Inc.
1601 Research Blvd.
Rockville, MO 20850-3173
Alfred J. Boutchia, Sr. VP

TrcadweU Corporation
P.O. Box 458
Thomaston, CT 06787
John A. Johnson, President & CEO

Vehicle Control Technologies, Inc.
11180 Swuisc VaUc:y Drive, Suite 350
Rcston, VA 20191
Kenneth W. Watkinson
Vice: Prc5ident

Westinghouse/Electro
Mechanical
Division
CBS Corporation
1000 Cheswick Avenue
Cheswick, PA 15024
Victor Hulina, Principal Engineer,
Business Development

4301 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 750
Arlington, VA 22203
Robert C. Wagoner
Director, Program Management

1101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1500
Arlington, VA 22209
Kenneth W . Blevins
Program Manager
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Raytheon
Expect great things
www.raytheon.com
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Information
Superiority
Translates to

Power
.. from "Network Centric ASW"

by Vice Admir.d James Fitzgerald
USN (Rel.), Vice Presidcm
/15W c41 Operations

Analysis & Technology
Naval lnslilule Proceedings
Seplcmber 1998

/A'fi. r

Analysis A. Tc:chnoloKY

Leading development of Innovative
engineering and information technologies for
undersea warfare appbcations for 30 years

www.aatf.com

NAVAL SUBMARINE LEAGUE
HONOR ROLL
BENEFACTOR$ IDB MORE DIAN TEN l'EAJlS

AMERICAN SYSTEMS CORPORATION
ANALYSIS & TECHNOLOGY, INC.
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, INC.
BIRD-JOHNSON COMPANY
BOEING COMPANY
BOOZ-ALLEN & HAMB.TON, INC.
BWX TECHNOLOGIES
CAE ELECTRONICS, INC.
CORTANA CORPORATION
DRS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
EG&G SERVICES
ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION-GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
GEC MARCONI HAZELTINE CORPORATION
GNB INDUSTRIAL BATIER.Y COMPANY
ELIZABETHS.HOOPERFOUNDATION
HYDROACOUSTICS, INC.
KAMAN CORPORATION
KOLLMORGENCORPORATION/E-0
LITrON SPERRY MARINE
L-3 COMMUNICATIONS, OCEAN SYSTEMS
LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
LOCKHEED MARTIN/FEDERAL SYSTEMS
LOCKHEED MARTIN TACTICAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS - AKRON
LOGICON EAGLE TECHNOLOGY
MARINE MECHANICAL CORPORATION
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUll.DING
NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORPORATION
PRESEARCH INCORPORATED
PURVIS SYSTEMS, INC.
RAYTHEON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS-SUDBURY, MA
SAIC
SEAKAY MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
SIPPICAN, INC.
SONALYSTS, INC.
SYSTEMS PLANNING & ANALYSIS, INC.
TRACOR SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
TREADWELL CORPORATION
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BEN£FACTOBS FOR MORE DIAN DYE YEABS
PLANNING SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
RIX INDUSTRIES
SARGEl'IT COl'ITROLS &. AEROSPACE
TASC, INCORPORATED

ADDITIONAL BENEFACTORS
ADVANCED ACOUSTIC CONCEPTS, INC.
AMADIS, INC.
AMERICAN SUPERCONDUCTOR CORPORATION
AF.TC INCORPORATED
BA1TLESPACE, INC.
B.F . GOODRICH, EPP
BURDESHAW ASSOCIATES, LTD.
CUSTOM HYDRAULIC &. MACHINE, INC.
DIGITAL SYSTEM RESOURCES, INC.
DYNAMICS RESEARCH CORPORATION
EOO-TECHNOLOOY SERVICES &. ANALYSIS
ELS INC.
EMERSON&. CUMING, INC.
GENERAL DYNAMICS - ATS
GENERAL DYNAMICS DEFENSE SYSTEMS, INC.
HAMil.TON STANDARD SPACE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
HOSE·McCANN TELEPHONE CO. INC.
LOCKHEED MARTIN TACTICAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS-ARCHBALD
LOCKHEED MARTIN TACTICAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS-ST. PAUL
MATERIALS SYSTEMS, INC.
METRUM·DATATAPE, INC .
NOMURA El'ITERPRJSE, INC.
NORTHROP GRUMMAN/ESSD
NOVA MACHINE PRODUCTS CORPORATION
PRIME TECHNOLOGY, INC.
PRL INDUSTRIES, INC.
RAYTHEON SYSTEMS COMPANY/ARLINGTON, VA
RAYTHEON E-SYSTEMS/FALLS CHURCH
SCOT FORGE
SYNTEK
VEHICLE COl'ITROL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
WESTINGHOUSE/ELECTRO MECHANICAL DIVISION/CBS

NEW SKIPPER
RADM Ralph Carnahan, USN(Rcl.)

NEW ASSOCIATES
CAPT Edward Floyd, USNR(Rcl.)
LCDR Thoma1 bhcc, USN(Rcl.)
LCDR W .F. Ruoff, USNR

RADM Ralph Ghormley, USN(Ret.)
V ADM Tony l..e11, USN(Rcl.)
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E-MAIL ADORESSF.S

THE SUBMARINE REVIEW continues its list of E-Mail
addresses with those received since the January issue. We can be
reached at subleague@aol.com.
Allen, Scott, scott@hawaii.rr.com
Beck, Duane, scion@cyberdude.com
Bohannan, William I., wbohan@ctol.net
Brown, Robert S., brown_rs@nns.com
Cameron, John, jandlcameron@nctimes.net
Carr, Walter, carr@nsmrl.navy.mil
Cola, Matthew G., mgcola@aol.com
Cook, Robert, rbc5@psu .edu
Davis, Carol F., cmfd@msn.com
Delgado, D., D2Delgado@aol.com
Demmin, Lester F., demmin@pinn.net
Dennis, Ronald W., ronlden@aol.com
Donlon, John, jmdonlon@connix.com
Donnelly, J.J., c7fl'.H@nosc.mil
Drayton, Jr., Henry E., hankdfrmsd@aol.com
Duffy, Francis K., fduffy@mail.tds.net
Engle, Ray, HiSeaStarl@aol.com
Fedec, A.M., afedec@quillcorp.com
Fitzgerald, Joe, Fitz0113@aol.com
Gibson, Ron, ron_gibson_ss484@compuserve.com
Grafius, Guy A.B., guygraf@msn.com
Gunn, Alan I., gunnal@aol.com
Habel, Pat, patsubb25@aol.com
Hallett, Frederick H., hallett@severnapark.com
Hamburg, Jim, jimndihamburg@net-magic.net
Haynes, John B., jhaynesnav@aol.com
Hodgson, Tom, tomandkim@earthlink.net
Home, Chuck, chuckhorne@aol.com
Kasiski, Jack, kasisj@egginc.com
Kindwall, Eric P., erick@aya.yale.edu
King, Kevin F., kevin_king@mail.northgrum.com
Krolasik, Casimir, pagansami@aol.com
LaChapelle, Bob, blachapelle@atinc.com
Landeck, Albert W., awl@net999.com
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Lary, Jr., Robert W., rwlary@snet.net
Lazier, Ken, CptKenners@aol.com
Loman, Cleve, celmrlcbr@aol.com
Maliniak, Michael T., mtmailiniak@juno.com
Martin, Edward F., emartin@electriciti.com
Miller, Roy A., roymiller@home.com
Morris, Edward, ECorp201@aol.com
Morse, Clayton K. , mncmorse@gateway.net
Panshin, Dan, dpanshin@tc.umn.edu
Pasko, Jr., Augustus (Gus), bev8700@mich.com
Pellegrino, Ronald J., Gpelleg741@aol.com
Pittman, Jesse, jhpitt@erols.com
Rasmussen, Roy, royrasmussen@earthlink.net
Reilly, James T., JT.JK.Reilly@prodigy.net
Rich, Willis S., wrich@hpu.edu
Roberts, John W., john@pilot.infi.net
Ryan, Paul, pauljryan@aol.com
Sacks, Joseph C., sacksj@gte.net
Seiwald, Michael J., mjseiwald@prodigy.net
Sheets, Jean Paul, jpsheets@annap.infi.net
Shin, J.S., jsshin2@daewoo.dhi.co.kr
Sminkey, Robert L., sminkey@mail.ameritel.net
Talbert, Jr., J., JTalbertJr@aol.com
Thomas, Robert E., rethomas@earthlink.net
Urbanski, Andrew, UrbsMode@aol.com
Vanderway, Robert, autaudcv@whidbey.com
Van Hoff, Eugene, evanhoff@aol.com
Wilson, Stephen R., stephen_r_wilson@mail.northgrum.com
Chaogg; .
Bennett, John E., depsub@earthlinlr.com
Brunnworth, R.H., brunbrun@bcpl.net
Bruns, John, bruns@eagnet.com
Buchanan, T.R., buchkellytr@msn.com
Costarakis, Dennis, minoanl@san.rr.com
Devine, M .P., mike04devine@hotmail.com
Feeley, Mike, mike.feeley@lmco.com
Grant, Patrick W., grantp@radiks.net
Griffin, John E., 420ss@bellsouth.net
Hannum, D.L., CNJK86A@prodigy.com
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Hasslinger, Karl, ssnco@erols.com
Hayes, William V., william.v.hayes@lmco.com
Holstein, Gus, navy6513@aol.com
Iber, William R., williar.r.iber@boeing.com
Jacob, Tom, tjacob@egginc.com
Johnson, Carl L., carlljohn@email.msn.com
Kelch, Gary, gkelch@egginc.com
Kinsely, Richard G., dickkinsley@prodigy.net
Lacy, Rex, rdlacy@aol.com
Legare, Armand F.F., affl@prodigy.net
Maurer, John H., JMaurer403@aol.com
McCrink, John H., jmccrinlc@erols.com
McGrievy, Joe, cdmac@hom.com
Moiserr, Irwin, irwin@berkshire.net
Nesbit, Keith, knesbit@ddaccess.com
Peters, John D., kler@lava.net
Peters,Wayne,wpeters@csg2.navy.mil
Philipps, Jr., Phil, seafox@elmnet.net
Sears, Scott L., ssears@gdats.com
Stegon, Robert L., robert_stegon@mait.northgrum.com
Styer, Bob, slyerstyer@aol.com
Toti, William J., subcmdr@usaserve.net
Trenham, Herb, htrenham@aol.com
Tuckey, Philip D., tuckey_pd@nns.com
Wolfe, Roderic, roderic.wolfe@gte.net
Worthington, III, Samuell T., submarauder@net-magic.net
Corrections
Guille, Les, slguille@erols.com
Ihrig, C.J., cjihrig@cc.nns.com
Mayer, Jr., Charles W., mayercg@aol.com

•
.
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LETTERS
MORE ABOUT GHOST OF WAR
28 February 1999
Editor: I strongly endorse Prentice Cushing's recent review of
Qhost of War and offer these additional comments.
I was Exec when we sank AW A MARU and as customary on
a night attack the Exec made the approach and attack in the conning
tower while the Captain stayed on the bridge with the conn. The
target's radar image looked typical of the many Japanese destroyers
we'd tracked (later believed due to her being loaded to the gunnels
with only the superstructure a radar target) and she was making
high speed without zigzagging directly toward the spot where SEA
FOX had hit a convoy 10 hours earlier. We were already on her
track so after getting a solution we pulled off and stopped. When
the track angle was textbook and the torpedo run 1200 yards,
convinced she was a destroyer we fired a 150 percent spread from
the after nest at four feet depth. When the first hit-"hooray".
Then the second-"We got the tincan." The third-"We must have
hit some debris in the water." But when the fourth hit told us that
this was a much longer ship than a destroyer and we turned and
passed over the spot. There were a dozen or so people in the water
visible through the thick peasoup fog under a full moon but they all
swam away from heavies thrown to them. One man finally allowed
himself to be hauled on board and we took him below and cleaned
him up and later interrogated him.
Last year when I saw the flyer for Ghost of War on a hotel
counter at a reunion at King's Bay trumpeting the book as describing the .. victimization of Japan in the Pacific War" I could hardly
believe my eyes. On return to the Coast I called the author, who
had interviewed me extensively, and he said those were not his
words but those of the Naval Institute. I remarked that aboard USS
SAN FRANCISCO in Pearl Harbor that peaceful Sunday morning,
December 7, 194 I, somehow I felt more the victim than the
aggressor as the J aps roared down out of the sky trying very hard
to kill me. I got away with just a shrapnel fragment in my hand
but the surprise attack left me with a lasting opinion of the
Japanese culture and its fully documented lurid military history of
ruthless aggression, torture, rape, and vandalism in Manchuko,
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Korea, Nanlcing, etc. which their government officially lied about
to the schoolchildren until very recently when a few grains of truth
were revealed, e.g. the brutal enslavement of Korean "comfort
girls" by the Army. The "victimization of Japann is the last way I
would describe the actions of the Imperial Japanese Empire in
WWII.
To whom should I apply for reparations for the gross inconvenience, the life endangerment and the severe mental strain I
encountered for four years almost constantly at sea and under
attack due entirely to the actions of the Imperial Japanese Empire?
Oh, and the pain and suffering caused by being struck and
wounded again by a Japanese bomber off Guadalcanal. Victimization of Japan indeed!

Jack Bennett
INFQRMATION WEB SITES

Additional information about the Defense Science Board's
report, and about the new Virginia class SSN, which may be
helpful to any letter writers can be found on the N87 website at:
www.chinfo.navy.mil/navpalib/cno/n87 /winter99/defense_science.htm
www.chinfo.navy.mil/navpalib/cno/n87/usw/winter99/viriinia_class. htm

Hope this is helpful.
RADM Jud Scott, USNR
AN E-MAIL EXCHANGE WITH THE AJITHORS OF
BLINll'S MAN BLUFF

Our Submarine Heritage!
Re: Blind Man's Bluff
To the authors: Drew & Sherry
What a book! I bought the book as soon as it hit the bookstores, read it, and finished reading it a second time and it's been

hean compelling me to speak out-but completely
unsure as to whaJ to say! Debating whether to swear and complain

simmering~y

or praise and rejoice. Mixed emotions-anger, betrayal, thankfulness, pride-triggered by reading a book!
The novelty of obtaining information from "entrusted members
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of a silent service". Sensationalism at it's greatest. On one hand
the breaking of a trust, on the other hand the public awareness and
recognition long past overdue "owed by so many to so few"! God
know our leaders and fellow countrymen need to know the part
played by our Submarine Force in the defense of our country! Not
just during the Cold War or WWII but even today.
I wish to quote the Creed of U.S. Submarine Veterans:
11
To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave
their lives in the pursuit of their duties while serving their
country.
That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a
constant source of motivation toward greater accomplishments.
Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States
Government."
I take this Creed seriously.
Our country is a free country-to maintain national security in
such a society is a true challeng~ut the price of not maintaining
that security is so much more important, so much at stake!
Commenting on the events described in the book, ~could be
deemed detrimental to national security interests".
Pelton, the Walker spy ring, and all the other traitors did so
much damage to our country, that I make but one comment; I
believe that treason in a time of war (Cold or Hot) should be
punishable by death.
Submarines and submariners-if you have ever been a crewmember-it's in your blood! It may be repressed for years; you
can hide it, ignore it, or deny it but it's there and it will surface
one day!
So you understand from what perspective you are getting this
blast. I made patrols on a couple of boomers (SSBNs) during the
'70s and '80s. A chunk of the prime of my life was spent underwater away from my family and loved ones, not knowing if the
next battlestations missile would be Armageddon or just another
damn drill! I also feel however, that it was us that helped prevent
nuclear war!
Amazingly, I find myself thinking 11When is the next book?\
and at the same time praying that nothing of real value is revealed
for fear of damage to the country and service I love.
The sentence in the last paragraph in your Acknowledgments
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...that this history has to be told before it was lost forever, rings to
terribly true.
In the year 2000, our submarine service will be 100 years old.
Thank you for helping celebrate the Submarine Centennial. One
hundred years ago the struggle was on just to prove that the
submarine was workable, viable weapon worth spending tax dollars
on. The many men who died in the early years of submarines did
not lose their lives in vain.
The response received from the authors is as follows:
From: "Sherry" <sherry@panix.com>
To: gcmfish@juno.com, drew@nytimes.com
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 1998 09:46:17 Subject: Re: Our Submarine
Heritage!
Thank you for the words of praise. As for your concerns: I
want you to know that we shared them and worked hard to avoid
compromising any ongoing operations. Perhaps it will make you
feel better to know that on Nov. 11 former Secy of the Navy John
Lehman reviewed the book in the Wall St. Journal and called it
Brilliant. We also did a lot of reporting, and we were careful to
make sure we were doing no harm. We had many very high level
sources who though that the information in our book could safely
come out. And as you point out, Pelton and Walker had sold the
secrets when they were secrets. What was left was putting a
human face on all of this. We showed the daring and brilliance of
cable tapping, but the Russians already have the cable tap sitting in
their museum. We showed just what trailing takes, but we did so
years after Walker told the Soviets that we were trailing their subs
all over the oceans. We showed people far more than technology.
We showed that the submarine force did a crucial job, and that men
risked their lives to make it all happen.
Your members also might be interested to know that 11Blind
Man's Bluff" recently won the Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt
Naval History Book Prize. The prize is awarded jointly by the
Franklin & Eleanor Roosevelt Foundation, the Theodore Roosevelt
Foundation, and the Navy League of the United States.
11
After all, submarining has always been a game of Blind Man's
Bluff." -a top submarine admiral.
Shercy@Panjx.com (Co-author "Blind Man's Bluff')
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I, Thomas Denton, ETC/SS, USN(Ret.), submit this to the
Submarine Review at the urging of several of my fellow submarine
veterans (Capitol Base members of USSVI) who are well award of
what is at stake and know the true meaning of the Silent Service.

Thomas Denton
8629 Discovery Blvd.
Walkersville, MD 21793
SPECIAL TIIANKS
December 27, 1998
Dear Vice Admiral Cooper,
I have been writing a letter of heart felt thanks to all committee
and board members of the Naval Submarine League. Such a letter
is well deserved not only for all that you do for the Sub League but
also for choosing to honor myself with the current Admiral
Frederick B. Warder Award. I wanted to write each and every one
of the dozens of you.
With my recent transfer to Japan I have been very busy
unpacking and ge~ing settled so please forgive me for not writing
this letter sooner!
I was very honored to have been presented with the award. My
work on my boat, community service as a chef and historical
teachings as the President of the Civil War Sailor and Marine
Magazine and Association could not have been recognized better.
I understand that I am the first MS to have received the award. I
want to thank you for your continuous support of today's active
submarine fleet and our important role. I'd also like to express
how much I appreciate these awards and the awards program in
general for the fleet sailor.
I wish you all a happy and peaceful 1999.

Very respectfully,
MSC(SS) Martin C.J. Mongiello, USN
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BRITS PLEAD NOT GUILTY AS CHARGED
26'b February 1999
See: Memories Qffl..mnbok Strai~ Rites af Passage, SUBMA-

RINE REVIEW, January 1999.
Although Captain Gillette's introduction to the Lombok Strait
transits by Allied submarines during World War II is not challenged, no evidence whatsoever exists to support his final paragraph! On passage to and from one's patrol area Lombok was
certainly no place to loiter, or treat lightly. The comments,
however, suggesting a gun surface action by an unnamed British
submarine, flying a Japanese Ensign, are in my submission
unfounded and pure myth. In short, the Brits plead, 11 Not guilty as
charged."

Arguments for the Defence
1. The only British submarine silhouette to resemble that of the
Japanese R-0 class is the River class. Only two HM
submarines of this class-CLYDE and SEVERN-were
operating in the Far East theatre at the time in question.
Both were based in Trincomalee, Ceylon with all their
operations taking place off the East coast of Malaya and in
the Andaman Sea. At no time did either submarine transit
the Lombok Strait.
2. HMS MAIDSTONE, the submarine depot ship, arrived in
Freemantle in mid September 1944 and was joined on 24111
September 1944 by the first submarine to operate from that
area-HMS/M TANTALUS, commanded by Lieutenant
Jeremy Nash. Rear Admiral Jimmy Fife relieved Admiral
Christie as Commander Submarines South West Pacific
shortly after the British arrival. It is at least doubtful that
any Lombok transits by RN submarine took place while
Admiral Christie was in post. Admiral Fife was well known
to the more senior RN submarine officers. In 1941, well
before the United States came into the war, he, then a
Commander, had carried out patrols in the Mediterranean in
HMS/M TRIUMPH with Commander Sam Woods with the
object of gaining first hand experience of war time subma127

rine operations. He was an ideal choice to encourage
friendly relations between the British squadron, which was
arriving, and the two larger squadrons of United States
submarines already based at Freemantle.
3. HMS/M TANTALUS, with Lieutenant Commander Rufus
having resumed command after a short period of sickness,
was the first British submarine to transit Lombok for a 52
day patrol in the Singapore area. Jeremy Nash remained
operating from Freemantle in command of HMS/M TRADEWIND until July 1945. By that time, the United States
squadrons and the British S class submarines had departed
for Subic Bay. Jeremy Nash comments that had such an
incident occurred all commanding officers would have been
informed and briefed accordingly! Quite apart from personal
memory, however, a thorough search of the Submarine
Museum archives at HMS DOLPHIN has failed to produce
any evidence to support the "unusual" action of which we are
accused. If the name of the alleged submarine or its commanding officer can be suggested, further research will, of
course, be made.
On a more aggressive note, HMS TAURUS commanded by
Lieutenant Commander Mervyn Wingfield was involved in a gun
action off Penang in November 1943. On completion of minelaying, he was hurriedly reloading his tubes with torpedoes while
attempting to make for safer water off shore. Shortly thereafter,
a large Japanese I class submarine was sighted making for Penang
escorted by a submarine chaser. Wingfield immediately turned to
attac~ at periscope depth. A full salvo of torpedoes sent 1-34 to her
doom with TAURUS, still in relatively shallow water, coming
under attack from the sub chaser. Going deep in a hurry. the
submarine hit the bottom with such force that its bows became
stuck in the mud. The second pattern of depth charges exploded
around her, doing little damage but shaking the bows free from the
firm hold of the bottom. After bouncing along the bottom once or
twice, TAURUS was brought to periscope depth for a look at the
enemy. Wingfield, sighting the submarine chaser beam on at very
close range, decided that gun action was his only option. Closing
up, with the gun and conning towers fully manned, he hit the
surface with a rush! The first two shells smashed into her bridge
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and the third aft on her hull. It is doubtful if the Japanese chaser's
crew reaJized what had hit them.
Mervyn Wingfield very much doubts that his gun action was the
origin of the story. As far as the "Japanese Ensign" is concerned ,
no such flag was included in the RN signaJ stocks of a submarine
at that time. To hoist such an Ensign, in any event, would have
been disgraceful and only an idiot would have attempted to do so
in the circwmtances of this gun action. There was no time to hoist
anything on surfacing-Japanese or British. Afterwards, with
enemy aircraft aJready on the way, his only thought was to take the
shortest possible route to deeper and calmer waters!

Yours sincerely,
Commander R. W. Garson, CBE, Royal Navy
UK POLARIS COMMEMORATIVE COVERS
February 2, 1999
Having been a Polaris submariner for 20 years I produced a
commemorative cover the decommissioning of the four Polaris
submarines, price £5 plus p&p, colour printed envelope with
Commanding Officer HMS REPULSE and posted in Helensburgh,
Scotland. Informative pictorial insert limited edition-only 300
left.

Kind regards,
Mike Bravery
e-mail: Mikejackie@aol.com. uk
REQUEST FOR INFO RE: INTER-WAR DE\'EWPMENT
February 4, 1999
I am currently engaged in research regarding the development
of the submarine from World War I to the end of World War II.
My emphasis is on (1) German submarine and tacticaJ developments and (2) how the development of new tactics and technology
affect convoy Allied convoy tactics and countermeasures.
I am a non-traditional student that has returned to the university
environment after a 25 year absence from higher education. I am
enrolled in a senior level history class devoted to the study of the
European conflicts from 1870-1990. I must complete a research
paper regarding a topic relating to this area of study. I have
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always held submarines and their crews in the greatest respect of
their courage and sacrifices. I wish to learn more and I was told
that this is the place to come to for help and answers. Thanks in
advance for any help you can throw my way.

Professionally,
Paul Self

selfcp@gareway.net
REQUESTING INFQ RE: WWII SQNOBUOYS
February 23, 1999

Could anyone direct me to a SO\II'Ce of information having to do
with the development of the aircraft dropped sonobuoys carried by
U.S. aircraft during WWII. These devices came into the fleet
about 1943 and were used in the Atlantic against the German
submarines. I am particularly interested in how they were
developed and by what governmental and civilian organizations.
I thank you for your consideration of my request and any
information you may be able to provide.
Don Baker

cdcasa@nwi.net
REQUESIING HEl..P Wlm ZIPPOS
February 26, 1999

I was wondering if any of the NSL members might be able to
help an old submariner out? I am a retired RMC/SS and was
stationed on USS BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, USS BIRMINGHAM,
and USS HONOLULU while on active duty. I collect submarine
zippo lighters (or zippo types with the subs emblem on them,
VULCAN, PENGUIN, etc.). I have around 100 of them right now
and it is getting hard to come across some of the decommed boats.
Would you happen to have any extras laying around, from your
time on the boats, that you wouldn't mind parting with? I realize
they probably hold a lot of good memories, but I would definitely
give them a fine home.
I'm not a rich man, but I'd be willing to give you a fair and
reasonable price of any that you would want to sell. I also have a
few duplicates that I could trade if that's to your liking (mostly
newer boats).
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My plan is to leave both my submarine insignia and submarine

1.ippo collections to one of the submarine museums when I am
gone. I have a long way to go until I have all of them (or as many
as possible) and I could sure use a tech assist. Even if you can't
help me directly, I would appreciate it if you could point me in a
direction where I could find some submarine zippos. Collecting the
lighters has pretty much become a passion and I am running out of
sources. Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks,
Ktn "Dert• Gorden, RMC/SS, Rd.

9249 Edgemar Woods Ct. #A3
(703) 553-7381 (work)
(703) 541-0208 (home)

ANOTHER SPECIAL THANKS

Thank you very much for the wonderful way I was treated last
year as a Naval Submarine League Lockwood Award Winner. I
am sure it was a contributing factor in my selection and advancement to Chief Petty Officer.
I am submitting a Warrant Officer Package this year and I hope
will be writing you next year to say my rank and address has
changed although my new job here at SP AWARSYSCEN is very
interesting. Take care and God bless always.
V/R
STSC(SS) Todd R. Greenfield

THE SUBMARINE BASE IN PANAMA
March 12, 1999
Regarding my letter to you last year (October 1998) on the topic
of the closure of the USNAVSTA Rodman, Panama, I have the
pleasure to report that a proposal has been presented to a potential
publisher for a book entitled 11Submarine Operations in Panama
1942-2000".
In response to my article, I was contacted by submarine author
Dr. Gerald R. Menefee, and separately by Rear Admiral Maurice
H. Rindskopf, USN(Ret.). I was especially intrigued by Admiral
Rindskoprs personal account of life in Panama as a submariner.
Now, a month and a half later, these two gentlemen have agreed to
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co-author the book and are presenting the proposaJ to the Naval
Institute Press. I am helping out as the in-country research
assistant.
Since this project has significant momentum, (and because my
e-mail address was previously misprinted) I would invite anyone
with personal experience or source materiaJ that they would like to
contribute to please contact any of us at the following e-mail
addresses:
Dr. Gerald R. Menefee

menefee@starquest.net
RADM Maurice R. Rindskopf, USN(Ret.)

mrindskopf@earthlink.net
LT Charles Maher, USN

co.msco.panama@smtpgw.msc.nary.mil
I especially encourage anyone who had tried to contact me
earlier, but were frustrated by the incorrect e-mail address, to
contact us at this time.
Finally, the ceremony marking the transfer of USNA VSTA
Rodman occurred on March 11, 1999, though the actual turnover
will occur in mid to late April. It appears that we will be able to
get the base street signs commemorating WWII subs donated to the
WWil Submarine Vets Assn., but that the AC/DC motor-generator
in the old battery shop and the 25hz diesel generator-which
coupled with a 25/60hz converter is still the base emergency power
supply-will be turned over to Panama in place.

C.H. Maher
LT, USN

CO, MSCO Panama
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BOOK REVIEWS
DEMOLISJDNG U-BOAT MYTHS
Hitler's U-boat War:
Volume I The Bunters, 1939-1942
volume 11 lbe Hunted, 1942-1945

by Clair Blair
New York: Random House, 1996, 1998
Vol. I: 809 pp; Vol. II, 909 pp.
Appendices, maps, photos, separate indexes of U-boats and
ships.
Each volume $40.00
Reviewed by CAPT Ralph Enos, USN(Ret.)
lay Blair's massive two-volume history of the World War
II U-boat war effectively demolishes what remains of The
U-boat myth: that the Allied victory over the U-boats in the
Battle of the Atlantic was a near-run thing. Not so, says Blair; the
U-boats never came close to strangling vital seaborne traffic to the
British Isles, and what is more, had they introduced snorkels and
the fast Type XXI and XXIII "electro boats" earlier in the war it
would have made no difference.
The German Unterseebootwaffe started WWII with 57 U-boats,
too few to do the job, and they never caught up, despite building
1,052 more. They had faulty operational doctrine, bad torpedoes
and sonar, no radar, boats that were poorly designed for their
assigned missions, and they never tumbled to the Allies decrypting
their Enigma codes, HF/OF-equipped escorts homing on their radio
signals, aircraft using centimetric-band radar, escorts decoying
their T-5 homing torpedoes, or that Allied shipbuilding was
replacing ships much faster than they could sink them. The
question naturally arises: wHow were they able to pose such a
threat, sink 2,919 ships of 14.6 million tons, and tie up huge ASW
forces, with such a sorry start and poor equipment?"
Blair answers this question but the reader has to do much of the
work in digging it out. Therein lies the job of reading Hitler's Uboat War, for it is this digging that reveals insights that have
relevance for today's submariners.
Clay Blair died in December, just after the second volume of
Hitler's U-boat War was published. Bringing this volume out was

C
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the consuming interest of the last year of his life, and the meticulous checking involved was delayed by the heart trouble that
eventually felled him. American submariners should be grateful
for his painful diligence, because Hider's U-boat War is a
comprehensive history of that disastrous campaign told from an
American viewpoint.
Blair's New York Times obituary identified him as a Navy
veteran and an expert on submarines, and indeed submarines
provided the bookends of his life. He started his adult life as a 20
year old quartermaster in USS GUARDFISH on its last two war
patrols. He studied journalism at Tulane and Columbia and
became a national security correspondent for Time magazine. After
leaving journalism in 1964, his affection for submarines inspired
him to undertake the painstaking research that resulted in Si1£IJl.
YictaO'·· The US. Submarine War Against Japan, generally
considered the definitive history of that campaign. And after a
career as a freelance writer in which he wrote more than 20 books,
in his last effort-literally-he came out with Hitler's U-baar War.
Blair's task this time was much harder than his 1975 history of
U.S. submarines in the Pacific. The WWII U-boat campaign lasted
longer (69 vs. 45 months), it was fought by more submarines (859
vs. 227), it saw more tonnage sunk (14.6 vs. 5.3 million tons), and
it was contested by stronger and far more numerous anti-submarine
forces than the Pacific campaign.
Blair applies the same attention to detail that made Silent Victozy
such a favorite among submariners. All the important actions
involving U-boats are mentioned, skippers are identified, attacks
made and damage and sinkings are assessed in the light of the latest
analysis. He gives equal battle time to the U-boat hunters, naming
pilots of attacking aircraft or surface warship skippers when data
are available, and provides details of combat encounters from the
ASW units, as well as from the U-boat's viewpoint.
The result is huge, and has been brought out by Random House
in two volumes. Volume /- 1be Hunters tovers the first three years
of the war (September 1939 through August 1942) and has two
parts: Book One-The U-boar War Against the British Empirecovers the period September 1939-December 1941 when the war
was primarily Germany against Great Britain; Book Two-The Uboat War Against the Americas-covers the period January-August
1942 after the U.S. formally entered the war, and focuses on the
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U-boat onslaught against shipping in American waters. Yolume IL·
1be HunJed covers the third phase of the campaign, from September 1942 to the end of the war.
All this may cause non-naval readers' eyes to glaze over. I urge
them not to. Blair's style is spare and plain. He disdains lofty
rhetoric and has a fondness for the clich6, but he does not dwell
overly much on any one event, even when the historian in one
wishes he would. The narrative fairly zips along.
Blair's objective in writing the work was to de-mythologize the
U-boat war. He felt that since the war's end the reality of the Uboat campaign has been distorted by various historians, politicians,
propagandists, journalists, and U-boat enthusiasts. The most
flagrant of these distortions is that the defeat of the U-boats was a
near-run thing, a close squeak for Great Britain. Blair makes it
clear that Donitz was playing a losing hand from the beginning.
He makes a strong defense of (U.S. Fleet Commander) Admiral
Ernest J. King's actions in the face of the January-August 1942 Uboat offensive in American waters. Blair feels that King has been
savaged by historians-mostly British-for resisting convoy and
scorning British hard-won advice on fighting submarines. These
historians focus on King's anglophobia-implying it colored his
visiorrand claim he was preoccupied by the Pacific when it should
have been obvious that the war would be won or lost in the
Atlantic! Blair also shoots these arguments down.
King-and all the relevant American commanders (Stark,
Ingersoll, Andrews)-believed a poorly escorted convoy was worse
than none at all, a conviction they had come by after hard and close
examination of British experience to that date. Blair points out that
the British never have given King credit for his insistence that
convoys of troopships should be heavily escorted and that this
policy was a genuine success, although it did consume precious
escorts. He notes that British policy often resulted in inadequate
escort for troopships, sometimes leading to massive tragedy.
As for the argument that King was preoccupied by the Pacific,
Blair notes that much of this stems from a scheduled high level
meeting with First Sea Lord Pound in April 1942 that King
summarily deserted to meet with Nimitz in San Francisco. At this
meeting King and Nimitz hammered out the strategy that led to
American success at Coral Sea and Midway. It seems to this
reader that King was fully justified in his apparent display of
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discourtesy. Hooray for Blair talcing an American view of the war!
The principal criticism of the work is that it Jacks a summarizing focus. Blair does sununarize each volume, but in Volume II he
seems in a rush to cover all the ground with his characteristic
thoroughness, and his summarizing suffers. It may have been a
race against the clock of his own mortality that left him insufficient
time to completely sum up his conclusions about a conflict that had
already consumed 1,700 pages.
One wishes he had had the stamina to round out the work with
a sweeping analysis of the entire U-boat war, rather than treat each
volume as if it were a stand-alone document. This leaves the
reader with a good deal of work to do: Despite 35 appendices in
the two volumes covering each patrol and various other items of
interest, there is no overall summary of the U-boat order-of-battle
for the entire war, nor a single summary of merchant ship losses.
I couldn't help comparing the disastrous German U-boat
campaign with America's successful submarine war against Japan.
What did we do right that Donitz and his gang did wrong? What
did DOnitz do right that Allied ASW forces effectively countered?
And are there lessons in this campaign that submariners of all
navies can take to heart, even today? Some observations:
• German WWII torpedoes were worse than in 1918. Their
torpedo troubles were eerily similar to those experienced by
American submariners. Despite a much speedier response
on the part of the German high command once a torpedo
crisis was recognized, solutions were slow to enter the fleet
and in some cases never did.
• German U-boats lacked radar and sonar, and their fire
control and listening gear was only so-so. DOnitz expected
a patrol line of these little, radarless boats to be his principal
surveillance sensors to detect oncoming convoys; the
discovering boat would trail and vector the rest of the
wolfpack in for the kill. That they didn't do so very well
explains a great deal of the failure of the wolfpack tactic.
• While the Allies continued to improve their weapons,
sensors, tactics, and competence, the German posture stayed
essentially the same as in 1939, or deteriorated.
• Despite the affection the Type VII U-boat seems to engender
among today's naval buffs, it was a failure at its assigned
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mission in the North Atlantic. Its sea-keeping ability, range,
torpedo load, electronics, habitability, and durability were
all inadequate. In contrast, the American fleet submarine
proved admirably suited to conditions encountered on long
patrols in the tropical Pacific.
In addition to having lousy boats, torpedoes, and electronics,
OOnitz was obsessed with the wolfpack idea, and pursued it
long after its ineffectiveness had been demonstrated.
German Navy failure to obtain long range air reconnaissance
or protection over the Bay of Biscay was a significant failure
of vision, as well as a telling example of serious interservice
rivalries in the Third Reich and its endemic limited resources.
The technological ignorance of the German high command
is astonishing. They correctly guessed that the Allies had
some kind of new detection gear that enabled them to attack
a surfaced U-boat at night and in bad visibility. Their
scientists didn't believe the Allies could mount 10 cm band
radar on aircraft or HF/DF equipment on escorts, so the
boats continued to be devastated by air attacks without
warning and chattered away on their radios while escorts
DF-ed them. When a captured Allied pilot said the Allies
were really tracking U-boats by radiation given off by their
Metox radar detectors, they believed him and cautioned Uboats to use care in deploying Metox.
Technological ignorance was an institutional flaw in the
German Navy, where line officers were not expected to be
technically inclined. Contrast this to the American submarine community where technical solutions to critical problems, e.g., with torpedoes, were routinely generated in the
fleet.
The German Navy did not enlist the nation's vaunted
technical community to solve urgent combat problems to the
extent Americans and British did; again, this was symptomatic of an institutional flaw in Germany. The idea of a
German Admiral Lockwood taking time to pester academics
to hurry up FM sonar development because it was needed to
penetrate a mined enemy sanctuary is too fantastic to
contemplate.
Despite technical and operational failures, such was the
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competence of the U-boat skippers and crews, that they
continued to mount a credible threat until the last days of the
war. Things got incredibly harder for the U-boats as the
war went on, yet their morale did not seem to flag despite
enduring the highest casualty rate of any arm of any
belligerent in the war .1
Donitz has been much maligned in his own country for
continuing to send his crews to near-certain doom after the Allies
clearly had beaten the U-boats in May 1943. The picture that
emerges from Blair is more complex. Donitz agonized over this
question continuously, and always came up with the same answer:
the U-boats must continue to take the offensive. Allied forces tied
down were much greater than the U-boat effort, forcing them to
convoy complicated their logistics, and when compared to the
sacrifices of other German forces on other fronts, including the
home front, it was not too much to ask.
How did a force of dedicated and competent sailors such as the
Unterseebootwaffe ultimately fail on a massive scale, and with such
appalling casualties? How did they pose such a threat and sink so
much tonnage if they were such a flawed force?
The answer is complex. For one thing, the U-boats never were
so serious a threat as they seemed at the time and for many years
thereafter. The key words here are "as they seemed at the time".
One must understand that the U-boat war was fought over a huge
ocean by small units; integration of data from this vast complex
was difficult at best and slowly achieved, by both sides. At the
time what was really happening was difficult or impossible to
discern.
The biggest Allied alarm came during March 1943 when a
couple of successful wolfpack convoy attacks and an unusually high
worldwide monthly tonnage loss seemed to threaten the lifeline to
Britain. It was a case of looking at a glass 10 percent empty vs. 90
percent full. In fact, 91.5 percent of all merchant ships bound for

1

Estimates of Gcnnan U-boat personnel losses arc: 36,325 of which 4,721
were captured. If one assumes 45 men per boat and 1, 109 total boats commissioned, this represents a 63 percent killed-in·action rate. Of lhe 859 boats that set
out on war patrols, 648, or 75 percent, were lost, 429 with no survivors. Some
215 U-boats were sunk on lheir first patrol.
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Great Britain got through to their destination in March 1943, but
the Admiralty focused only on the 84 ships sunk on the North
Atlantic run, noticing that U-boats seemed to be returning to these
waters in record numbers, and with good summer weather coming
things would only get worse.
In April and May 1943 worldwide sinkings were down to 52
vessels of 207 ,000 tons (vs. 635,000 tons in March) against the
operational loss of 58 U-boatsl So much for extrapolating a couple
of data points when parameters are changing rapidly (e.g., the
coincident arrival of jeep carrier escort groups and closing the midAtlantic air gap in this same time frame). At that point Donitz
figuratively threw in the towel, but this hard won Allied victory
could not be acknowledged by either side.
Gennany continued to pour vast resources into the U-boat war,
sending nearly four times as many boats on patrol as America did
in the Pacific. And the force remained potent until the end: 396 Uboats were still in service when Germany surrendered. The
strategy had its effect: no Allied escort could afford to let down its
guard.
The failure of the U-boat campaign of 1939-45 should be of
great interest to submariners of any nation. It should be stu9ied
and analyzed and dissected objectively. If one does this, some
home truths emerge:
• A submarine•s principal characteristic is stealth. Compromise this and the submarine is worthless. Allied radar
destroyed the U-boat's stealth on the surface. If they dived,
Allied sonar or sonobuoys or the FIDO homing torpedo
detected them.
• A technologically dependent arm, such as a submarine force,
must maintain close relations with its technical support
community.
• One should not start vast projects with half vast ideas.
Hitler went to war in 1939 with a U-boat arm that was just
four years old, had inadequate materiel and numbers, and a
strategy that was profoundly flawed.
• One must not assume the enemy's order-of-battle, training,
equipment, tactics, and competence will stand still while one
marshals one's forces.
• Submarines are not very good at defending against a major
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assault from the sea (e.g. German failure at Norway,
Nonnandy, and North Africa; U.S. failure in the Philippines
and at Midway).
Clay Blair has written a book that ought to become a standard
reference work for the German U-boat war, if not the definitive
history. Despite its length, submariners around the world will find
something of value on just about every page, and a caution they
should heed: if such a disaster could happen to Hitler's submarines,
it could happen to anyone's!•
RED SCORPION
The War Patrols oC the USS Rasher
By Peter T. Sasgen
Illustrations & Charts
Seven Appendices, Glossary, List of Sources
Naval Institute Press
Annapolis, Maryland 1995
ISBN 1-55750-760-0
Reviewed by CAPT Leonard A. Stoehr, USN(Ret.)

(lhe true story of one of America's most successful submarines.
Researched and written by the son of a wartime officer crew
member.)
he two sentences above, with only minor editing, are from
the opening of my first book review for THE SUBMARINE REVIEW. The book's title is War Patrols of tbe
USS Flasher. So, as I began to read this book, my sense of deja
vu was very strong. Beside the similarity in their names, the two
ships were very similar in other ways-FLASHER's hull number
was 249, RASHER's was 269. In the tonnage statistics compiled
in Theodore Roscoe's well known United States Submarine
Operations in World War 11, FLASHER was at the top of the
tonnage sunk list with 100,231 tons, RASHER was number two
with 99,901. (Note the difference: 240 tons. Less than 1/4 of 1
percent.) FLASHER won two Presidential Unit Citations;
RASHER won three.
The list of similarities could easily be extended, but this review
is addressing the wartime history of RASHER. RASHER was built
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by the Manitowoc Shipbuilding Company, Manitowoc, WI.
Always known as a high quality builder, Manitowoc was especially
known for the neat interior layouts of its ships. She was launched
on 20 December 1942 and commissioned on 8 June 1943. Three
and one half months later, on 24 September, RASHER was
underway for her first war patrol. At that time, though no one
knew the future, there were less than twenty-three months of war
remaining. In this short period, RASHER had five Commanding
Officers, underwent a three month overhaul at Hunter's Point
NSY, completed eight war patrols, and sank eighteen ships. Three
of her COs won Navy Crosses. All of this happened in the period
of a normal assignment in the postwar Navy. An interesting aspect
of Rasher's wartime exploits is the fast turnover in her COs. Of the
ship's five COs, three of them held command for only a single war
patrol. The famous fifth patrol, where Hank Munson sank five
ships for a total of 52,667 tons, produced better than half of
RASHER's total tonnage score. Munson rightly became famous
for this feat, but I was surprised by the score racked up by his
predecessor, LCDR Willard R. Laughon. I don't remember ever
having heard of Laughon before, but his consistency, as shown by
his record of sinking nine ships in his three patrols, is certainly
impressive. He appears to have been expert in the fine art of the
calculated risk. His aggressive tactics won two Navy Crosses and
a Presidential Unit Citation.
There have been many World War II submarine histories
written and I have enjoyed all of those that I have read, but they all
seem, in retrospect, to share one large fault. The submarines that
fought World War II were successful or not because of the crews
that manned them. Of course, luck had a certain effect-there were
several boats that sank more ships than FLASHER and RASHER,
but the average size of their kills was smaller-FLASHER and
RASHER had the good luck to find some large ships in their
periscope crosshairs. However, in many cases, this luck was
bolstered by the aggressiveness and daring of individual Commanding Officers who "made their own luck." Ed Hutchinson, Bill
Laughon and Hank Munson were all good examples of this. I'm
taking a long time in getting to my pbint-that I don't feel that most
of the histories adequately portray the personal characters of the
captains and crews. Mr. Sasgen feels that he was impelled by his
father's death to take on the task of writing this book. He wanted
to "make it rich in detail and exciting to read." He has succeeded
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in reaching this goal as have the other submarine history authors
that I have read. If I had not read so many, perhaps I would not be
feeling that I have missed really getting to know any of the men
who drive these pages. Were they short or tall, skinny or muscular, humorous or serious, neat or sloppy? Whenever these points
are described in these histories, they' are handled in a superficial,
almost off-hand, manner. Mr. Sasgen's father reported to RASHER as a Machinist Mate, was commissioned following the fifth
patrol, and served aboard for all eight of her war patrols. We learn
that he was an expert cribbage player and, at one time, un<lertook
the tutelage of his CO, Chuck Nace, in the finer points of the
game. The explanation that cribbage counting was difficult for
someone who has played a lot of poker rings true and makes Chuck
Nace a more realistic human. Nace contributed extensive personal
notes and official documents to assist the author and becomes the
most authentic and empathetic character in the book. If only more
of the crew members could have come alive in this way. I wished,
in particular, that I could have come to know Bill Laughon, Hank
Munson, and Pete Sasgen better as men rather than only in their
roles as submariners.
One other complaint that should be noted in any book that is
published by the Naval Institute Press, arguably the premier naval
publisher in the English language. It is surprising to find errors
that a good technical editor should have caught without a second
thought. I have been awakened and energized by the general alarm
more times that I would care to count. I have never thought of it
as a "chime" yet battle stations continue to chime throughout the
narrative. How about the Chief of Naval Operations not having his
title capitalized (Page 46)? On page 57, we find RASHER running
on the surface in enemy waters without negative tank flooded. On
page 256, having departed from San Francisco, RASHER approaches Oahu from the "southeast", passes Diamond Head and
Waikiki, and makes the tum at Barber's Point for the Pearl Harbor
channel entrance. We should not expect that Mr. Sasgen would
have intimate knowledge of the geography of the southern coast of
Oahu, but a Naval Institute Press editing staff certainly should.
While the above problems detracted from my overall enjoyment
of the book by interrupting my attention to the flow of the story,
they do not change the basic fact that this is a fine adventure story
and well told. Mr. Sasgen has added another worthy chapter to the
history of a too long "silent service."•
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